ANNUAL REPORT 2005

OUR BUSINESS
Truworths International Limited (‘the company’) is an investment holding and management company listed
on the JSE Limited and the Namibian Stock Exchange. Its trading subsidiaries, Truworths Limited (“Truworths”)
and Young Designers Emporium (Pty) Limited (“YDE”), are engaged either directly, or through franchises and
agencies, in the retailing of fashion apparel and related merchandise. Truworths International Limited and
its subsidiaries (“the group”) operate primarily in southern Africa.

OUR PURPOSE
Youthful fashionable South Africans want to look attractive and successful and feel enthused with confidence.
To this end, Truworths entices them into the most exciting, visually appealing “real” and virtual retail
environments where they can shop effortlessly for an innovative and adventurous blend of colour, fabric,
value and fashion styling of international standards.

THE VISION
F O R O U R CU S T O M ER S

“Truworths will be the first place I go when I want quality fashion that makes me look attractive and feel
successful because shopping at Truworths is effortless and I am helped by lively and committed people.”
F O R O U R S HAR EH O LD ERS

“We are long-term investors in Truworths because we trust in management’s capacity to execute innovative
strategies which deliver significant real growth year after year.”
F O R O U R EM P LO Y EES

“I am totally committed to Truworths because I am always encouraged to offer innovative ideas which contribute
to the ultimate purpose of Truworths. As a result Truworths is generous in recognising my role as an effective
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GROUP FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

2005

2005

2004

Change

52 weeks 52 weeks

2004

52 weeks

52 weeks

%

Rm

Rm

3 286

2 719

21

648

517

25

$m

$m

Group summary

399

526

Sale of merchandise

76

104

Net profit for the period

74

104

Headline earnings

648

504

29

79

105

Cash generated from operations

657

535

23

204

268

Wealth created through value added

1 674

1 389

21

338

389

Total assets

2 584

2 088

24

791

1 275

Market capitalisation

8 478

4 880

74

Basic earnings

144.8

113.0

28

Headline earnings

144.8

110.0

32

Fully diluted headline earnings

140.8

107.4

31

Cash flow

124.0

103.5

20

Cash equivalent earnings

152.4

125.9

21

69.0

48.0

44

Net asset value

403.0

326.0

24

Market price

1 740

1 011

72

Ordinary share performance
(cents per share)

Dividends per share

Eight year
average

Key financial ratios
Operating margin (%)

29.8

27.4

22

Return on average shareholders’ equity (%)

39.8

37.5

27

PROSPECTS
The benefits of low interest and inflation rates and improved disposable incomes,
together with the further development of the structural changes evident in the South
African economy, should continue to support a buoyant retail environment. This
perspective is reflected in merchandise sales for the period since year-end being
comfor tably ahead of budget. Market share gains, fur ther productivity
improvements for which the group has become renowned, continued reinvigoration
of the group’s brands and measured expansion of trading space lead management to
be optimistic about business prospects in the 2006 year, even after having regard
for the significant trading base established over previous years.
Note: Income statement and cash flow figures have been translated at an average rate of
R6.25/US$1 (2004: R6.81/US$1). Balance sheet figures have been translated at a closing
rate of R6.65/US$1 (2004: R6.17/US$1).
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EIGHT YEAR REVIEW

TRUWORTHS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED GROUP

Year
Number of weeks

SEVEN YEAR
COMPOUND
GROWTH %

TRUWORTHS LIMITED

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

52

52

52

53

52

52

52

1998
52

Rm

Rm

Rm

Rm

Rm

Rm

Rm

Rm

Income statements
Sale of merchandise
Cost of sales

16
16

3 286
(1 541)

2 719
(1 287)

2 306
(1 141)

1 984
(949)

1 595
(759)

1 417
(677)

1 247
(599)

1 132
(541)

Gross profit
Expenses

11

1 745
(929)

1 432
(834)

1 165
(761)

1 035
(676)

836
(622)

740
(579)

648
(488)

591
(440)

Trading profit
Investment income
Profit before finance costs, exceptional
items and tax
Finance costs

27

816
164

598
148

404
144

359
89

214
75

161
65

160
78

151
61

24

980
–

746
–

548
(1)

448
–

289
–

226
(2)

238
(1)

212
(2)

980
–

746
15

547
(1)

448
5

289
15

224
(194)

237
4

210
(2)

Profit before exceptional items and tax
Exceptional items
Profit before tax
Income tax expense

25

980
(329)

761
(243)

546
(159)

453
(162)

304
(90)

30
(68)

241
(71)

208
(77)

Profit after tax
Minority interest

26

651
(3)

518
(1)

387
–

291
–

214
–

(38)
–

170
–

131
–

Net profit for the period

26

648

517

387

291

214

(38)

170

131

Cash flow statements
Cash EBITDA
Working capital movements

24

895
(238)

674
(139)

481
(53)

433
(179)

274
(22)

35
(47)

217
(50)

194
(47)

24

657
160
(262)

535
144
(205)

428
140
(123)

254
84
(192)

252
68
(92)

(12)
55
(72)

167
72
(82)

147
59
(76)

23
56

555
(266)

474
(194)

445
(118)

146
(75)

228
(53)

(29)
(16)

157
(15)

130
(12)

289

280

327

71

175

(45)

142

118

Cash generated from/(utilised by)
operations
Net interest received
Tax paid
Cash inflow/(outflow) from operations
Dividends paid
Net cash from/(used in) operating
activities
Net cash used in investing activities

(76)

(88)

(56)

(208)

(36)

Net cash (used in)/from financing activities

(35)

(193)

39

(46)

4

(40)
–

(51)

(49)

–

–

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and
cash equivalents
Net cash inflow from discontinued operations

178
–

(1)
10

310
1

(183)
5

143
15

(85)
–

91
–

69
–

Cash and cash equivalents for the period

178

9

311

(178)

158

(85)

91

69

Balance sheets
Assets
Non-current assets
Current assets

18

451
2 133

449
1 639

409
1 431

429
966

280
1 017

291
801

300
820

281
663

Total assets

15

2 584

2 088

1 840

1 395

1 297

1 092

1 120

944

1 804
13

1 455
12

1 302
–

1 000
–

830
–

676
–

729
–

575
–

1 817

1 467

1 302

1 000

830

676

729

575

2 584

2 088

1 840

1 395

1 297

1 092

1 120

944

Equity and liabilities
Shareholders' equity
Minority interests
Total shareholders' equity
Total equity and liabilities

18

The Truworths International Limited group information has been disclosed for the 2001 to 2005 years. Information in respect of the prior years has been
excluded as these years include the effects of discontinued operations. For the purposes of comparability the information in respect of the operating
company Truworths Limited has been disclosed for the 1998 to 2000 financial years.
Information in respect of the 1998 to 2005 years has been adjusted to take into account the requirements of the South African Statements of GAAP
AC105 (revised): Leases in respect of operating leases with fixed escalation clauses.
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RATIOS

TRUWORTHS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED GROUP

Year

SEVEN YEAR
COMPOUND GROWTH
% OR EIGHT YEAR
AVERAGE

Number of weeks

Returns
Return on average shareholders'
equity
Return on capital
Asset reinvestment rate (†)
Return on invested capital (ROIC)
Weighted average cost of capital
(WACC)
ROIC divided by WACC

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

52

52

52

53

52

52

52

52

(%)
(%)
:1
(%)

Av.
Av.
Av.
Av.

27
45
1
21

39.8
59.7
1.6
26.0

37.5
53.9
1.0
25.4

33.6
47.6
1.0
21.4

31.8
49.0
1.2
21.7

28.4
38.4
1.3
20.1

(5.4)
32.1
1.3
17.3

26.1
36.5
1.1
17.8

25.4
41.2
1.7
16.0

(%)

Av.

16

13.0

14.8

14.1

16.5

16.4

18.5

19.9

18.3

2.0

1.7

1.5

1.3

1.2

0.9

0.9

0.9

(times)

Productivity
Sale of merchandise per full-time
equivalent (FTE) employee**
Sale of merchandise per
store**
Sale trading density**
Net asset turn
Net assets per FTE employee
Gross margin
Trading margin
Operating margin
EBITDA margin
Basic earnings per FTE
employee
Stock turn*

TRUWORTHS LIMITED

(R'000)

12

746

695

622

564

471

428

359

345

(R'000)
(R)
(times)
(R'000)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

Av.

11
10
2

Av.
Av.
Av.
Av.

52
17
22
25

10 018
22 335
1.8
395
53.1
24.8
29.8
32.0

8 828
20 481
1.9
361
52.7
22.0
27.4
30.0

8 007
18 120
1.8
351
50.5
17.5
23.8
26.7

7 321
16 428
2.0
284
52.2
18.1
22.6
25.5

5 974
14 329
1.9
245
52.4
13.4
18.1
21.1

5 535
13 082
2.1
204
52.2
11.4
15.9
19.3

5 262
11 965
1.7
210
52.0
12.8
19.1
22.6

4 922
11 497
2.0
175
52.2
13.3
18.7
21.8

(R'000)
(times)

Av.

5.5

141
5.9

127
6.5

104
6.7

83
6.1

63
5.2

49
4.5

40
3.7

33.6

32.0

29.1

35.7

29.5

226.6

29.4

36.9

Effective tax rate

(%)

(11)
5.5

Solvency and liquidity
Net cash to total shareholders'
equity
Current ratio
Total liabilities to total
shareholders' equity
Dividend Cover

(%)
:1

Av.
Av.

29
4

34.8
3.1

30.9
3.3

34.1
3.7

13.3
4.3

37.5
3.5

22.7
3.5

32.6
4.0

25.6
3.5

(%)
(times)

Av.

50

42.2
2.1

42.2
2.3

41.3
2.5

39.5
2.9

56.3
3.0

61.5
–

53.6
2.1

64.2
4.0

PROFITABILITY

TRADING AREA AND SALES DENSITY

35

160 000

25 000

140 000

20 000

25

100 000

15 000

20

80 000

10 000

15

60 000

TRADING SQM

120 000

RANDS PER SQM

PERCENTAGE

30

40 000

10

5 000

5

0

20 000

1998

1999

2000

Trading margin

2001

2002

2003

Operating margin

2004

2005

EBITDA margin

1998

1999

2000

Sales trading density

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Trading square metre

The Truworths International Limited group information has been disclosed for the 2001 to 2005 years. Information in respect of the prior years
has been excluded as these years include the effects of discontinued operations. For the purposes of comparability the information in respect of
the operating company Truworths Limited has been disclosed for the 1998 to 2000 financial years.
Information in respect of the 1998 to 2005 years has been adjusted to take into account the requirements of the South African Statements of
GAAP AC105 (revised): Leases in respect of operating leases with fixed escalation clauses.
† = Excluding No. 1 Mostert Street and its related depreciation.
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RATIOS
(continued)

TRUWORTHS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED GROUP

Year

SEVEN YEAR
COMPOUND
GROWTH %

Number of weeks

TRUWORTHS LIMITED

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

52

52

52

53

52

52

52

52

1 074

857

780

737

729

709

Key debtor statistics
Number of active customer accounts

(000's)

Arrear accounts: overdue accounts as
a % of total debtors

(%)

14

14

14

13

15

18

Net bad debts: credit sale of merchandise**

(%)

2.3

2.2

2.5

2.2

3.7

4.7

Credit: cash sales mix**

(%)

74:26

73:27

72:28

72:28

75:25

77:23

(%)

4.5

4.3

5.1

4.7

8.0

10.0

debtors book

(%)

5.9

5.9

5.9

5.6

5.6

4.9

Cost of credit

(Rm)

29

11

3

18

37

–*

Total number of FTE employees excluding YDE

4 403

3 912

3 710

3 520

3 386

3 310

3 474

3 281

Total number of FTE employees including YDE

4 604

4 062

3 710

3 520

3 386

3 310

3 474

3 281

Net bad debts as a % of gross debtors
book
Bad debt provision as a % of gross

Operating statistics

Total number of Truworths stores,
311

291

269

257

255

246

230

224

Total number of franchise stores

excluding franchise stores and YDE

17

17

19

14

12

10

7

6

Total number of YDE stores

13

12

–

–

–

–

–

–

146 285

133 604

127 072

121 170

115 414

109 402

104 221

98 419

4 843

4 522

–

–

–

–

–

Total trading area, excluding franchise
and YDE stores

(m 2)

Total trading area for YDE stores

(m 2)

Total expenses

(Rm)

6

11

(929)

(834)

(761)

(676)

(622)

(579)

(488)

–
(440)

Depreciation costs

(Rm)

11

(72)

(69)

(67)

(58)

(48)

(48)

(44)

(35)

Employment costs

(Rm)

12

(382)

(349)

(304)

(271)

(240)

(216)

(197)

(174)

Occupancy costs

(Rm)

12

(232)

(201)

(179)

(163)

(152)

(140)

(127)

(108)

Other operating costs

(Rm)

10

(243)

(215)

(211)

(184)

(182)

(175)

(120)

(123)

Total expenses as a % of sale of merchandise**

28

31

33

34

39

40

40

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

3

12

13

13

14

15

15

16

15

Occupancy costs as a % of sale of merchandise**

7

7

8

8

10

10

10

10

Other operating costs as a % of sale of merchandise**

7

8

9

9

11

12

10

11

Sale of merchandise**

21

18

16

24

13

14

10

13

Trading profit

37

48

13

68

33

‡

6

5

items and tax

31

36

22

55

28

‡

12

11

Profit before tax

29

39

21

49

‡

‡

16

13

Net profit for the period

25

34

33

36

‡

‡

30

11

Depreciation costs as a % of sale of merchandise**
Employment costs as a % of sale of merchandise**

39

Annual growth (%)

Profit before finance costs, exceptional

The Truworths International Limited group information has been disclosed for the 2001 to 2005 years. Information in respect of the prior years
has been excluded as these years include the effects of discontinued operations. For the purposes of comparability the information in respect of
the operating company Truworths Limited has been disclosed for the 1998 to 2000 financial years.
Information in respect of the 1998 to 2005 years has been adjusted to take into account the requirements of the South African Statements of
GAAP AC105 (revised): Leases in respect of operating leases with fixed escalation clauses.
* This information is not available.
** Excludes sale of merchandise made by YDE to customers as these sales are on an agency basis for which YDE earns commission, which is
reported in the group's revenue.
‡ = % change not meaningful.
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RATIOS
(continued)

DIVIDENDS AND HEADLINE EARNINGS
PER SHARE

CASH FLOW, EARNINGS AND CASH
EQUIVALENT EARNINGS EARNINGS PER SHARE
175

175

150

150

125

125

100

CENTS

CENTS

200

100

Write-off of sportsgirl
investment

75

75

50

50

25

25

0

0

(25)

1998
1998

1999

2000

2001

Dividends per share

2002

2003

2004

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2005

Headline earnings per share

Cash flow per share

Earnings per share

Cash equivalent earnings

NET PROFIT FOR THE YEAR AND SALE OF
MERCHANDISE

RETURN ON AVERAGE SHAREHOLDERS
EQUITY AND RETURN ON CAPITAL
65
750

4.0
Write-off of sportsgirl
investment

650

45

25

3.0

450

2.5

350

2.0

250

1.5

150

1.0

15
5

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

Return on average shareholders equity

2004

1998

2005

Return on capital

1999

2000

2001

Net profit for the year

TOTAL ASSETS AND SALE OF MERCHANDISE

2002

2003

2004

2005

Sale of merchandise

SALE OF MERCHANDISE AND GROSS MARGIN

3 500

54

3 500

3 000

52

3 000

2 500

50

2 500

48

2 000

46

1 500

1 000

44

1 000

500

42

500

PERCENTAGE

MILLIONS

0

(50)

(5)

2 000

1 500

0

40

0
1998

1999

Total assets

6

0.5

50

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Sale of merchandise
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1998

1999

2000

Sale of merchandise

2001

2002

Gross margin

2003

2004

2005

MILLIONS

35

3.5

550

BILLIONS

Write-off of sportsgirl
investment
MILLIONS

PERCENTAGE

55

SHARE STATISTICS

Year

SEVEN YEAR
COMPOUND
GROWTH %

Number of weeks

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

52

52

52

53

52

52

52

1998*
52

Performance on JSE Limited
Traded share prices
year-end

(cents per share)

1 740

1 011

730

599

509

550

625

400

high

(cents per share)

1 880

1 060

800

610

580

720

700

915

low

(cents per share)

1 000

715

530

415

350

450

208

400

weighted average

(cents per share)

1 505

903

623

513

457

578

464

637

12.0

9.2

8.5

9.5

11.7

17.8

24.1

12.3

Price earnings ratio
Truworths International share
price index
JSE retail index**

(1998: 400 = 100)

435

253

183

150

127

138

156

100

(1998: 9 551 = 100)

207

130

87

68

64

108

113

100

Year-end share price/net
asset value per share

(times)

4.3

3.1

2.5

2.6

2.7

3.5

3.8

2.8

Number of shares in issue

(000's)

487 241

482 732

476 385

467 603

461 289

457 709

448 511

429 526

Number of shares in issue adjusted for
treasury shares

(000's)

447 498

446 374

460 444

449 874

457 172

457 709

448 511

429 526

Volume of shares traded

(000's)

236 232

204 582

213 396

180 585

102 827

142 235

107 670

31 024

21 950

13 972

9 538

7 065

6 985

8 241

10 585

3 170

Number of transactions
Volume traded as a % of number of
shares in issue

(%)

48.5

42.4

44.8

38.6

22.3

31.1

24.0

7.2

Value of shares traded

(Rm)

3 555

1 847

1 329

927

470

822

500

198

Market capitalisation

(Rm)

8 478

4 880

3 478

2 801

2 348

2 517

2 803

1 718

Share performance
Earnings per share
basic earnings

(cents per share)

24

144.8

113.0

84.9

64.2

47.0

headline earnings

(cents per share)

24

144.8

110.0

85.8

63.3

43.5

30.9

(4.0)

27.3

32.3

25.9

32.6

Cash flow

(cents per share)

124.0

103.5

97.7

32.4

50.2

43.0

36.2

32.3

Cash equivalent earnings

(cents per share)

152.4

125.9

97.5

75.9

55.8

9.5

42.4

48.1

Net asset value

(cents per share)

17

403.0

326.0

282.2

222.3

181.6

147.7

162.5

133.9

Dividends declared

(cents per share)

36

69.0

48.0

34.0

22.0

14.5

12.5

12.5

8.1

Cumulative shares repurchased

(value – Rm)

330.2

275.3

80.2

66.8

–

–

–

–

Cumulative shares repurchased

(number – 000's)

39 743

36 358

15 768

13 612

–

–

–

–

NET ASSET VALUE PER SHARE AND
YEAR-END SHARE PRICE

SHARE PERFORMANCE

2 000
1800
1600
1400
1200
CENTS

CENTS

1 500

1 000

1000
800
600

500

400
200

0
1998

1999

2000

2001

Traded share price – high/low

2002

2003

2004

JSE retail index (J052)
Traded share price – year-end

2005

0
1998

1999

2000

2001

Net asset value per share

2002

2003

2004

2005

Year-end share price

* The statistics for 1998 are for the period between 11 May 1998 (date of listing) and 30 June 1998.
The statistics in respect of the 1998 to 2005 years have been adjusted to take into account the requirements of The South African Statements
of GAAP AC105 (revised): Leases in respect of operating leases with fixed escalation clauses.
Definitions are provided on pages 110 and 111.
** (J052 from 2002, previously IX80)
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TRUWORTHS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Board Members

A

B

C

Michael Mark (52)
B Com, MBA, ACMA

Wayne van der Merwe (47)
B Com, B Acc Sc (Hons), CA (SA)

Mike Thompson (61)
B Com, MBA, AMP (Harvard)

D

Robert Dow (48)

E

Tony Taylor (58)

F

G

H

B Sc (Hons), Dip Acc (Dist), CA

BA

Edward Parfett (63)
AMP (Harvard)

Hilton Saven (52)
B Com, CA (SA)

Thandi Ndlovu (50)
B Sc, MBChB

Chief executive officer of Truworths International Limited and
executive chairman of Truworths Limited
Appointed to the board in July 1988.
Executive director Young Designers Emporium (Pty) Limited since
February 2004
Financial director of Truworths International Limited and Truworths
Limited
Appointed to the board in August 2002
Executive director Young Designers Emporium (Pty) Ltd since
February 2004
Executive director
Retired banking executive
Management Consultant
Deputy chairman of Wesgro and immediate past chairman
Member of council at the Cape Town Regional Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
Chairman of audit committee at the Cape Peninsula University of
Technology
Appointed to the board in March 2004
Chairman of audit committee since May 2004
Non-executive director
Independent director
Investment adviser and business consultant
Appointed to the board in February 1998
Chairman of remuneration committee since February 2001
Appointed to the audit committee in May 2002
Non-executive director
Independent director
Director of Truworths International Limited and deputy managing
director of Truworths Limited
Appointed to the board in February 1999
Executive director
Retired retail executive
Business consultant
Appointed to the board in July 1988
Chairman of the non-executive committee since February 2003
Non-executive director
Independent director
Chairman of Truworths International Limited, appointed in May 2004
Senior partner of accounting firm Moores Rowland
Appointed to the board and audit committee in February 2003
Chairman of audit committee from May 2003 to May 2004
Member of remuneration committee since February 2003
Non-executive director
Independent director
Medical practitioner
Director of Motheo Construction (Pty) Limited, Medscheme Limited
and Women’s Development Bank Investment Holdings (Pty) Limited
Appointed to the board in February 2001
Non-executive director
Independent director
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Hilton Saven (52) B Com, CA (SA)
Chairman of Truworths International Limited, appointed in May 2004 • Senior partner of accounting firm
Moores Rowland.• Appointed to the board and audit committee in February 2003 • Chairman of the audit committee from May 2003 to May 2004
• Member of remuneration committee since February 2003 • Non-executive director • Independent director

The 2005 financial year proved to be another outstanding year for the Truworths International
Limited group, with record trading and sales across all areas of the business enabling us to build
on our enduring earnings growth track record. Growth in headline earnings per share of 32% is
above compounded growth in the past seven years of 24%.
A fundamental part of our strategy is the ongoing

Although we realise that the current retail upswing

focus on the reinvigoration of our core business

won’t last forever, and consequently the group’s

practices to ensure that our stores and merchandise

current rate of growth will eventually slow, we believe

are up to date with the latest fashion and retail

that the emergence of a stronger middle class,

trends and will meet the ever-changing demands of

which has resulted in notable growth in our

our style-conscious customers.

consumer base, will help to ensure the sustainability
of our business going forward.

In the year under review, we changed some of our
formats, experimented with new concepts and

Industry challenges

continued to meet the challenge of reinventing

The ongoing challenge for the group is to ensure the

ourselves.

procurement of a continued supply of the right
merchandise, which meets the highest fashion and

Outlook

proven formats that work. We seek to capitalise on

economic environment as consumers benefited from

new opportunities that present themselves in these

lower interest rates, wage settlements exceeding

areas, while always being mindful of limiting risks.

inflation, a cumulative reduction in personal taxation
and the property boom, all of which have improved
the financial position of consumers and boosted their
confidence levels.
More important to the retail industry are structural

12

quality standards and is presented to customers in

The retail industry has enjoyed an extended positive

Linked to this is the ongoing challenge to attract and
retain excellent employees. In this regard, we have
revised our human resources policies to sharpen our
focus on staff retention and succession planning.
During the year we employed a number of senior

changes to the economy that have given rise to the

executives to complement our existing team and

long-term and permanent transformation of the

assist us in monitoring and controlling the growth

trading environment. Fundamental changes to the

strategies we are pursuing. These new recruits were

social fabric of our population have seen the

also necessary as part of our succession planning

emergence of a broader-based middle class, which

and we feel that we currently have the depth of skills

has a greater disposable income.

not only to take us forward on our acquisition and
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
Hilton Saven

expansion strategy, but also to ensure the

group

sustainability of the group as a profitable and well-

reinvigoration of the group’s brands and measured

managed business.

expansion of trading space lead management to be

Our year-on-year goal is to grow the group’s business
organically. In the year under review, we also looked
for opportunities to grow through acquisition. To

has

become

renowned,

continued

optimistic about business prospects in the 2006
year, even after having regard for the significant
trading base established over previous years.

date finding a suitable acquisition has been difficult

Corporate governance

especially given the current economic buoyancy of

Corporate governance for the group remains the

the retail sector. Although various opportunities have

ultimate responsibility of the board of Truworths

presented themselves, we are determined that any

International Limited. The board has a firm focus on

entity we acquire must have a synergistic fit with our

maintaining the highest standards of corporate

existing business, slotting in as a logical add-on and

governance as well as proactively monitoring

offering both an increased customer base and

business risks.

customer loyalty.

We have established a strong code of values and

Growth of the business for the year under review was

ethics for the board, our executive and senior

partly as a result of an extensive increase in

the

management and our employees, which forms the

group’s overall retail trading space. We continue to

basis of our business philosophy and the way we

carefully monitor and manage our rate of increase so

conduct ourselves. We will continue to ensure that

that our expansion is controlled and within the

we adhere to best practice in all that we do, and

parameters of our risk profile.

meet our objective of ensuring that the group is a

Trends and prospects
The benefits of low interest and inflation rates and
improved disposable incomes, together with the
further development of the structural changes
evident in the South African economy, should
continue to support a buoyant retail environment.
This perspective is reflected in merchandise sales
for the seven weeks since year-end, which were

well-governed and sustainable organisation.
In the year under review, we continued to embed risk
management into the culture of our business so that
it is inherent in the way that we conduct our affairs
and always in our minds. As part of this process,
additional resources were added to the internal audit
team to strengthen its role in the management of
risk.

comfortably ahead of budget. Market share gains,

The efforts of the transformation committee gained

further productivity improvements for which the

momentum during the year and it now is fully
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
(continued)

operational with written terms of reference. The

programme and targets for our transformation

committee was established in 2004 as a committee

process.

of the Truworths Limited board and is mandated to
develop a transformation strategy for the group.

evaluation to ensure that we are progressing in the

In the year under review, the social accountability

right manner and keeping abreast of changing

committee was formed as a committee of the

needs. Our initial focus will be on skills transfer and

Truworths Limited board and will focus on enhancing

the upliftment of our own employees, which dovetails

the group’s business processes that impact on the

with our new human resources policy to ensure that

c o m m u n i t y,

we retain and grow existing talent within the

employees,

suppliers

and

the

environment.

business and offer opportunities for advancement

Our previous annual report earned an “excellent”

internally.

rating in the Ernst and Young 2005 Excellence in

Another challenge for the group, in common with all

Corporate Reporting survey. We are proud of this

other South African companies, is to consider

rating as it acknowledges the effort we put in to the

empowerment at the share-ownership level. A

quality of our reporting and disclosures, and

transaction of this nature will be based on

reassures us that our level of voluntary disclosure is

considerations of synergy with our existing business

good.

and will be required to offer long-term, enduring
benefits to the group and its stakeholders.

Transformation

14

We see this process as dynamic and open to regular

We view our responsibility to help bring about the

Social investment

economic empowerment of disadvantaged groups as

An event this year was the establishment of the

integral to being a model corporate citizen and truly

Truworths Chairman’s Foundation. The Foundation

South

that

will work alongside our two existing charitable trusts,

transformation is a sound business imperative that

the Truworths Social Involvement Trust and the

will enable us to maintain and grow our position in

Truworths Community Foundation, and will contribute

the retail industry in the long-term.

materially to our social upliftment initiatives.

Although there is currently no industry charter to

The Foundation is a means of making meaningful

guide empowerment in the retail industry, we have

investment in a limited number of programmes that

under taken our own initiatives to ensure the

we feel personally passionate about, and that do not

transformation of our business. The transformation

fall within the scope of activity of the group’s other

committee is tasked to recommend a policy,

charitable trusts. The main focus of the Foundation’s

African group.

We

also

believe
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endeavours will be on empowerment of previously

•

active interest in the group as an investment;

disadvantaged individuals.
The Social Accountability Committee is responsible

•

our suppliers for understanding our needs and
helping us to remain on top of our game;

for monitoring funds allocated to the three charitable
trusts operating within the group, and in the past

our shareholders for their continued faith and

•

financial year R3 million was donated to these trusts

our professional advisers and consultants for
their guidance and insight; and

to fund distributions.
•

the board of Truworths Limited for effectively

Board matters

implementing and maintaining the strategies and

In the year under review there were no changes to

operational structures that are the backbone of

the Truworths International Limited board.

our ongoing achievements and success.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank my

But most of all, I wish to extend my gratitude to our

colleagues on the board for their dedication and

employees who are ultimately responsible for our

guidance during the year. I am confident that the

outstanding performance. Thank you for excelling in

collective wisdom, skills, experience and passion of

meeting the challenges of continually improving and

the board will stand the group in good stead for any

reinvigorating the way we do business, and for

challenges it may face.

making sure that we provide the best shopping

I am also pleased to confirm that our chief executive

experience to our customers every day.

officer Michael Mark who has acted as CEO since

Hilton Saven

1991, has extended his service contract with the

Chairman

group for a further three years from 1 July 2005
until 30 June 2008.
Stakeholder acknowledgements
On behalf of the board, I wish to extend my
appreciation to:
•

our existing customers who remain loyal to the
group year after year, and our new customers for
joining us and boosting our growth;
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
Michael Mark

The theme of this year’s annual report, growth through reinvention, encapsulates the very
essence of who we are. Fundamental to the success of the group is our ability to adapt and
transform our brands, stores, systems, service and merchandise as new fashion trends emerge
and customers’ needs change.

This means that we never rest on our past

highlighting the successful implementation of our

successes, but constantly fine-tune the way we

business philosophy and strategies.

operate to ensure that we always produce inspired
designs, superior merchandising, quality products,
enticing marketing, caring service, innovative store
designs and an exciting shopping experience, that

Retailers were treated to another year of healthy
economic fundamentals, which saw consumers
enjoying the benefits of low inflation, favourable
interest rates, a property price boom, increased

leads ultimately to satisfied customers.

employment and substantial income tax relief.

The group’s formula of continual reinvention of the

Profit, wealth creation and headline earnings are the

core business is driven by our pursuit of consistent

key indicators used by the board in assessing the

and sustainable growth through empowering people

group’s performance. This year the results of the

to deliver, developing new initiatives and formats,

group

improving efficiencies through careful control of

expectations:

expenses and increased productivity, increasing

•

trading space, ef fectively utilising cash and

exceeded

the

b o a r d ’s

performance

The group set the pace in the market with
superior returns on average shareholders’ equity

continuing to build brand integrity. This process of

of 40%, while operating margin increased to

continual reinvention has produced consistent

29.8%, which is materially higher than local and

results for the group, and is the foundation of our

international benchmarks;

ongoing strategies for success.
•
Our brands are mainly homegrown, and are

by 21% from R2.7 billion in 2004, with an

therefore unique and exclusive to our stores. By

increase in trading space of 9%. Comparable

owning majority of our own range of brands, we fully

stores sale of merchandise reflected growth of

control our brand identity, as well as the design and

14%, with product inflation of approximately 5%.

quality of our merchandise.

Sale of merchandise shows a seven-year
compound growth rate of 16%;

Financial review
During the year under review, the group once again

16

Sale of merchandise amounted to R3.3 billion, up

•

The success of the store expansion strategy can

delivered excellent financial results, benefiting from

be seen in the 36% increase in trading profit to

the vibrancy of the fashion retail sector and

R816 million. Operating profit of R980 million is
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Michael Mark (52) B Com, MBA, ACMA
Chief executive officer of Truworths International Limited and executive chairman of Truworths Limited
• Appointed to the board in July 1988 • Employee and director of Truworths Limited since July 1991 • Executive director Young Designers Emporium (Pty)
Limited since February 2004.

31% higher than last year. Trading and operating

Further highlights from the year under review

profits have shown seven-year compound growth

include:

rates of 27% and 24% respectively;
•

•

The dividend cover has been revised to 2.1 times

Truworths womenswear increasing sales from

headline earnings, an improvement on 2.3 and

last year by 16%, Truworths Man by 21%, Daniel

2.5 times in 2004 and 2003 respectively. Strong

Hechter by 28% and LTD by 17%, as a result of

trading results enabled us to declare a final

proven merchandising strategies and the fact

dividend for the year of 37 cents per share.

that the brands are well recognised and desired

Including the interim dividend of 32 cents per

by customers;

share, total dividends for the year amount to

•

69 cents per share, a 44% increase on those

sought-after brand in the trendy, but cost-

share have shown a seven-year compound growth

conscious younger market. The extension of

rate of 36%;

capital (WACC) of 13%;
•

•

credit into this division during the year
contributed 11% to its sales; and

The group’s return on invested capital (ROIC) of
26% was double the weighted average cost of

Strong sales of R247 million from Identity,
confirming that it has truly come of age as a

paid in respect of the prior year. Dividends per

•

All divisions exceeding expectations, with

•

Gross margin improving by 0.4% to 53.1%. Over
the past eight years the gross margin has

Headline earnings per share of 144.8 cents

remained stable within the range of 51% and

reflected a 32% increase, with the compound

53%. The group aims to maintain this optimised

growth rate over the last seven years being 24%;

level of margin by controlling markdowns through

and

improved buying processes and the ongoing strict

New wealth created amounted to R1 674 million

control of inventory levels.

compared to R1 389 million in 2004. While 23%

Business highlights

or R385 million of this wealth has been retained

Both new customer accounts and the active account

in the business to fund future expansion, the

base showed good growth during the year. With

remaining R1 289 million was disbursed to the

Truworths, Identity and YDE combined, there are

group’s stakeholders, with 23% of new wealth

now well over one million active accounts compared

created paid to employees, 20% to government

to about 860 000 last year, the increase being in

as taxes, 14% to lessors in the form of rentals

line with the overall growth of private sector credit

and 16% to shareholders in the form of

extension. During the year 74% of retail sales across

dividends.

the group were made on credit.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
(continued)

The timing of the launch of credit facilities in YDE in

To date, the expansion of stores within the group has

August 2004 and in Identity in October 2004 was

been justified by our returns per square metre,

opportune, as the demand for credit surged during

which are well above those in the industry. However,

the year. We envisage that the introduction of credit

we are conservative in our expansion plans, as a real

facilities to these previously cash-only chains will

return on capital is the key determinant in all our

attract new customers as well as repeat business

store investment decisions.

from existing customers.
In its first full year of results since its acquisition

into new shopping destinations, and plans are in

by the group, YDE achieved agency sales of

place to open twelve Truworths stores, fourteen

R149 million, an increase of 19% on last year. We

Identity stores and one YDE store. In addition, about

are positive about this new acquisition and are

fourteen existing stores will be refurbished using the

excited at the prospect of growing and advancing the

latest store design and formats. Overall, we expect

YDE concept. We are pleased to be associated with

to increase trading space in 2006 by about 8%.

youthful emerging designers through YDE and
envisage that by nurturing and growing them, we will
achieve positive spin-offs for both YDE and our core
business.

Extensive work with international consultants and our
own market research culminated in extensive
refinements to the Truworths emporium concept.
The redesigned emporium format was launched at

Operating update

the new store in Clearwater Mall in Johannesburg

2005 was an exceptionally busy and rewarding year

and in the fully refurbished Westville Pavilion store in

for all of our operating divisions, with progress made

Durban in November 2004. Both stores are success

on a vast number of key initiatives, resulting in

stories, trading beyond expectations. This new

revised strategies, enhanced efficiencies and

format will impact on the design of all Truworths

productivity as well as cost management benefits.

stores launched in the 2006 year. Other new

Some operating highlights are mentioned below.

formats are also in the pipeline, which will lead to

Retail
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In the 2006 financial year we will continue to expand

further in-store changes.

We continued with our plans for expansion, and

Credit

opened nine new Truworths stores, one Truworths

Although demand for credit grew significantly in the

Man store, twelve Identity stores and one new YDE

year under review, we remained conservative in our

store. We also enlarged and refurbished a further

approach to credit extension. Our strict criteria for

seventeen stores and relocated five stores. The

the granting of credit to new customers were

result was an overall 9% increase in trading space to

maintained, with an acceptance rate of less than

146 285m 2.

50% of all applications for credit.
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We await final promulgation of the National Credit

We are concerned about the decline in the industry

Bill. Although the Bill will require more restrictive

as our preference is to procure from local suppliers

procedures in approving credit, we are preparing to

who are better equipped to respond to the flexibility,

adapt our processes and systems to accommodate

demanding

any changes.

merchandise runs required to produce the wide

Human resources

variety of styles offered by the group in each of its

A revised strategy for the management of human
resources was developed and implemented during
the year. This new strategy is closely aligned with the
group’s value system and centres on human capital

turnaround

times

and

smaller

ranges. Imported merchandise requires lead times
in the region of six to eight months, and changes to
styling are difficult after orders have been placed.
The group imports a relatively low portion of its

and talent management, including the attraction and

merchandise, focusing on items that are either

retention of talented people and succession

unavailable in South Africa or would be much more

planning.

expensive to produce here. Our purchases of locally
produced garments have grown in volume and value

Significant changes were also made to the human
resources department to provide the focus and
direction needed to implement the new strategy and
support the key objectives of the business with timely
and innovative staffing solutions.
Future challenges

terms every year for the past five years, a trend
which logically should result in additional jobs within
the clothing and textile industry.
If we were to sign this code, we might not be able to
give our customers the best possible merchandise at
the best possible prices. Some items are very

Supply chain
expensive when produced in South Africa and if we
The critical condition of the South African clothing
and textile manufacturing industry has led to
substantial job losses in recent years. In an attempt
to address this issue, the Congress of South African
Trade Unions (COSATU) has continued to call on all

were restricted to buying these items locally, many of
our customers would not be able to afford them.
Additionally, if we were bound to purchasing most of
our goods locally, we would not be able to give our
customers the variety of merchandise they are used

retailers to sign a code to purchase 75% of their
stock locally, with the aim of stemming further job

to.

losses. Most retailers have declined to sign this code

Together with other major retailers we have offered

as they do not believe it provides a long-term solution

to meet in a forum with labour, government and

to the problems facing the clothing and textile

manufacturers to try and improve the situation of the

industry.

local industry.
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(continued)

Although we are committed to helping the local

percentage of black people in the higher income

market grow and flourish, we also believe in free

groups, as evidenced in the number of black

trade, as it allows South African consumers the

consumers as a percentage of retail debtors’ books.

choice of the best products at the best price.

This process of transformation of our economy is set

Without free trade we would be unable to satisfy our

to continue, as more and more corporates comply

customers, and the sustainability of our business

with the requirements of industry charters and

would suffer as a consequence.

legislation calling for the broad-based economic
empowerment of previously disadvantaged sectors of

Economy

the population.

Although the economy is robust and shows few signs
of slowing down, periods of good growth are of a
cyclical nature and a slowdown is inevitable. Even if
the rand weakens and inflation rises marginally we
should continue to do well, we may not sustain
results at the current high levels, although the group
has traded well in the past in similar conditions.

The group is already well positioned in this market
segment. Our successful marketing drives have seen
much of the uptake in new accounts coming from
emerging black consumers who aspire to the
prestige of highly fashionable garments that offer the
superior quality and reasonable pricing that the
group’s brands traditionally represent. However, the

The strength of the rand during the first half of the

fashion retail trading environment has become

year enabled retailers to import quality fashionable

extremely competitive, with many of our long-

merchandise at competitive prices, translating into

standing competitors upping their game and vying to

minimal price increases and even lower prices to the

attract the growing black consumer market.

consumer. This helped to fuel the retail boom and
encouraged further importing, with all retailers

Future strategies and prospects
Utilisation of cash

benefiting from the currency strength.
The group remains in a solid cash position with cash
Economists forecast that the resilient domestic

and cash equivalents increasing to R632 million.

demand for consumer goods witnessed in the past

Going forward we will utilise cash in these main

few years is set to endure, as interest rates are at a

areas – acquisitions, expansion and share buybacks.

24-year low and seem set to remain around these
levels for at least the next six months.
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The group is still considering various acquisitions in
the retail sector, and we are patiently seeking the

Our confidence lies in the fact that we have taken

right buy that will fit strategically into our existing

advantage of structural changes in the South African

operations, will be easy to integrate and will boost

economy, that have resulted in the emergence of a

our existing offering. However, acquisitions during a

moneyed black middle class. The profile of the

consumer upturn such as the current one are more

domestic consumer has changed, with a greater

complicated than usual.
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In order to capture a larger portion of market share,

I would also like to express my gratitude to the

our strategy is to grow our trading space, and this

chairman and directors of Truworths International

year we undertook significant expansion to our

Limited and Truworths Limited for their active

stores in square metre terms. This growth, along

participation and vital input into the affairs of the

with the reinvention and evolution of our existing

group.

retail formats in the refurbishment of existing stores,
accounted for the largest portion of our capital
expenditure in the year under review. Our confidence
in the resilience of the current buoyant trading
conditions is demonstrated in our plans to continue
to expand in a controlled manner to provide a

We appreciate the effort made by our suppliers and
professional advisers to achieve the high standards
that we set for them and ourselves, and are grateful
for their support and contribution to the success of
the group.

positive real return on capital.

But most of all, I wish to thank our loyal customers

Our share buyback strategy remains active, and we

who trust us to provide them with quality fashion that

have increased our shareholding by 3.4 million

makes them look attractive and feel successful.

shares to total 39.7 million shares repurchased

Michael Mark

since the inception of the programme in the 2002

Chief Executive Officer

financial year. We still see the Truworths share as an
excellent investment, and will continue with our
share buyback programme, purchasing shares when
we perceive them to offer good value.
Appreciation
Although the entire retail industry benefited from an
extremely favourable year, we are nevertheless
proud of our results, as we retained our reputation
as South Africa’s leading fashion retailer.
It is the energy and innovation of the people who
comprise the group’s team of over 7 000 employees
that make us a success. My heartfelt thanks to the
management and staff of the group for their
dedication and hard work in delivering yet another
year of outstanding achievement.
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Wayne van der Merwe (47) B Com, B Acc Sc (Hons), CA (SA)
Director: Finance for Truworths International Limited and Truworths Limited
• Appointed to Truworths International Limited board in August 2002 • Appointed to Truworths Limited board in January 1999 • Appointed to Young
Designers Emporium (Pty) Limited board in February 2004 • Employee of Truworths Limited since January 1999

A record return on capital of 60% was achieved, an
increase on 54% in 2004 and much higher than the
eight-year average of 45%. Return on average
shareholders’ equity was up from 38% last year to
40%. Trading for the year generated R178 million in
cash.

Economic overview
During 2005, the group once again delivered
excellent financial results, benefiting from an
extended positive business cycle for the retail
industry. The successful management of the overall
domestic economy over the past decade has buoyed
consumer confidence, as lower interest rates and a

The key financial ratios below indicate the high level
at which the business performed for the year under
review:

reduction in personal taxation resulted in more
disposable income.
KEY FINANCIAL RATIOS

8 –YEAR
AVERAGE

2005

2004

2003

Gross margin (%)

53.1

52.7

50.5

52

Trading margin (%)

24.8

22.0

17.5

17

Operating margin (%)

29.8

27.4

23.8

22

Return on average shareholders’ equity (%)

39.8

37.5

33.6

27

Return on capital (%)

59.7

53.9

47.6

45

6.5

6.7

5.6

Stock turn (times)

6.3*

*Excludes 2006 summer stock.
Despite the favourable environment, the ongoing
challenge for the group is to ensure that it procures
the right merchandise to attract this market of keen
consumers.
Highlights
Against the backdrop of this robust cycle for
retailers, 2005 proved to be another successful year
for the group, with record trading and sales across
all areas of the business, building on its enduring
superior earnings growth track record. Headline
earnings per share of 144.8 cents equate to an
increase of 32% on last year, and have met with
consensus forecasts. This represents compounded
growth in the past seven years of 24%.
Gross margin and trading margin exceeded those
achieved in 2004 as well as the eight-year averages,
and once again the group’s operating margin is
materially higher than that of its competitors. Stock
turns were in line with targets set by the group.
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The group’s key ratios compare favourably with local
and international benchmarks.
The group’s objective is to achieve fur ther
enhancements in these ratios by strengthening the
long-term profitability of the core business through
further controlled store expansion, accurate buying,
reduced markdowns, strict control of expenses and
improved sales per employee and per square metre
of trading space.
One of the group’s prime performance measures is
wealth creation. Real wealth was created with a
return on invested capital (ROIC) of 26% compared
to 25.4% last year. This exceeded the weighted
average cost of capital (WACC) of 13% for the year,
represented graphically on the opposite page.
Sales growth
As a result of the strong economic and trading
environment in the year, the group’s sale of

GROUP FINANCIAL DIRECTOR’S REVIEW
Wayne van der Merwe

merchandise, excluding YDE sales which are
conducted on an agency basis, increased by 21% to
R3.3 billion. This includes comparable store sales
growth of 14%, which is in line with the average for
the past three years.
The group’s growth exceeded the estimated average
growth in sales for the clothing, footwear and textile
industry sector as measured by the Retail Liaison
Committee, which tracks the performance of all
major retail companies. The group’s compound sales
growth over the last seven years was 16%.

time equivalent employee improved by 7% growing
from R695 000 to R746 000 per employee.
There was a noticeable growth in credit uptake
during the year with both new accounts and active
accounts showing excellent growth. At the end of the
year, 87% of all account holders were in a position to
purchase on their accounts, in line with 88% last
year.
Excluding Identity, credit sales as a percentage of
retail sales grew to 79% from 78% last year. With
the inclusion of Identity’s sales, this figure is 74%.

ROIC vs WACC
CREDIT vs CASH SALES
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The average product inflation across the group
remains in line with last year’s average of
approximately 5%, which is consistent with the
group’s inflation average over the last few years.
The group’s year-on-year sales growth is partly due
to its consistent growth in retail trading space, which
has grown by an average of 7% over the past three
years. In line with the strategy of growth through
expansion, 2005 saw a particularly large increase in
retail trading space of 9%, which resulted in a
comparable 9% increase in the annualised sale of
merchandise per retail trading square metre from
R20 481 to R22 335.
This was complemented by a 13% increase in fulltime equivalent employees (excluding YDE) to 4 403
versus 3 912 last year. Sale of merchandise per full-
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Gross margin
Gross margin improved from 52.7% in 2004 to
53.1% resulting in a 22% increase in gross profit.
The overall improvement in margins resulted mainly
from changes in sales mix and generally improved
buying margins.
Expenses
Expenses increased by 11% and reduced as a
percentage of the sale of merchandise from 31% in
2004 to 28% for the year. The increase in expenses
during the year under review are not entirely
comparable to last year’s, as the unusually high
growth in new stores, expansion and renovation of
existing stores in the year generated additional
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occupancy and employee costs. If these expenses
are excluded, overall expenses for the year under
review showed a 9% increase.

Depreciation as a percentage of the sale of
merchandise reduced from 3% in 2004 to 2%.

The single biggest expense incurred by the group is
employment costs. This is followed by occupancy
costs and bad debt costs. The ongoing challenge for
the business is to maintain the increase in these
three main expense categories within acceptable
levels.

Other operating costs increased on last year by
13%, but reduced as a percentage of the sale of
merchandise to 7% versus 8% last year. Net bad
debts and associated collection costs are included in
other operating costs. Cost of collections, net bad
debt and the increase in the debtor provision
increased by 27% to R160 million.

Net bad debts and other operating costs

Employment costs
Employment costs increased on last year by 10%,
reducing from 13% as a percentage of the sale of
merchandise in 2004 to 12%.

Although lower interest rates impacted on interest
income, interest from debtors grew by 13% to
R122 million, while income from financial services
increased to R9 million from R7 million last year.

EMPLOYMENT COSTS AND
EMPLOYMENT COSTS PER FTE
EMPLOYEE
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The group’s credit business showed an escalation in
the cost of credit from R11 million in the previous
year to R29 million, as interest revenue grew at a
slower rate to debtors’ costs such as collection fees
and net bad debt. During the year, the doubtful debt
provision was maintained at 5.9% of the total
debtors’ book.
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OCCUPANCY COSTS AND
OCCUPANCY COSTS PER
SQUARE METRE

Occupancy costs

The average rate of rental escalation is
approximately 9%. This rate does not take into
account any increases in turnover rentals, which
depend on how well each store trades.
Depreciation
Depreciation for the year under review amounted to
R72 million compared to R69 million last year.
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Compared to last year, growth in the group debtors’
book was 25%, increasing to R1.2 billion. Net bad
debt write-off to credit sales and as a percentage of
the debtors’ book is in line with last year and the
group’s expected norms.

Capital expenditure
During the year under review twenty-three new
stores opened, including nine new Truworths stores,
one Truworths Man store, twelve Identity stores and
one YDE store, while seventeen stores were
renovated or extended. Five stores were relocated
and two stores closed. The total trading area
increased by 9% to 146 285 m 2. This was below the
13% targeted growth in trading area for 2005, as
less new stores were opened than anticipated as a
result of fewer opportunities for suitable retail
space, while some new stores and store extensions
were smaller than initially expected.
Total capital expenditure during the year under
review was R102 million versus R61 million in the
previous year, a significant increase of 67%. Capital
expenditure on store development amounted to
R69 million.
For the year ahead, a R108 million capital
expenditure budget has been approved, to fund the
group’s ongoing growth through expansion, including
R72 million for store development.
Trading and operating profits
Trading profit, which reflects the performance of the
core business before interest received, was
R816 million for the year compared to R598 million
last year, up by 37%. This represents seven-year
compound growth of 27%. Improvements in the
performance of the core business stem from the
success of the store expansion drive, improved
gross margin based on accurate buying and reduced
markdowns, the ongoing strict control of expenses
and higher sales per employee and per square metre
of trading space.

The group’s operating margin of 29.8%, is high by
international and local standards and compares
favourable to 27.4% last year and the eight-year
average of 22%.
Exceptional items
No exceptional items have been noted this year. In
2004 exceptional items of R15 million were
recorded relating to the discontinued Australian
operation. Costs incurred during the 2005 year for
the final closure of the offshore entities were minimal
and are expected to be insignificant going forward.
Tax
The group’s effective tax rate rose from 32% in
2004 to 33.6%, despite the decrease in the
standard rate. The increase is mainly as a result of
higher secondary tax on companies (STC) incurred
on increased dividend payments, coupled with a prior
period underprovision of deferred tax. If STC
payments and the prior period underprovision are
excluded, the effective tax rate for the year is
29.2%.
Earnings
Net profit for the year improved by 25% to
R648 million compared to the R517 million (inclusive
of the R15 million exceptional item of income) achieved
in the previous year. This is in line with the seven-year
compound growth rate of 26% in net profit.
Headline earnings improved by 29% during the year
to R648 million. Headline earnings per share of
144.8 cents were up by 32%, with the seven-year
compound growth of 24%. Fully diluted headline
earnings were in line with the analysts’ consensus
forecast, rising by 31% to 140.8 cents.

The trading margin grew to 24.8%, trending well
above the eight-year average of 17%.

Basic earnings per share of 144.8 cents are 28%
higher than the 113.0 cents attained last year, and
compare favourably to the seven-year compound
growth rate of 24%.

Operating profit, which is the profit before finance
costs, exceptional items and tax, was R980 million,
31% higher than the R746 million achieved in 2004.
The seven-year compound growth is 24%.

Higher earnings once again resulted in an
improvement in the return on average shareholders’
equity of 40% versus 38% last year, well above the
eight-year average of 27%.
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Dividends
A final dividend of 37 cents per share has been
declared for the 2005 year. Including the interim
dividend of 32 cents per share, total dividends for
the year amount to 69 cents per share, a 44%
increase on the distribution to shareholders in
respect of 2004 of 48 cents per share.
Total cash dividends paid during the year amount to
R266 million compared to R194 million paid in the
2004 year. Over the past eight years, dividends per
share have shown a compound growth rate of 36%.
The dividend cover has been revised to 2.1 times
headline earnings.
Balance sheet
Net asset value per share of 403 cents is a 24%
improvement on last year’s 326 cents per share.
Total assets grew by 24% to R2.6 billion, comparing
favourably to the growth of 21% in sale of
merchandise.
Non-current assets
Non-current assets grew marginally to R451 million
from R449 million last year. The increase arose
from:
•

•

Property, fixtures, vehicles, equipment and
software increasing by 11%, as capital
expenditure showed a marked increase. This
expenditure was mainly earmarked for the
development of new, expanded and refurbished
stores in line with the group’s strategy to
increase its total trading area.
Investments decreasing from R105 million
R79 million, a reduction of 25%, mainly due
payments of R25 million received in respect
the export partnership participation compared
R8 million received last year.

to
to
of
to

Inventories
The 33% increase in inventories at year-end was the
result of the early purchase of summer
merchandise. Inventory levels have subsequently
returned to normal levels. Adequate provisions have
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been made for markdowns, shrinkage and inventory
obsolescence.
Trade receivables
Growth in trade receivables is attributable to the
increase in credit sales and the movement by
customers from the six-month interest-free plan to
interest-bearing plans. It is envisaged that this trend
will continue.
Net bad debt write-off to credit sales was at 2.3%
for the year compared to last year’s 2.2% and 2.5%
in 2003. Net bad debt write-off as a percentage of
the debtors’ book was 4.6% versus 4.3% last year
and 5.1% in 2003. These percentages are within
the group’s expected norms.
The group continued to account for bad debt in
accordance with a strict ageing policy. A doubtful
debt provision has been calculated on a basis
consistent with that of last year. The quality of the
debtors’ book remains high and arrears as a
percentage of the book are similar to those reported
at the end of the previous financial year.
Cash and cash equivalents
The group confirmed its strong financial position with
cash and cash equivalents increasing by 39% at
year-end to R632 million. The percentage of net
cash to total shareholders’ equity increased to 35%
from 31% in the previous year.
Trade and other payables
During the year trade and other payables rose to
R417 million from R337 million, an increase on last
year of 24%, mainly due to an increase in trading
volumes. The group’s policy of paying all suppliers 30
days from statement date remains consistent with
prior years.
Equity
The number of shares in issue increased by
4 508 484 as a result of shares issued in terms of
the share incentive scheme at an average price of
R4.39. The proceeds of the shares issued were
R20 million.
The strategy to buyback the group’s shares was
continued during the year. Repurchased shares are

held as treasury shares and represented over 8% of
issued shares at the end of the year compared to
7.5% at the end of the 2004 year. It is envisaged
that the share buyback programme will continue.
The progress of this programme since its inception
in the 2002 financial year is as follows:

during for the year increased by 37% to R266 million
as a consequence of higher earnings and improved
dividend cover.
Net cash used in investing activities amounted to
R76 million. Capital expenditure remained tightly
managed and within budget at R102 million.

SHARE BUYBACK PROGRAMME

Shares repurchased since inception of the programme
Shares purchased for the year ended June 2005

In the 2004 financial year, the group purchased 75%
of Young Designers Emporium (YDE). The 25%
minority stake in the business was retained by the
previous owners of YDE. The group was granted a
call option which allows it to purchase this further
25% in November 2005. It is likely that this call
option will be exercised when the time arises.
Cash flow
The group’s financial position strengthened with cash
and cash equivalents increasing by 39% to
R632 million. As a result of the sustained high
quality of earnings, attributable cash flow per share
improved by 20% to 124 cents. This equates to a
realisation rate of 81.4% on cash equivalent
earnings per share of 152.4 cents.
Cash earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortisation increased to R895 million, a 33%
increase on last year. There were higher working
capital requirements mainly due to larger investment
in trade receivables and inventory levels, which were
partly offset by growth in trade and other payables
as a consequence of improved trading activities and
associated higher volumes.
Tax paid rose to R262 million because of higher
profits and increased STC of R33 million resulting
from higher dividend payments. Total dividends paid

TOTAL NUMBER
OF SHARES
REPURCHASED

TOTAL COST
OF SHARES
REPURCHASED

AVERAGE PRICE
OF SHARES
REPURCHASED

39 577 706

R329.4m

R8.32

3 362 894

R54.6m

R16.23

Net cash used in financing activities was R36 million,
with proceeds on shares issued of R20 million being
offset by the repurchase of shares for an amount of
R55 million.
Young Designers Emporium (YDE)
The 2005 financial year includes the first full year of
YDE’s results since its acquisition by the group in
December 2003. YDE sales, which are conducted on
an agency basis, increased for the year by 19% to
R149 million. Earnings and operating profit were in
line with management’s expectations.
YDE offers a range of merchandise from local
emerging designers on consignment in its up-market
stores. Its main source of income is from
commission earned on the sale of the designers’
merchandise amounting to R33 million in the year
under review. In addition, designers contribute
towards display space for their own branded in-store
merchandising, and this year display fees received
amounted to R14 million.
Since the introduction of credit at YDE in August
2004, sales on credit have grown to R10 million,
which amounts to 7% of YDE’s sales.
Export partnership participation
In the past, the group and a number of other
retailers entered into a limited number of export
partnerships, administered by Trencor Limited (a
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publicly-listed entity on JSE Limited), for the sale of
containers to foreign customers. These export
partnerships provided substantial cash flow benefits
to the partners.
Amended tax legislation made it necessary to make
changes to the contractual arrangements regulating
partnerships entered into after 1 March 1996. The
South African Revenue Service (SARS) commenced
an investigation into the tax treatment of these
contractual arrangements, when the amendments
came into force.
In January 2005, the group together with Trencor
Limited and all partners approved a settlement
arrangement in terms of which SARS agreed to end
its investigation and waive all claims for interest and
penalties, provided the par tners agreed to
accelerate the recognition and payment of a portion
of the tax attributable to their participation in the
partnerships in question. In terms of this settlement,
the group made an exceptional tax payment of
R37 million subsequent to the group’s year-end.
Recognition and payment of this tax will have no
material impact on the group’s income statement
as the group made provision for this liability
through deferred tax on originally entering into the
partnerships.
Financial risk management
There were no material changes to the treasury
policy in the year under review. The group has a
detailed and comprehensive treasury policy to
regulate its currency, interest rate and counterparty
exposures, amongst other things. This policy has
been approved by the board of directors and is
regularly evaluated and adapted to take into account
the rapid pace of change in this area.
Derivatives are only used to provide an economic
hedge in respect of foreign exchange, and no
speculative trading is permitted. During the year
under review, all exposures remained within the
limits of authority as approved by the board.
The group policy is to fully cover all committed import
exposures in all areas of the business using forward
cover contracts. As a result, the group had no
uncovered foreign currency liabilities at the end of
the financial year. Import exposure arises mainly
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from the import of merchandise; however there are
certain non-merchandise transactions that occur in
foreign currencies that relate to information
technology services. These, however, do not have a
significant impact on the profitability of the group.
Details of the group’s forward cover exposure are
included in note 21 to the annual financial
statements.
In the 2005 financial year, the impact of all
forward cover transactions resulted in a profit of
R2.3 million. Looking ahead, foreign exchange
fluctuations will impact on imported merchandise
purchases, but this is not expected to have a
material effect on earnings as the group sources a
relatively low proportion of its overall merchandise
offshore.
Due to its strong cash position, the group’s
operations are wholly financed by its own cash flows.
The group remains ungeared and had R475 million in
unutilised domestic general banking facilities at the
end of the year. This strong financial position
ensures that the group has adequate resources to
continue its operations and to meet any future
demands for operating and funding requirements.
The company’s articles of association do not limit its
borrowing powers, while the borrowing powers of
wholly-owned operating subsidiar y, Truwor ths
Limited, may, in terms of its articles of association,
be limited by the holding company.
Accounting standards
The group’s approach to financial reporting is one of
openness and transparency. Evidence of the levels of
compliance and adherence to current and emerging
standards is the recognition received in respect of
the group’s last three annual reports, which achieved
“excellent” ratings in the Ernst & Young Excellence in
Corporate Reporting survey conducted by Ernst &
Young in conjunction with the Department of
Accounting at the University of Cape Town.
As part of the process of continuous improvement in
financial reporting, the detailed report resulting from
this survey is used as input into the annual reporting
process for the following financial year. During the
year, staff also attend regular technical updates and
engage various accounting specialists on emerging
technical issues.

For the 2005 year, the annual financial statements
were prepared on the historical cost basis, except
where otherwise stated, and in accordance with
South African Statements of Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice (GAAP). Accounting policies
applied were consistent in all material respects with
those applied in the prior period, except for the
change in accounting policy relating to goodwill. In
terms of the South African Statement of GAAP
AC140: Business Combinations, the amortisation of
goodwill is no longer permitted, and thus the group
has ceased to amortise goodwill relating to the
purchase of YDE.
In accounting for goodwill, the purchase method is
used when an entity is acquired. Goodwill is initially
measured at cost, being the excess of the cost of an
acquisition over the group’s share of the attributable
fair value of the net identifiable assets at the date of
acquisition. Subsequent goodwill is reflected at cost
less any impairment losses. To comply with the
statement, existing goodwill carried is no longer
amortised. Goodwill is tested for impairment on an
annual basis, or more frequently, if events or
changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying
value may be impaired.
During August 2005, the South African Institute of
Chartered Accountants (SAICA) issued Circular
7/2005 explaining the requirements of the South
African Statement of GAAP AC105 (revised):
Leases, in respect of operating leases with fixed
rental escalations. In terms of this statement, “lease
payments under an operating lease shall be
recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis
over the lease term unless another systematic basis
is more representative of the time pattern of the
user’s benefit”.
Based on SAICA’s Circular it appears that many
entities may have followed the practice of
recognising lease expenses on a basis that reflects
the cash flows during that period as opposed to the
time pattern of the benefits. Therefore assuming a
rental agreement includes a fixed escalation clause,
in the earlier part of the lease agreement, the
expense will exceed the cash payments, and in the
latter part, the expense will be less than the cash
payments. Over the lease period, the total expense
and total cash payments will be equal.

In terms of this Circular, the requirements of the
statement have not changed and as a result any
change in the calculation of lease rentals using the
above method needs to be applied retrospectively
from the inception of the lease. GAAP statement
AC103: Net Profit or Loss for the Period,
Fundamental Errors and Changes in Accounting
Policies, needs to be used when applying the
retrospective treatment.
An analysis by management has concluded that the
application of this Circular has a non-material impact
on both the 2005 and 2004 results. The opening
retained income in respect of 2004 has been
adjusted accordingly.
The most significant recent accounting development
for the group is the emergence of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The JSE
Limited requires that all listed companies comply
with IFRS for periods beginning on or after 1 January
2005. In the case of the group, this would apply to
the 30 June 2006 year-end, and will include
restated comparative information for 2005.
The group has elected not to adopt IFRS earlier than
required, and will make the necessary changes in the
2 0 0 6 f i n a n c i a l y e a r, w h e n t h e c o m p a r a t i v e
i n f o r m a t i o n w i l l b e a d j u s t e d a c c o r d i n g l y.
Assessments conducted by the group indicate this
adoption will not have a material effect on the
financial performance and financial position of the
group.
The group has identified the applicable IFRS, and
needs to make the following accounting and
disclosure changes:
•

IFRS 1 – First-time Adoption, in terms of which
the company will be required to transfer the nondistributable reserve of R9 million to retained
income. There will be no impact on the group’s
financial statements.

•

IFRS 2 (AC139) – Share-based Payments, in
terms of which the group will be required to
recognise the face value of share-based
payments to employees as an expense over the
service period, which is generally equal to the
vesting period. This differs from the group’s
previous treatment where no expense was
recognised. The effect of this standard has been
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disclosed in note 25.7 to the annual financial
statements.
•

30

IAS 1 (AC101) – Presentation of Financial
Statements, in terms of which the presentation
of certain information and disclosures will change
compared to the presentation and disclosure in
terms of South African statements of GAAP.

•

IAS 2 (AC108) – Inventories, in terms of which
disclosure of inventory provisions and amounts
written down to net realisable value during the
period will be required.

•

IAS 8 (AC103) – Accounting Policies, Changes in
Accounting Estimates and Errors, in terms of
which definitions and certain applications will be
modified.

•

IAS 10 (AC107) – Events after Balance Sheet
Date, in terms of which definitions and certain
applications will be modified.

•

IAS 16 (AC123) – Property, Plant and Equipment,
in terms of which the group will have to consider
the impact of the annual estimation of residual
values, together with the impact of re-estimating
useful lives and the costs of dismantlement,
removal and restoration.

•

IAS 17 (AC105) – Leases, in terms of which
definitions and cer tain applications will be
modified.

•

IAS 21 (AC112) – The Effects of Changes in
Foreign Exchange Rates, in terms of which
foreign operations must be disclosed in their
functional currency. To date Swaziland and
Namibia’s currencies have been converted on a
one-to-one basis.

•

IAS 24 (AC126) – Related Party Disclosures, in
terms of which there will be expanded general
disclosure requirements, including the disclosure
of compensation to key management personnel.

•

IAS 28 (AC110) – Investments in Associates, in
terms of which an investor that continues to have
significant influence over an associate must apply
the equity method of accounting even though the
associate is operating under severe long-term
restrictions that significantly impair its ability to
transfer funds to the investor. Significant
influence must be lost before the equity method
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ceases to be applicable. The applicability of this
standard to the group’s investment in Zimbabwe
is being considered by management.
•

IAS 32 (AC125) – Financial Instruments,
Disclosure and Presentation, in terms of which
additional disclosures have to be implemented.

•

IAS 33 (AC104) – Earnings per Share, in terms
of which additional disclosures in respect of the
dilutive effects of share incentive arrangements
will be required.

•

IAS 39 (AC133) – Financial Instruments,
Recognition and Measurement, in terms of which
some financial instruments will have to be
adjusted to reflect fair value and their correct
classification.

We recognise that IFRS is evolving and statements
are constantly being revised and interpreted. There
may be further amendments to IFRS, which in
addition to the above, may have an impact on the
group’s financial position and results in the future.

OPERATIONAL REVIEW
Merchandise and Brands

Doug Dare (44) B Bus Sc
Truworths since June 1984

Director: Merchandising of Truworths Limited • Appointed to Truworths Limited board in July 1999 • Employee of

The group specialises in retail formats including
Truworths Womenswear, Truworths Man, Daniel
Hechter, LTD, Truwor ths Elements, Truwor ths
Jewellery, Truworths Living and Cellular, which were
developed over time to meet the changing
lifestyle needs of the group’s youthful, fashionable
customers.
The launch of Identity in 1999 satisfied a niche
market that attracts a vibrant and trendy younger
generation of customers, who are aspirational and
extremely fashion conscious, and seek merchandise
at relatively attractive prices. The introduction of
YDE to the group’s fashion retail stable in 2003
offers customers leading-edge fashion labels from a
number of talented local emerging designers.
The constant introduction of new formats and
ranges, as well as the reinvigoration of existing
brands, has given the group a unique competitive
edge and made it possible for it to maintain its status
as South Africa’s leading fashion retailer. Continual
reinvention of the core business allows the group to
meet and exceed customers’ expectations with a
product offering of up-to-the-minute interpretations
of global fashion trends, coupled with a caring
service ethic and exciting shopping environments. As
a result, customers have come to trust the group as
the fashion authority in South Africa.

northern hemisphere fashion retailers who are a
season ahead of South Africa. The Studio has
established very reliable ways of staying in touch with
the performance of these retailers.

Sourcing division
The international sourcing division impor ts
merchandise not available in the domestic market,
including shoes, accessories, homeware and gifts.
About two-thirds of the group’s impor ts are
conducted through international agents operating
locally, with the rest being sourced directly by the
merchandising department. Although this is an
essential element of the merchandising strategy, the
great majority of outerwear is sourced from local
suppliers. The local textile manufacturing industry is
better equipped to respond to the flexibility and
demanding timelines required to create our ranges.
The group is committed to the local manufacturing
industry and will support endeavours to revive the
local manufacturing industry where possible. A focus
for the group in the year ahead is to evaluate and
upgrade its list of local and international suppliers to
ensure that it continues to offer the best quality
products to its customers.

The Fashion Studio

Review

The Fashion Studio acts as the conceptual hub of the
business,
and
uses
well-tested,
proven
methodologies to select colours, fabrics, styles,
trims and accessories well ahead of the coming
seasons.

Performance

The Studio prides itself on the level and timing of the
information it provides to its buyers. Rather than
forecast fashion trends, which implies a high degree
of risk and chance, the Studio analyses emerging
international trends taking into account who the
group’s customers are, what they like and what has
been successful for the group in the past. The team
then uses its best judgement to decide which
emerging trends will work for the group’s customers
and brands.
As a southern hemisphere business the group is
fortunate to be able to monitor the performance of

Robust trading and solid sales growth from all
brands further entrenched the group as South
Africa’s leading fashion retailer, and highlighted the
success of the group’s merchandising, buying and
design strategies.
Overall sales have shown robust growth of 21% ,
which exceeded the Retail Liaison Committee growth
over the same period. This has been achieved off
very low inflation figures, resulting in good unit
growth throughout the stores.
During the year, improvements were made in the
replenishment area of the business to optimise stock
levels within stores while still meeting customers’
needs for size and colour options.
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OPERATIONAL REVIEW
Merchandise and Brands

Terri Murdoch-Coyle (46) Dip H Ed Director: Buying and Design of Truworths Limited • Appointed to Truworths Limited board in July 1998
• Employee of Truworths Limited since June 1985

2005

CONTRIBUTION
BY SALES DIVISION

2004

Franchise

1% 3%
6%

6%

LTD
8%

55%

1% 3%

6%

Inwear
Identity

10%

56%

10%

Daniel Hechter
17%

Truworths Man

18%

Truworths

Quality
D u r i n g t h e y e a r, t h e m e r c h a n d i s e d i v i s i o n
implemented a major drive to improve quality
standards. The laboratory was upgraded and skills
and testing methods were improved.The quality
assurance team, Tru-Q, holds training workshops to
update the technical team on the latest products and
new developments.

Reinvention strategies are also vigorously applied to
the Fashion Studio to ensure that it uses resources
to identify and react quickly to emerging trends.

Brands

Succession

In the year under review a careful evaluation by
independent researchers, was made of each of the
Truworths brands. The brands enjoy immense value
and loyal patronage from a wide spectrum of South
African consumers.

Succession planning is also a major component of
reinvention. It implies continuity coupled with a fresh
outlook. Planned succession is particularly important
for the merchandise division where understanding of
customer and product is vital to the sustainable
growth of the business.

The brands are majority homegrown, unique and
exclusive to the group, setting it apart from
competitors who offer brands that are also available
in other retail outlets.
However, as the future success of the group is
dependent on reinvention, a great deal of time and
effort has gone into evaluating the way forward for
Truworths and its subordinate brands.

Prospects
Growth through reinvention
Reinvention is, in effect, the core of the capricious
nature of fashion.
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As the leading fashion retailer in South Africa, the
group’s ongoing reinvention and rejuvenation of its
merchandise, formats and processes has ensured
that season after season it is successful at offering
fresh and exciting merchandise.
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The division works closely with the human resources
division to attract, develop and train top calibre
people, and to implement relevant programmes for
merchants at all levels. The extremely successful
trainee buyer strategy equips interns with the
necessary skills, knowledge and experience to
progress and provide excellent succession
prospects.

Inspiring and unique, real fashion for women in sizes 40 – 48.

OBR

Denim-friendly urban adventure wear.

Essence

Exclusive elegant wear for special occasions.

Finnigans

Modern suiting solutions.

Truworths
Glamour

An evening and occasion wear collection that offers an
exquisite expression of individual style.

Truworths
Collection

An understated modern collection of classic suiting
separates.

sories designed for the modern

Truworths
Jeans

Authentic jeans styled for comfort and individual fit.

fashion-aware woman.

Truworths

A confident collection of
fashion-forward leisurewear,
formalwear, evening wear,
lingerie, shoes and acces-

Formal and leisure lifestyle
fashion for the fashion conscious modern man.

Maternitywear

A fashionable range of comfortable maternity wear for
every occasion.

Intrigue

A luxurious range of the most sensuous underwear.

Peep

A range of underwear that’s naughty, saucy, girlie and
gorgeous.

Skiny

Comfortable, sporty body wear that’s trendy and cheeky.

Hemisphere

Jeanswear for the adventurous modern man on the move.

Hemisphere
Sport

Active wear for the adventurous modern man on the move.

Studio

Innovative fashion for the man with an enviable sense of
style.

Exstream

An extreme expression of up-to-the-limit street wear for
the non-conformist.

SUPPORTING
BRANDS

ZETA

SUPPORTING BRANDS

GROUP BRANDS

Young, funky and affordable casual street gear.
Cutting-edge fashions and related lifestyle products aimed at the 16 – 35 year-old age group.

A European-influenced collection of high-quality modern, timeless designs for men and women.
An eclectic collection of easy yet sophisticated leisure time dressing for women, men, teenagers and
children.
A cutting-edge range of casual, formal and glamour fashion that demands to be noticed.

Modern, fine quality jewellery, branded watches and very necessary accessories.
A superb range of the best international cosmetic brands for him and her with skincare, make-up and
all the major fragrances.
A collection of unique modern designs to add style to your home.
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TRUWORTHS WOMENSWEAR
Brand Review

With a wide range of support brands, the Truworths
Womenswear division is able to offer a dynamic collection of
leisurewear, formalwear, eveningwear, lingerie, shoes and
accessories designed for the modern fashion-aware woman
across all lifestyles.
The division consistently contributes over 45% to total
sales, and has shown a compound growth rate over five
years of 13%.
Truworths Womenswear achieved sales growth of 16%
maintaining and entrenching its share of the ladies fashion
market. This performance was achieved through a careful
focus on range planning to ensure that customers are
offered a balanced assortment of merchandise.
The division focuses on developing and promoting its own
exclusive brands, rather than promoting brands generally
available in the marketplace. The range of Womenswear
outerwear brands includes Zeta, Outback Red (OBR),
Essence, Finnigans, Truwor ths Glamour, Truwor ths
Collection, Truworths Jeans and Truworths Maternitywear.
The range of underwear brands encompasses Intrigue,
Peep and Skiny.

SALE OF MERCHANDISE:
TRUWORTHS WOMENSWEAR
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TRUWORTHS MAN
Brand Review

Truworths Man encompasses a range of exclusive and
progressive menswear brands, at the forefront of
international trends, offering lifestyle clothing, shoe and
accessory choices for the fashion-conscious modern man.
Support brands include Hemisphere, Hemisphere Sport,
Studio and Exstream. Truworths Man is predominantly
located as a store-within-a-store concept alongside
Truworths Womenswear. During the year a new Truworths
Man store was opened at Kuruman, bringing the total of
stand-alone Truworths Man stores to 16. In addition
Truworths Man is incorporated into 210 departments of
Truworths stores.
All areas of Truworths Man traded particularly well during
the year and continued to show good growth, especially the
accessory and shoe divisions. Sales growth was 21%
compared to 2004, and net margins benefited from
exceptionally well-controlled markdowns in this area. These
positive results were achieved by making certain that the
range accurately catered for the entire formal, working and
casual wardrobe requirements of youthful South African
men.
The emerging trend of male fashion awareness is on the
rise, and Truworths Man is well positioned to take
advantage of the increasing requirements of this market
segment.
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LTD
Brand Review

LTD offers an eclectic collection of easy yet sophisticated
leisure time dressing for women, men, teenagers and
children. The range reflects a culturally diverse,
cosmopolitan lifestyle, with well-cut classics in quality
fabrics teamed with unexpectedly exotic and distinctive
items, which allow customers to layer both smart and more
relaxed pieces for work and leisure. Quality, comfort and
wearability are essential to the LTD style.
LTD stores are located nationally in various formats
including emporium, store-within-a-store and stand-alone
stores. During the year, the LTD supplier base was
upgraded to ensure a far more reliable source of supply and
a better quality end product, contributing to the 17% sales
growth.
The growth in popularity of children’s wear presents an
opportunity for the unique LTD kidswear range, which has
successfully filled this specialised niche in the market.
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DANIEL HECHTER
Brand Review

The Daniel Hechter collection offers sophisticated,
contemporary clothing for women and men. Consistent with
its slogan: “Speak French without saying a word”, this
designer brand offers a classic French style in keeping with
current European trends. The core differentiators of this
brand are its superior tailoring, fine quality fabrics and the
refinement of the finishes used. The overall look of timeless
styling with a modern twist exudes status and good taste,
and has created a loyal following of customers who
appreciate the enduring quality that Daniel Hechter
represents.
Strong performance in the year under review confirmed
Daniel Hechter’s status as the most sought after designer
brand offered in South Africa. Healthy trading and strong
sales growth of 28% can be attributed to several factors,
including the aggressive growth in new business and the
rollout of additional retail space of 1 039 m 2, as well as the
focus of the merchandising team on fulfilling the brand’s
promise of exceptional quality and classy styling synonymous
with the Daniel Hechter signature.
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INWEAR
Brand Review

Inwear’s trendy, cutting-edge range encompasses casual,
formal and eveningwear inspired by the features of its
youthful female customer – a good body image, energy,
health and sexy vitality. This range is highly reactive to
international style trends as it offers its niche market the
opportunity to savour the latest seasonal hot new looks that
represent the in thing in the global fashion arena.
Sales from Inwear increased by 28% compared to 2004,
as a result of a focus during the year to improve on
merchandise areas that were not performing optimally.
Inwear is a pioneer in the female youth fashion market and
remains a leader in this target market. During the year it
maintained its market position and boosted its performance
levels.
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IDENTITY
Brand Review

Identity satisfies a niche market by offering funky and
affordable casual street gear that attracts a vibrant and
trendy younger male and female generation, who are
aspirational and extremely fashion conscious, and seek
merchandise that offers exceptional value. The product mix
combines fashion basics with trendy seasonal items and a
few unconventional items, allowing the wearer to express
his or her own individuality.
The store formats take into account popular youth culture
trends and create a vibey atmosphere by using an industrial
look incorporating clean aluminum fixtures, soft and
coloured lighting elements, and hot new music tracks.
A clear focus on its target market saw outstanding trading
results from the ladies’, men’s and accessories areas. Sales
growth of 43% was a result of a number of initiatives to
increase Identity’s market share. Like for like sales growth
was 13%. The new store concepts have been positively
received, and the strategy to move Identity stores from
value centres into popular malls, taking key locations
alongside other major fashion retailers, is proving to be a
success. During the year, Identity’s retail space increased
by 3 057m 2, an increase of 12 stores, to total 67
countrywide.
In October 2004, credit facilities based on a six-month
interest-bearing product were offered for the first time at
Identity. Currently approximately 11% of all Identity’s sales
are on credit.
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TRUWORTHS ELEMENTS
Brand Review

Truworths Elements provides an in-store beauty destination
for Truworths customers, offering an outstanding range of
the best international cosmetic brands for him and her
including skin-care, make-up and the top prestigious
international fragrance brands.
Truworths Elements is located as a store-within-a-store in
57 Truworths stores. The clean, crisp, uncluttered store
formats allow the glossy and polished images of the range
of global beauty brands to shine.

Due to stiff competition, Truworths Elements sales growth
was less than the groups’ growth at 12%. It is nevertheless
a highly profitable area of the business. Plans are in place to
improve performance in future years.
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TRUWORTHS JEWELLERY
Brand Review

Truworths Jewellery offers the Truworths range of fine,
quality jewellery combined with select leading international
watch and sunglass brands. There are 23 Truworths
Jewellery stores located in emporium stores nationwide,
appealing to customers across a wide age spectrum.
Truworths Jewellery showed good sales growth of 22%. A
number of key initiatives contributed significantly to this
growth, including measures implemented to improve the
management of inventories. At the same time the range of
brands on offer in the watch, sunglasses and jewellery
areas was expanded, and improvements were made to the
store design and jewellery display areas.
These key initiatives are expected to continue to attract new
customers and increase sales.
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YOUNG DESIGNERS EMPORIUM
Brand Review

YDE markets, on an agency basis, the merchandise of more
than 80 talented local emerging designers and suppliers,
offering leading-edge fashion labels and related lifestyle
products such as shoes, jewellery and accessories to its
customers in the 16 to 35 year old age group. YDE is
situated nationwide in 13 stores in premier South African
malls including one factory outlet.
YDE has maintained its successful formula of providing each
designer with his or her own branded space in store, and is
now also able to draw on the fashion retailing expertise of
the Truworths group.
A highlight for the year was the launch of credit facilities in
August. The YDE account card was launched with an
innovative marketing and advertising campaign using the
tongue-in-cheek approach that YDE customers are
accustomed to. Since the launch of the credit facilities,
6 600 clients have signed up for “plastic”, which is a
satisfactory uptake, bearing in mind that YDE only has 13
stores.
A further highlight was the launch of an experimental new
YDE store in the Glen shopping centre in Johannesburg
combining YDE with an updated version of the Truworths
emporium store format. This new emporium store includes
YDE and Identity as well as Truworths Man, and a Truworths
shoe store-within-a-store concept.
Since its 75% acquisition by the group, YDE has undergone
a process of integration into the group’s systems and
administrative structures. To date, the most important
aspects of the integration are complete.
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YOUNG DESIGNERS EMPORIUM
Brand Review (continued)

For YDE, reinvention has always been an intrinsic part
of its business philosophy as the product range
reflects the natural progression of the fashion
industry. Changes in merchandising formats emanate
from its team of independent young, up and coming
South African designers who are in touch with global
trends. Aspirant designers are monitored on an
ongoing basis and new designers and their labels are
often introduced to the chain. This year four new
designers were added to the mix.
Plans for YDE in the new year include a new YDE store
and store refurbishments. In addition, sales growth
should come from an increased uptake in the YDE
credit product, based on aggressive and imaginative
campaigns to attract new accountholders.
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TRUWORTHS LIVING
Brand Review

Truworths Living provides customers with the convenience of buying home
and gift products on interest-free credit. This concept was developed in
response to customers’ love of colour, texture and tasteful home elements,
rather than in response to blanket décor trends that come and go.
Truworths intends to build on this range incrementally, by continuing to
introduce new and exclusive product lines and display formats that excite
our customers and transcend their expectations.

CELLULAR
Brand Review

The Cellular division had an exceptionally solid year, with sales of R80 million
a growth of 48%. The exclusivity agreement with MTN as the preferred
brand is being continued.
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OPERATIONAL REVIEW
Retail and Franchise Operations

Tony Taylor (58) BA Deputy Managing Director: Truworths Limited • Appointed to Truworths International board in February 1999 • Employee and
director of Truworths Limited since August 1992

The group’s rate of expansion is carefully monitored
and managed to ensure controlled growth rates that
are aligned with its appetite for risk. In assessing an
opportunity to expand, the possibility that a new
store may negatively impact upon any of the group’s
existing stores is taken into account. To date, the
expansion of stores within the group has been
justified by excellent returns per square metre,
which are well above those generated in the industry.
The group will continue to expand its overall trading
area in all geographic areas provided the pace of
new store growth does not overly dilute returns from
existing stores.
Although there has been a sharp increase in retail
space in South Africa, particularly in the number of
new upmarket malls, the economy is currently able
to sustain this growth. It is envisaged that the pace
of development will slow over the forthcoming years.

Enlargements and refurbishments took place across
seventeen Truworths stores, the most noteworthy
being Westville Pavilion in Durban, Centurion Mall in
Pretoria, Mimosa Mall in Bloemfontein, Parow East
in Cape Town, Waterfall Mall in Rustenburg and
Bedford Centre in Johannesburg. Five stores were
relocated during the year and two were closed.
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Review
It has been a busy year for the group’s retail
operations in terms of opening new stores and
expanding and refurbishing existing stores. In the
year under review, trading space was increased by
9%, and a further 8% increase is envisaged for
2006, including enlargements, the expansion into
new malls and the further rollout of stores within the
Identity chain.
Taking into account new stores, expansion of existing
stores and the closure of two stores during the year,
the total trading space increased to 146 285 m 2 at
the end of the financial year.

Trading area

Target

Sales trading density

Note: Excludes franchise stores and YDE trading space

NUMBER OF STORES
400

350

300

250
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Nine new Truworths stores and one new Truworths
Man store, with a total combined trading area of
approximately 6 500 m 2, were opened during the
year, the most significant being in the Clearwater
Mall in Johannesburg, Festival Mall in Kempton Park,
Woodlands Mall in Pretoria and Cape Gate in
Brackenfell, Cape Town. In addition, twelve Identity
stores, with a combined trading area of
approximately 3 000 m 2, and one new YDE store of
approximately 330 m 2, were opened.
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Roger Wyatt (59) Dip AD Int Des Director: Architecture and Design of Truworths Limited • Appointed to Truworths Limited board in November
1997 • Employee of Truworths Limited since November 1979

Eleven Identity stores were opened in the year under
review based on the Tygervalley store format while
one store was opened based on a new refined
version of the Identity store in Cavendish Square in
Cape Town. In the next year, fourteen new Identity
stores will be opened based on this format.

SALE OF MERCHANDISE PER FTE
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For the year under review, capital expenditure on
store development amounted to R60 million, while
R7 million was spent on improving store concepts,
and a further R2 million was spent on other store
expenditure, bringing the total amount of capital
expenditure on stores to R69 million; this compares
to R39 million spent in 2004.
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The emporium retail format is unique to the group.
Most Truworths stores are based on the emporium
format, which entails bringing together various
brands in a store-within-a-store concept. The
combination of many brands in one store creates an
exciting atmosphere, and enhances the overall
shopping experience by giving customers the
oppor tunity to shop mainstream as well as
supporting brands.
Over a period of two years, extensive work with
international consultants resulted in the
reinvigoration of the existing emporium. Additional
architecture was introduced to give Truworths
brands more personality.
A highlight of the year was the introduction of this
redesigned emporium concept to the new Clearwater
Mall store in Johannesburg and the fully refurbished
Westville Pavilion store in Durban in November
2004. Both stores are success stories, trading
above expectations.
Further highlights include a new menswear concept
at the Woodhill and Centurion stores, which concept
was also extended to a few other stores during the
year, and a new format for shoes and bags at
Greenacres and the Glen.

The continued drive to improve productivity and
profitability through cost reduction, greater
efficiency and improved processes has seen
controllable retail costs rise 15%. If new stores are
excluded these costs reflect an increase of 9%.
The annualised retail sale of merchandise per square
metre of trading space increased by 9% to
R22 335, compared to R20 481 last year.

Operational risk
As a result of diligent management controls, high
levels of staff commitment and improved store
processes, operational risks continued to be well
managed in terms of merchandise and cash
losses, which totalled 0.5% of the sale of
merchandise.
Staff
During the year, restructuring in the organisation
of retail operations also created opportunities for
individual progression and facilitated more
effective contribution from employees. The
group’s strategy to provide opportunities for
employees from previously disadvantaged
backgrounds in supervisory and management
positions is progressing well.
Regular monitoring and customer satisfaction
sur veys indicate that levels of customer
satisfaction and customer service in stores have
improved.
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OPERATIONAL REVIEW
Retail and Franchise Operations
(continued)

Derek Kohler (52) BA (Econ) (Hons) Director: Store and Franchise Operations of Truworths Limited • Appointed to Truworths Limited board in
November 1997 • Employee of Truworths Limited since July 1981

Prospects

FRANCHISE OPERATIONS

In the 2006 financial year the group will continue to
expand into new shopping destinations and plans are
in place to open twelve Truworths stores, fourteen
Identity stores and one YDE store. In addition, about
fourteen existing stores will be refurbished using the
latest store design and formats. In 2006, the group
expects to increase its overall trading space by about
8% or 11 000 m 2.

Review

In accordance with the group’s formula of growth
through continual reinvention of the core business,
store designs are constantly being refined. The new
emporium design, which was successfully launched
at the Clearwater Mall store, has already been
reviewed, and there are plans to introduce the
enhancements envisaged into new emporium stores.
In
2006,
significant
enlargements
and
refurbishments are planned for Truworths stores in
the Riverside Mall in Nelspruit, Cresta Centre in
Johannesburg and Somerset Mall in Somerset West,
incorporating the new emporium format.
Budgeted expenditure on new stores and the
expansion and refurbishment of existing stores
during 2006 is R72 million.

Franchise sales for the year under review were
R17 million compared to R18 million in 2004.
The continued strength of the rand and generally
weaker economic conditions within franchise
locations, par ticularly in Botswana, had a
negative effect on sales.
One new Identity store was opened in Francistown
in Botswana and the Mozambique operation was
closed. As at the end of the year, there were ten
franchise stores in Africa and seven in the Middle
East, bringing the total number of franchise
stores to 17, the same as in 2004.
Prospects
In general, growth opportunities in the Middle
East and Africa have proved to be viable and
franchise operations in those regions are
currently under assessment. However, the group
remains conservative in its overall expansion
approach.

NUMBER OF STAND-ALONE STORES
AND DEPARTMENTS PER BRAND
2004
STORES

2005
STORES

DEPTS

2006*
STORES

DEPTS

Truworths
Truworths Man
Daniel Hechter
LTD
Inwear
Identity

210
15
6
3
2
55

215
200
96
43
112
55

217
16
6
3
2
67

222
210
116
48
128
67

228
16
6
3
2
81

233
221
128
51
139
81

Total number

291

721

311

791

336

853

Total trading area (m2)
Expenditure on new stores, expansion
and refurbishments
*Target
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DEPTS
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133 604

146 285

157 336

R39 m

R69 m

R72 m
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2% 1% 6%
4%
17%

2%
5%

4%

42%

3%
14%

Eastern Cape

Mpumalanga

Free State

North West

Gauteng

Northern Cape

KwaZulu-Natal

Western Cape

Limpopo

Namibia

Swaziland
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Emanuel Cristaudo (46) B Com, CNE, Dip EDP, Marketing Man. Director: Customer Relations Management of Truworths Limited • Appointed to
Truworths Limited board in February 2000 • Employee of Truworths Limited since November 1997

The customer relationship management (CRM)
division manages the way the group interfaces with
customers. The division has responsibility for four
key areas – marketing, credit operations, credit risk
and analytics.
The CRM division recognises that customers are
core to the group’s business and that success
depends on how well customers are managed. The
primary focus of the CRM division is to reduce
customer churn and to increase customer loyalty by
moving away from once-off transactions to lifetime
associations. Market research combined with
advanced analytics on customer behaviour is used to
gain a thorough understanding of customer needs
and preferences. This information is then applied to
create effective and targeted marketing and credit
management strategies.

Review
Credit management – Truworths
The Truworths book performed well during the year
under review. Good growth was shown in active
accounts, up by 21% to over one million accounts.
Credit sales increased to 79% of total retail sales,
up on last year, and credit utilisation improved to
29%.
Year-on-year credit sales grew by 22% from
R1 964 million last year to R2 388 million. The
debtors’ book grew by 22% to R1 188 million, in line
with credit sales growth.
Movement from the six-month interest-free to the
twelve-month and longer interest-bearing products
continued, albeit slowly.
Credit acquisition scorecards were redeveloped to
assist with the selection of new accounts. This
process increased the predictive power, allowing
acceptance rates to be matched with less credit
risk. Strict criteria for granting credit to new account
holders was maintained, with an acceptance rate of
less than 50%.
Credit management technological capabilities were
significantly upgraded with software purchases and
upgrades. Triad, the account management system,
is in the process of being upgraded and several
leading analytics tools were purchased. Additional
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collection seats were installed at the Cape Town
operation to cater for growth in the account base.
As a result of good new accounts growth,
delinquency levels rose slightly, but are still within
acceptable norms. At 93%, the moving annual trend
rate of collections achieved versus those due was
the same as 2003, but slightly down on last year’s
97%. The overdue percentage to debtors at the end
of the year was 14%, similar to the 2004 and 2003
repor ting periods. The qualifying payment for
customer accounts not to be regarded as overdue
has been maintained at 90%, one of the highest
levels in the retail industry.
Net bad debt write-off to credit sales was at 2.3%
for the year compared to last year’s 2.2% and 2.5%
in 2003. Net bad debt write-off as a percentage of
the debtors’ book was 4.6% versus 4.3% last year
and 5.1% in 2003.
Independent benchmarks comparing Truworths to
other leading credit retailers confirm that the group
continues to outperform the industry average in
most categories.

Credit management – Identity and YDE
A highlight of the year under review was the launch
of credit facilities at YDE in August 2004 and at
Identity in October 2004. Customers have
responded well and as at end June 2005
approximately 28 000 Identity accounts and 6 600
YDE accounts had been opened. During the period
under review 11% of Identity sales and 7% of YDE
sales were made on credit.
Growth in terms of new accounts and the percentage
of sales on credit look promising for both chains
going forward.

Cost of credit
The cost of credit to the group increased primarily as
a result of the lower interest rate environment that
impacted on interest income from debtors, and also
due to higher collection costs and net bad debt as a
result of the increasing debtors’ book.
Provision for doubtful debts of the debtors book
remained at 5.9%.

GROUP KEY DEBTOR STATISTICS
2005

2004

2003

(000’s)

1 039

857

780

(%)

79

78

76

Truworths

Number of active accounts
Credit sales as a % of retail sales
Qualifying payment %

(%)

90

90

90

(Rm)

1 188

973

802

Overdue % to debtors

(%)

14

14

14

% of active book that can purchase at period end

(%)

87

88

88

Collections achieved vs those due (MAT*)

(%)

93

97

93

Net bad debt write-off as a % of credit sales

(%)

2.3

2.2

2.5

Debtors’ book

Net bad debt write-off as a % of debtors book

(%)

4.6

4.3

5.1

Doubtful debt provision as a % of debtors book

(%)

5.9

5.9

5.9

Applicants granted credit

(%)

48

47

50

(000’s)

28

Credit sales as a % of retail sales

(%)

11

Qualifying payment %

(%)

90

(Rm)

21

(%)

43

(000’s)

7

108

106

Identity

Number of active accounts

Debtors’ book
Applicants granted credit
YDE

Number of active accounts
Credit sales as a % of retail sales

(%)

7

Qualifying payment %

(%)

90

Debtors’ book
Applicants granted credit
Cost of credit
Interest from debtors
Financial services income

(Rm)

7

(%)

71

(Rm)
122
9

7

7

131

115

113

Collection costs

(89)

(75)

(64)

Net bad debt and change in bad debt provision

(71)

(51)

(52)

Cost of credit

(29)

(11)

(3)

*MAT – Moving Annual Trend
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Plans are under review to minimise the cost of
credit, including the development of other income
sources and expansion of the range of financial and
insurance products offered by the group.

Strategies to develop stronger relationships with the
core group of fashion magazines were successful,
resulting in a four-fold increase in editorial coverage
in all the leading magazines compared to last year.

Due to the launch of credit in Identity and YDE, plus
good new account growth in Truworths, the mix
between younger and older accounts on the total
book has changed slightly. As younger accounts are
higher risk, this mix could impact slightly on
delinquency levels going forward, although it is
anticipated that these levels will still be within the
expected norms of the group.

The online shopping capability of the Truworths
website, www.truworths.co.za, was enhanced by
adding more styles to the online offering. Online
sales showed growth of 29% and unique hits
increased by 20% to over 600 000 for the year.

Marketing
New accounts and the active account base both
showed excellent growth during the year. Excluding
Identity and YDE, there are 1 039 000 active
accounts compared to 857 000 last year.
At the end of the financial year 87% of all account
holders were in a position to purchase using their
accounts compared to 88% last year.
Income from financial services improved by 29% to
R9 million from R7 million last year. A fourth
insurance product was launched at the end of the
2004 financial year that offers account customers
balance protection against death, disability, disease
and retrenchment.
During the year, the group continued to align its
marketing activities with fashion-orientated
promotions and events that service its target
market.
Truwor ths once again hosted the Truwor ths
Women’s race in the latter half of 2004. The event
was well attended with over 8 000 runners taking
part, making it one of the biggest ladies’ road races
in South Africa. The race focuses on raising funds for
worthy causes and this year the Starfish Great
Hearts Foundation, the WHEAT Trust and Ikamva
Labantu each received a sizeable donation as a
result of the race.
New advertising and direct mail creative concepts
were launched for the major brands in the business,
including Ladies, Truworths Man, Inwear, LTD and
Daniel Hechter.
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The Identity website, www.identity.co.za, was
launched in 2004 with a key focus on customer
service, particularly aimed at the growing credit
base. There are no immediate plans for online
shopping.

The National Credit Bill
The National Credit Bill offers substantial protection
to consumers against reckless granting of credit,
over-indebtedness, exploitation and any form of
discrimination when granting credit. It also aims to
promote transparency and competition in the credit
market. It provides for the establishment of a new
body, the National Credit Regulator, to regulate all
providers of credit.
At the close of the year under review, neither the bill
nor the regulations had been finalised. Management
has extensively reviewed the bill in its current form
and has engaged with role players and participated
in workshops to identify concerns.
The group respects the principles espoused by the
bill, particularly the aspects of full disclosure of costs
relating to credit, non-discriminatory credit, the
avoidance of over-indebtedness, discouraging of
reckless credit and providing access to the credit
market to previously disadvantaged individuals.
In the year ahead the group will position itself to take
advantage of new opportunities provided to retailers
by the bill.

OPERATIONAL REVIEW
Information Technology

Hannes Holtzhausen (52) Dip Datametrics, MAP Director: Information Systems of Truworths Limited • Appointed to Truworths Limited board in
February 2000 • Employee of Truworths Limited since August 1997

Review
2005 was a rewarding year for the information
technology (IT) division, with progress made on many
key initiatives resulting in enhanced functionality,
efficiencies and productivity, as well as cost
management benefits.

Applications
A number of technological enhancements were made
to assist the divisions of the group in the day-to-day
management of the business.
The Retek Distribution Management (RDM) system
was deployed at the distribution centre at the
beginning of 2004, resulting in significant benefits
during the financial year.
The data warehouse project to upgrade
merchandising and customer-based information was
continued during the year to provide the executive
and senior management team with high-quality key
information consolidated in various formats and
modelling systems. By upgrading knowledge
management, executive and senior management
have access to the most recent information,
accelerating their ability to make informed decisions.
Merchandise planning operations were boosted by
the fine-tuning of the planning application to enable
forward planning based on the latest sales and stock
performance of stores.
Improvements to the markdown capability were
implemented, thereby enhancing productivity, creating
efficiencies around in-store stock management and
reducing errors that could lead to losses.
Communication with employees situated nationwide
in the distribution centre, head office and stores is
not only an expensive exercise, but an ongoing
challenge. In addition, the process of managing such
a vast team requires leading-edge processes and
technology. A number of initiatives were implemented
during the year to facilitate better management of
and interaction with employees.
A system for the human resources division was
implemented during the year to improve the quality

and timing of information, strengthen processes and
to assist the division with the management of people
and the staffing requirements of the business.
In 2004 the group upgraded to the latest Microsoft
Office and operating systems solution. In order to
enable management and employees to effectively use
the intranet and Microsoft Office, ongoing training
and practical tips were offered to employees with the
aim of improving productivity and internal efficiencies
and reducing transaction costs.
A number of upgrades have been implemented on
the point-of-sale (POS) system to improve customer
relationship management and store procedures. The
explosion of debit card usage in South Africa
necessitated changes to in-store card-reading and
processing systems to enable customers to pay for
purchases using bank-issued debit cards. An
integrated solution and training programme for all
stores is currently being implemented.
Since its acquisition, YDE has undergone a process
of integration with the group’s business processes,
systems and administrative structures. This process
continued throughout the year under review, and to
date, the most important aspects of the integration
are complete.

Infrastructure
Fundamental changes to the group’s information
systems and infrastructure occur on a regular basis
to keep pace with the demands of the ever-changing
fashion retail environment.
By means of software replacements and reengineering, the IT infrastructure is continually
upgraded especially in areas where outages occur on
a regular basis. Due to increased information
delivery, storage capacity has increased quite
significantly. In addition, new technologies to upgrade
and consolidate the backup server and network
capabilities are applied.
Due to the high cost of maintenance contracts,
existing technologies were upgraded where
significant cost benefits could be achieved. For the
same reason, ageing merchandise information and
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logistics systems were replaced, and a number of
technologically outdated systems were upgraded.
This process reduces support and maintenance
costs and ensures that the group’s technology
remains relevant and up to date.

•

staff scheduling in stores;

•

customer relationship management initiatives to
manage and grow the customer book;

•

implementation of the latest technologies in the
visual departments.

Risk management

Expenditure

The management of IT risks is a vital component of
the group’s risk management and business continuity
strategies. In 2004 the group adopted the Control
Objectives for Information Technology (CoBIT)
framework, which enables the IT department to
manage all key technology risks by implementing
appropriate policies and procedures. CoBIT
prescribes processes that should exist within an IT
environment to reduce the risk of IT to the business.

Due to the group’s centralised management model,
the IT department has a clear picture of the entire
business landscape and is able to accurately predict
future IT requirements. The Truworths Limited board
manages the day-to-day running of the business and
is equipped to evaluate and approve of IT
requirements. As all directors work closely with the
business needs, a director is generally directly
involved in each area for which IT investment is
targeted.

In assessing the IT division’s compliance with the
group’s risk management objectives, the external
auditors also use CoBIT as an audit tool.
As the group is heavily dependent on IT, the integrity
of its business continuity plans depend on its ability
to recover from a variety of potential IT disasters and
to minimise the impact of a catastrophe on its ability
to conduct business. A disaster recovery strategy is
in place, which is reviewed annually. The disaster
recovery process is tested quarterly and a steering
group meets regularly for a progress review. In
addition, backups are managed by an automated
process, and a capacity management group reviews
the group’s capacity and backup requirements.
During the year systems’ security was improved to
better protect the group’s IT environment and
business against hackers and viruses so as to
maintain the integrity of strategic information and
plans, the privacy of customer information and the
sustainability of the business going forward.

Prospects
Key IT initiatives envisaged for 2006 include:
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•

the ability to deal with different currencies on all
key systems;

•

an expense management system;

•

upgrades to banking systems;
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Capital expenditure on IT during the year to enhance
existing systems and invest in new technologies
amounted to R22 million. IT costs as a percentage of
sales amounted to less than 2%. For the 2006
financial year, it is envisaged that capital expenditure
on IT will be similar to 2005.

OPERATIONAL REVIEW
People and leadership

Review
The energy created by highly talented and committed
people working towards a common vision and
passion for the group’s product is a quality that
permeates the group’s working environment. The
role that employees have played in achieving the
group’s excellent track record of success is valued
and celebrated.
During the year under review, a revised strategy for
the management of human resources (HR) was
developed, based on the group’s understanding that
continued levels of commitment from its employees
coupled with their desire to contribute to the group’s
success is critical to its long-term sustainability.
Implementation of the revised strategy commenced
during the year, and is geared to meet the unique
people management and leadership challenges of the
dynamic and competitive fashion retail environment.
The new HR strategy is closely aligned with the
group’s value system and centres on human capital,
including the attraction and development of new
talent and the retention of high-per forming
individuals. The shared insights of top management
as well as members of the HR division were sought
to ensure that current and future human capital
requirements are aligned with the business strategy.
In the process of reviewing the strategy, the roles
and responsibilities of the HR division and its
individual employees were realigned and clearly
defined. Additional top-calibre people were employed
and processes were streamlined to provide the focus
and direction needed to execute the HR strategy and
support the group in achieving its key objectives. The
new structure and strategy encourage teamwork and
close collaboration in working towards achieving key
objectives.
The group’s value system allows the group to meet
the challenges of human capital management as it
places value on both energy and innovation.
Innovative people are prized in the fashion retail
environment and the value system acknowledges the
vital role of innovative and energetic people to the
success of the group. The group invests in people

and their future potential and undertakes to inspire
them to contribute significantly to the group’s
success. The group is committed to recognising and
rewarding individuals for the contributory role they
play.
People with high levels of energy who are able to
anticipate change and adapt quickly to keep abreast
of the rapidly changing fashion retail environment are
also greatly valued. The group is driven by the
commitment of its employees to deliver the business’
objectives. The division plays a key role by putting
into play the group’s values and business philosophy
so as to enable people and teams to unleash their
unique talents and drive the achievement of the
group’s objectives.

Prospects
The following key projects are planned for the year
ahead:

•

Transformation and broad-based
economic empowerment

black

During the year under review the transformation
committee consolidated its functioning as a
committee of the Truworths Limited board. The
transformation committee, which is jointly
chaired by the deputy managing director and the
HR executive, developed a committee charter
which clearly outlines its role and responsibility in
advising on, recommending and monitoring
transformation in the group. With the assistance
of external consultants, the transformation
committee will work closely with the various
functional heads and stakeholders to design a
sustainable transformation strategy and assess
ways to optimise the business objectives through
transformation.
A more extensive repor t on the group’s
commitment to the process of economic
transformation and the upliftment of society is
contained on page 90 of this report. Details on
the workings of the transformation committee
can be found on page 73.
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•

Improved performance management
The group’s success is driven by the ongoing high
performance of its people. It is critical to ensure
that high performance is continuously
encouraged and rewarded. Performance
management enables performance to be rated
with higher validity and accuracy. With this in
mind revised performance management
initiatives are being investigated.

•

Training and upliftment
In the year ahead significant effort and resources
will be focused on enhanced training and
development interventions for staff. These will
include
leadership
development,
talent
management and general employee capability
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building initiatives.
As part of the HR strategy, the HR development
team is focused on developing new training material
for field operations as well as building capacity
amongst field managers to conduct training.
Learnerships in the field operations will contribute to
the optimisation of skills development legislation as
well as provide employment and training to entry
level employees.
Refer to pages 90 to 98 of this report for further
information on the group’s policies concerning
recruitment, employment equity, training and
development, labour relations, remuneration and
benefits, HIV and AIDS, occupational health and
safety, training and upliftment and transformation.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT

Compliance with code of corporate
practice and conduct

business and always uppermost in the board and
management’s minds, was solidly embedded.

Truworths International Limited and its subsidiaries
(“the group”) are committed to high standards of
corporate governance. The group recognises its
responsibility to safeguard the interests of its
stakeholders, and believes that good governance is
essential to its ongoing sustainability and functioning.
The group’s objective is to be profitable in a manner
that conforms to strict requirements for
transparency, while acknowledging its accountability
to the broader society and communities it serves,
and respecting the environment.

The following are some of the improvements made
during the period:

The board of directors of Truworths International
Limited is responsible for the group’s corporate
governance policy, and ensures that the group
conducts its activities in accordance with best
practice. The board subscribes unreservedly to the
principles contained in the Code of Corporate
Practices and Conduct recommended by the 2002
King Report on Corporate Governance for South
Africa (“the King Code”). The board appreciates that
application of the processes and structures
recommended by the King Code leads to clearer
demarcation of responsibilities, balanced decisionmaking, improved communication and rigorous
practices, all of which serve to enhance the group’s
prospects of ongoing success.
In addition, the board has adopted the King Code’s
triple bottomline approach to repor ting to
stakeholders, as it believes that embracing social
responsibility and respecting the environment
enhances commercial success and improves the
probability of the long-term sustainability of the
group. The group’s report on corporate social
responsibility appears on pages 87 to 109 of this
report.

Highlights
In the year under review, overall improvements were
m a d e t o t h e g r o u p ’s c o r p o r a t e g o v e r n a n c e
processes and structures. The process of
monitoring and managing risk as an integral part of
the group’s culture, inherent in the way that it does

•

The mandate of the internal audit team was
elevated, and this function was repositioned in
order to enhance and strengthen the internal
audit role in the management of group risks. The
size of the internal audit team was increased to
allow for additional skills to meet the
requirements of this new mandate.

•

The audit committee and risk committee coordinated their efforts to a greater degree, as
the chairman of the audit committee attended
meetings of the risk committee, helping to
integrate the efforts of these committees.

•

The transformation committee’s efforts gained
momentum, operating as it does now in
accordance with written terms of reference, and
the committee’s composition was reviewed and
enhanced. The committee is in the early phases
of developing a strategy for transformation in
consultation with external experts.

•

The social accountability committee was founded
with written terms of reference, and is in the
process of engaging consultants to develop an
overarching strategy that will focus on enhancing
the group’s business processes that impact on
the communities it works with, its employees,
suppliers, society in general and the
environment.

•

In the Ernst & Young 2005 Excellence in
Corporate Reporting survey, the group was once
again ranked in the “excellent” category. This
ranking is pleasing as it is an external
confirmation that the group’s goal of improved
governance is being achieved. It is also an
acknowledgement of the quality of the group’s
reporting and disclosures, and reassurance that
the current level of voluntary disclosure is
acceptable.
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•

Recognition of the group’s impressive financial
track record and likely future performance was
accorded during the year when the group was
placed in 19th position out of 111 qualifying
entrants in the Financial Mail’s 2005 Top Listed
Companies Review.

Ongoing objectives
The maintenance of sound corporate governance
standards supports the group’s long-term key
responsibility to remain sustainable and produce
excellent financial results year on year. The board
regularly assesses the group’s overall governance
conditions, with the aim of enhancing governance
structures and review processes in a way that
strikes a balance between the group’s desire to
perform and its need to conform.
It is the intention of the directors to align the group’s
governance system with internationally accepted
standards. This goal, as well as the continually
evolving expectations of stakeholders, means that the
development of the group’s governance standards
and processes is an ongoing and dynamic process.

The roles of the group’s boards
The different but complementary roles of the
directors of the listed investment holding company,

Truworths International Limited, and those of the
wholly-owned retailing subsidiary, Truworths Limited,
are formally documented to clarify their respective
areas and levels of authority.
The Truworths International Limited board provides
direction and leadership to the group, and is
ultimately responsible and accountable for the
group’s overall performance and affairs. Accordingly,
the board has reserved for itself decision-making
with regard to material issues. The board focuses on
the enhancement of shareholder value and the longterm sustainable growth of the group by looking at
broader issues such as corporate governance,
transformation and succession planning, while
reviewing and monitoring the development and
implementation of the strategic business plans
developed by the Truworths Limited board. As
standard practice, all significant matters affecting
the group are brought to its attention for noting or
decision.
The board of Truworths Limited functions as the
operating board, responsible for the day-to-day
management of all matters associated with fashion
retailing and franchising including overseeing and
managing the group’s human resources, finance,

THE ROLES OF THE GROUP’S BOARDS

Audit committee

Remuneration committee

Truworths
International
Limited

Non-executive committee
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(Holding
company
Board)

Truworths
Limited
(Operational
company
Board)

Risk committee

Transformation committee

Social accountability committee

buying, merchandise planning, store operations,
store architecture and design, merchandise
distribution, customer relationship management and
information technology functions.

The Truworths International
Limited board
Board charter
The scope of authority, responsibilities, powers,
composition and functioning of the board are set out
in a formal, written board charter, which is reviewed
and updated from time to time.
The primary responsibilities of the board as set out
in the board charter are as follows:
•

to review the group’s strategic direction and
monitor the execution of the group’s strategic
plans;

•

to consider financial reports, budgets and
business plans presented by executive
management, and monitor actual performance
relative to the budgets and plans;

•

to approve the group’s annual and interim
financial reports and dividend policies;

•

to review the group’s risk management strategies
and ensure that adequate internal controls and
appropriate governance structures are in place
and function effectively;

•

to advise on corporate finance, treasur y,
employment equity and benefits, stakeholder
communication, governance and strategic
issues;

•

to make material investment, disinvestment,
refinancing or restructuring decisions;

•

to evaluate and monitor the performance of the
board, individual directors, the chief executive
officer and executive management;

•

to approve executive remuneration
amendments to the group’s share scheme;

•

to participate in a formal and transparent
manner in the appointment of all new directors to

and

the board, including the appointment of the chief
executive officer, and to ensure the appropriate
orientation and induction of new directors; and
•

to develop clear divisions of responsibility at
board level to ensure a balance of power and
authority and appropriately limited individual
decision-making ability.

Composition
The group has a unitary board structure with three
full-time salaried executive directors and five
independent non-executive directors. Particulars of
the directors are set out on page 11.
The board charter specifies that the majority of the
directors in office must be non-executive, and further
that a quorum for board meetings can be constituted
only when five directors are present, provided that a
majority of those present are non-executive
directors. The company’s articles of association
provide that decisions taken at board meetings must
be decided by a majority of votes, with each director
having one vote.
These provisions, together with the separation of the
roles of chairman and chief executive officer, ensure
the clear division of responsibilities at board level so
that no individual director has unfettered authority
with regard to decision-making. Furthermore, the
practice that all material matters affecting the group
are considered and debated by the board serves to
bring appropriate balance to significant decisionmaking.
The qualifications and experience of the nonexecutive directors, coupled with the fact that they
have no material contractual relationships with the
group, help to ensure that their views continue to
carry substantial weight and that their judgement in
relation to issues affecting the group can be
e x e r c i s e d i n d e p e n d e n t l y. T h e n o n - e x e c u t i v e
directors, acting individually and collectively, bring
independent judgement to bear in relation to the
group’s strategic plan, the consideration of
acquisition possibilities, deployment of group
resources, the functioning of the board, key
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executive appointments, annual report disclosures,
and corporate practices and conduct.

with the group’s orientation and development
programme.

Appointment

Board meetings

The board as a whole participates in and is required
to agree on the appointment of new executive and
non-executive directors in a formal and transparent
manner. In accordance with the company’s articles of
association, each year one-third of the board is
required to retire at the annual general meeting of
shareholders. Retiring directors, who are those that
have been longest in office since their most recent
re-election or appointment confirmation, may offer
themselves for re-election. Directors appointed after
the annual general meeting are required to have
their appointments confirmed at the following annual
general meeting.

The board schedules to meet once a quarter, and
during the period under review it held four meetings.
Board meetings are convened by formal notice
incorporating a detailed agenda supported by
relevant written proposals and comprehensive
repor ts. Management aims to disseminate
meaningful, relevant and complete information in a
timely manner prior to board meetings, as this
facilitates adequate preparation for in-depth
discussion at these meetings.
The reports distributed, together with presentations
that were made at the meetings, dealt with financial
issues, acquisition considerations, as well as
qualitative matters like the group’s values and ethics,
risk management, social responsibility and
governance enhancement.

On the whole, the directors have extensive
experienc e ser v i n g o n t h e bo a r ds o f o t h e r
substantial companies and are professionally
qualified. For this reason, although to date there has
not been a need to conduct training courses for
directors, each newly-appointed director undergoes
a process of induction appropriate to his or her
individual needs. Should the need arise, further
training courses are presented in accordance

A number of decisions were taken between board
meetings by written resolution as provided for in the
company’s articles of association. In addition,
executive management consulted with non-executive
directors on matters of importance as they arose.
The attendance of directors at the board meetings
was as shown below.

TRUWORTHS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED BOARD MEETINGS
2004

68

2005

19 Aug

4 Nov

24 Feb

19 May

H

Saven (Chair)

✓

✓

✓

✓

RG

Dow

✓

✓

✓

✓

MS

Mark

✓

✓

✓

✓

CT

Ndlovu

✓

✓

✓

✓

AE

Parfett

✓

✓

✓

✓

AJ

Taylor

✓

✓

✓

✓

MA

Thompson

✓

✓

✕

✓

WM van der Merwe

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Company secretary

– store location, leasing, operations and
architecture;

The company secretary, Mr C Durham, attends
board meetings at the board’s invitation. All directors
have access to the advice and services of the
company secretary in relation to the affairs of the
group and their roles and responsibilities. During the
period under review, directors availed themselves of
the company secretary’s services and advice on a
number of issues.
In addition, subject to prior arrangement with
executive management, directors have ready access
t o a l l o f t h e g r o u p ’s i n f o r m a t i o n , r e c o r d s ,
documents, property and management, and are
entitled to obtain independent professional advice
regarding group matters at the group’s expense.

Board reviews
In accordance with the King Code, the board
regularly reviews its mix of skills and experience, and
considers its effectiveness as a whole as well as the
individual contributions of its members. Formal
evaluations are conducted in line with the
recommendations of the King Code.
Individual contribution of each board member’s
performance took place in the last quarter of the
year under review, and an assessment of the board
as a whole is planned for early in the new financial
year.

– human resource recruitment,
development and remuneration;

– information systems acquisition, development
and maintenance;
– credit management and customer relations
marketing and systems;
– financial management and administration; and
– selection, management and ser vicing of
franchisees.
•

Strategic plan development, execution and
refinement.

•

Budget development and achievement in relation
to sales, expenses and capital expenditure.

•

Risk management in relation to merchandise
selection and distribution, credit granting and
management, legal and contractual compliance,
system integrity and control reliability, and
business continuity.

•

Business philosophy and
development and refinement.

•

Financial and internal control development,
monitoring and audit.

•

Employment equity plan development and
implementation.

•

Development and monitoring of operational
policies and procedures.

•

Employee remuneration matters including share
scheme management.

•

In accordance with restrictions imposed by the
Truworths International Limited board, approving
investment, disinvestment, refinancing and
restructuring transactions.

•

Adopting
and
implementing
corporate
governance practices, which are appropriate for
the group and meet the standards, set out in the
King Code.

The Truworths Limited board
The board of Truworths Limited functions as the
operating board, responsible for the day-to-day
management of all matters associated with the
group’s fashion retailing and franchise business. The
board discharges its responsibility through
delegation to the management team.
Currently the Truworths Limited board is responsible
for the following matters:
•

All operational matters in relation to the group’s
fashion retailing and franchising businesses,
including but not limited to:
– merchandise buying, planning and distribution;

training,

value

system
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The attendance of directors at board meetings was as shown below:
TRUWORTHS LIMITED BOARD MEETINGS
2004

MS
EF
DN
JA
DL
TD
AJ
WM
RM

Mark (Chair)
Christaudo
Dare
Holtzhausen
Kohler
Murdoch-Coyle*
Taylor
van der Merwe
Wyatt

2005

2 Aug

1 Nov

14 Dec

31 Jan

17 May

✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✕
✓
✕
✓

✓
✕
✕
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

* Ms Murdoch-Coyle was ill for a protracted period during the year, hence her limited attendance at
board meetings. She has been actively involved in operational matters since January 2005.

Committees
Several committees have been established to assist
t h e g r o u p ’s b o a r d s i n d i s c h a r g i n g t h e i r
responsibilities. These committees play an important
role in enhancing governance and improving the
performance of the group.
The following committees have been constituted
which, in terms of their formal written charters,
have specific responsibilities delegated to them as
well as prescribed reporting obligations:
•

•

70

Committees of the Truwor ths International
Limited board:

•

maintain adequate accounting records and
functionally effective financial reporting and
internal control systems;

•

ensure compliance of published financial reports
with relevant legislation, regulations, accounting
practices and good corporate governance; and

•

safeguard group assets.

The committee is required to report formally to the
board by submitting a written report. This gives the
board an opportunity to discuss important matters
raised in the report. The committee also facilitates
ef fective communication between the board,

– audit committee;
– remuneration committee; and
– non-executive committee.

management and external and internal auditors and

Committees of the Truworths Limited board:

reporting-related matters.

– transformation committee;
– social accountability committee; and
– risk committee.

The committee typically meets three times a year.

provides an objective and independent forum for the
resolution of significant accounting, compliance and

The quorum for meetings can only be constituted
when two members are personally present. The

Audit committee

company secretary acts as the committee secretary.

The audit committee’s primary objective is to assist
the board in discharging its responsibilities to:

This committee currently comprises the following
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members:

•

Mr MA Thompson, an independent non-executive
director and chartered accountant, who was
appointed to the committee and as its chairman
in May 2004; and

•

Mr H Saven, an independent non-executive
director and chartered accountant, who was
appointed to the committee in February 2003;

•

provide non-audit services provided consideration is
given to the general restrictions set by the auditing
profession, as well as the limitations that the
external auditors have chosen to adopt themselves
so as to maintain their independence.
During the period under review, the committee
considered and approved the external auditors’ fees
and continued to guide management when deploying
the external auditors in rendering non-audit services.

Mr RG Dow, an independent non-executive
director and chartered accountant who was
appointed to the committee in May 2002.

Remuneration committee
The primary function of the remuneration committee
is to assist the board in discharging its
responsibilities to:

Committee meetings are attended by the company
secretary, the group finance director, the internal
audit manager, senior employees of the finance
department as well as the external auditors. The
internal audit manager and the external auditors,
Ernst and Young, have free and unrestricted access
to the chairman of the committee.

•

ensure that the group’s senior executives and
non-executive directors are rewarded in
accordance with the group’s compensation
objectives, with particular attention to retention
issues, performance and best international
practice;

•

advise, recommend and review appropriate
reward strategies and policies for group
employees, including evaluation methodologies;
and

•

determine the remuneration packages of the
senior executives and non-executive directors to
support the group’s strategic objectives.

The attendance at meetings by the members of the
committee was as shown below.
Findings by the external auditors are tabled in their
management comments letter and presented at the
audit committee meeting following the audit.
Management responds to any issues raised by the
auditors and records its action plans. In subsequent
meetings, management reports back on actions
taken until the issue is resolved or the auditors and
management agree to disagree. This process is
beneficial in that it highlights areas to improve, helps
to enhance the group’s processes and reduces risks.

In effect, the committee reviews and approves the
compensation of the executive directors, nonexecutive directors and senior executives. It
approves all grants and awards under both the
group’s share and cash incentive plans. The

The audit committee has approved a formal written
policy in terms of which the external auditors may

AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETINGS
2004

2005

12 Aug

3 Feb

5 May

Thompson (Chair)

✓

✓

✓

RG

Dow

✓

✓

✓

H

Saven

✓

✓

✓

MA
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committee also considers the application of the
compensation and incentive plans on a group-wide
basis to ensure alignment to the key business
strategies and values.

The attendance at meetings by the members of the
committee was as shown below.

Non-executive committee
In accordance with the authority delegated to it by
the board in a written charter, the non-executive
committee’s primary objective is to assist the board
in discharging its responsibilities and includes as its
members all non-executive board members:

In its discussions, the committee takes into account
the recommendations and views of the chief
executive officer regarding the performance of the
directors and senior executives. The committee may
also engage independent and professional legal and
remuneration specialists to assist in reviewing and
benchmarking the group’s remuneration practices
and policies.
The committee is required to report formally to the
board by submitting an appropriate report. This
gives the board an opportunity to discuss important
matters raised in the report.
The committee meets on a quarterly basis. The
quorum for these meetings can only be constituted
when two members are personally present. The
human resources manager acts as the committee
secretary.

Mr RG Dow, an independent non-executive
director who has been the committee’s chairman
since February 2001; and

•

Mr H Saven an independent non-executive
director who was appointed to the committee in
February 2003.

to ensure adequate succession plans are in place
in relation to the chief executive officer’s position
and role;

•

to consider any sensitive or strategic matter
delegated to it by the Truworths International
Limited board; and

•

to make key appointments such as that of the
chairman and the chief executive officer.

The committee enables effective and co-ordinated
communication between the non-executive directors,
and provides an objective and independent forum
which can make recommendations for the resolution
of significant issues facing the board.

The committee comprises the following members:
•

•

The committee comprises the non-executive
directors and is chaired by Mr AE Parfett, who also
acts as the committee’s co-ordinator. At the
invitation of the committee, Mr MS Mark, the chief
executive officer, may attend committee meetings or
parts of such meetings. The committee meets
quarterly and the quorum for all meetings is twothirds of the non-executive directors.

At the invitation of the committee Mr MS Mark, the
chief executive officer, attends committee meetings
except when matters relating to his compensation
are under discussion.

The attendance by non-executive directors at
committee meetings was as shown opposite.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE MEETINGS
2004

72

2005

12 Aug

4 Nov

3 Feb

5 May

RG Dow (Chair)

✓

✓

✓

✓

H

✓

✓

✓

✓

Saven
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Transformation committee

transformation in the group;

During the prior year, the transformation committee
was established as a committee of the Truworths
Limited board. A written charter defining the scope
of authority, objectives, responsibilities, powers,
composition and functioning of the committee was
formalised in June 2005.
The group defines transformation as a process of
change that aims at materially increasing the
number of historically disadvantaged South Africans
who:
•

are employed by the group;

•

occupy managerial positions within the group;

•

own meaningful equity interests in the group;

•

supply meaningful amounts of goods and services
to the group; and

•

benefit materially from the social investment or
enterprise development activities of the group.

ensure that management embraces the
principles of transformation on an enterprisewide basis across all facets of the group’s
activities;

•

develop and implement
transformation strategy;

an

•

design, implement and regularly review policies,
plans and processes aimed at facilitating

implement integrated annual repor ting to
stakeholders on aspects of transformation;

•

enable effective communication between the
directors, management and external advisers in
relation to matters falling within the committee’s
mandate; and

•

provide an objective and independent forum to
discuss significant matters relating to
transformation within the group.

The committee is scheduled to meet every two
months, and the quorum for meetings is at least
four-fifths of the members, all personally present.
Members of the committee met during the year to
develop an understanding of the regulator y
environment in which transformation is encouraged
to occur, to build capacity and awareness around the
subject, to receive presentations from potential
consultants, to settle the composition of the
committee and to draw up the parameters for the
committee charter.

In accordance with the authority delegated to it, the
committee’s objectives are to:
•

•

The committee comprises the following members:
•

Mr AJ Taylor, deputy managing director of
Truworths Limited, who acts as joint chairman;

•

Dr JT Frederick, the human resources executive
for Truwor ths Limited, who acts as joint
chairman;

appropriate

NON-EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
2004

2005

19 Aug

4 Nov

24 Feb

19 May

AE Parfett (Chair)

✓

✓

✓

✓

RG Dow

✓

✓

✓

✓

CT Ndlovu

✓

✓

✓

✓

H

Saven

✓

✓

✓

✓

MA Thompson

✓

✓

✕

✓
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•

Mr JA Holtzhausen, director of information
systems at Truworths Limited;

•

Mr C Durham, the company secretary who is also
the committee’s secretary;

•

Ms HM Drabbe, the employee relations manager
of Truworths Limited.

the board in discharging its responsibilities to:

Mr T Rees, a regional manager in the retail
operations division of Truworths Limited, was
appointed to the committee with effect from
7 July 2005.
Mr WM van der Merwe, the group finance director,
acts as an adviser to the committee and has
attended a number of its meetings. At the invitation
of the committee, other senior executives may
attend its meetings.
The attendance at meetings by the members of the
committee was as shown below.

•

ensure that the group adopts sustainable
development as an important philosophy which
underpins all the group’s activities;

•

ensure that the group practices appropriate
levels of corporate citizenship, and social
responsibility in its interaction with the
communities and environment in which it
operates;

•

develop and implement appropriate strategies,
policies and plans in relation to the economic,
social and environmental impacts of the group;

•

implement integrated annual sustainability
reporting to stakeholders on economic, social
and environmental aspects of the group’s
activities;

•

enable effective communication between the
directors, management, and external advisers in
relation to matters falling within the committee’s
mandate;

•

ensure management educates and trains the
group’s employees in relation to good corporate
citizenship and social responsibility; and

•

provide an objective and independent forum to
discuss and debate significant sustainable
development-related matters.

Social accountability committee
The social accountability committee was established
during the year under review, and reports to the
Truworths Limited board. This committee was
founded with written terms of reference, and is in
the process of engaging consultants to develop a
strategy to enhance the group’s interventions that
impact on the communities it works with, its
employees, its suppliers, society in general and the
environment.

The committee will monitor the group's compliance
with the King Code in relation to its integrated

The primary function of the committee is to assist

TRANSFORMATION COMMITTEE MEETINGS
2005
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24 Mar

13 May

18 May

14 Jun

28 Jun

AJ

Taylor (Joint chair)

✕

✓

✓

✕

✓

JT

Frederick (Joint chair)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

HM Drabbe

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

JA

Holtzhausen

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

C

Durham

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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sustainability repor ting obligations, and will
b e n c h m a r k t h e g r o u p ’s s u s t a i n a b i l i t y a n d
performance measures with accepted standards
such as the Global Reporting Index (GRI) and the
criteria for listing on the Socially Responsible
Investment (SRI) Index of the JSE Limited.
On average, the committee meets every two months.
The quorum for these meetings is at least four-fifths
of the members personally present.
The committee comprises:
•

Mr WM van der Merwe, the group finance
director, who acts as chairman of the committee;

•

Mr AJ Taylor, deputy managing director of
Truworths Limited;

•

Dr JT Frederick, human resources executive of
Truworths Limited;

•

Mr C Durham, the company secretary;

•

Ms KY Harrison, the group financial controller,
who is also the committee’s secretary.

Subsequent to the year-end the following further
members were appointed to the committee:
•

•

Mr MD Grier, the public affairs manager
employed in the group’s corporate social
investment department; and
Ms GR Moffat, the social investment manager of
Truworths Limited.

Directors of Truworths Limited may at any time
attend meetings of the committee, and

management, consultants and employees may
occasionally be invited to attend the meetings of
the committee at the discretion of the chairman
of the committee. To date Mr D Holmes, the
quality control manager of Truworths Limited and
Mr G Teixeira, an executive in the merchandise
division of Truworths Limited have participated in
committee meetings.
The attendance at meetings by the members of the
committee held during the year was as shown below.

Risk committee
The board of Truworths International Limited has
o v e r a l l a c c o u n t a b i l i t y f o r t h e g r o u p ’s r i s k
management programme. The board of Truworths
Limited assists the Truworths International board
with discharging its responsibilities in identifying and
managing significant risks facing the group.
The risk committee operates under written terms of
reference and reports to the Truworths Limited
board. The committee is required to report formally
to the boards of Truworths International Limited and
Truworths Limited by submitting a written report.
This gives the board an opportunity to discuss
important matters raised in the report.
The committee operates within a dynamic
environment in the identification and mitigation of all
risks as well as ensuring business continuity. It
moreover provides an independent forum which
meets every two months, to discuss and debate
significant matters related to risk management.

SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE MEETINGS
2005
10 Mar

26 May

WM van der Merwe (Chair)

✓

✕

AJ

Taylor

✕

✕

JT

Frederick

✓

✓

C

Durham

✓

✓

KY

Harrison

✓

✓
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The primary function of the committee is to monitor
and evaluate group-wide risk management
interventions. Its objectives are to:
•

Assist the board of Truwor ths Limited to
discharge its responsibilities to the board of
Truworths International Limited in relation to risk
management by:

–

identifying, assessing, mitigating and managing
significant risks facing the group;

–

developing risk management mechanisms which
demonstrably enable dynamic risk identification,
mitigation and communication, as well as
business continuity; and

–

maintaining functionally effective systems of
internal control which are designed to safeguard
group assets and investments and support
business sustainability.

•

•

Enable effective communication between the
directors of Truworths Limited, the board of
Truworths International Limited, the company
secretary, the internal audit department, the
group risk manager and external auditors.
Provide an objective and independent forum to
discuss and debate significant risk management
matters.

On average, the committee meets six times a year.
The quorum for these meetings is at least threequarters of the members personally present. The
committee comprises:

76

•

Mr AJ Taylor, deputy managing director of
Truworths Limited, who acts as chairman of the
risk committee;

•

Mr WM van der Merwe, the group finance
director;

•

Mr EF Cristaudo, director of customer relations
management and systems at Truworths Limited;

•

Mr JA Holtzhausen, director of information
systems at Truworths Limited;

•

Mr BD Osborne, group risk manager for
Truworths Limited; and
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•

Mr C Durham, the company secretary, who is
also the committee’s secretary.

Mr MA Thompson, the chairman of the audit
committee, attended some meetings of the
committee during the year in order to improve
communication between the audit and risk
committees. Furthermore, the group’s internal audit
manager, information systems audit manager and
external risk management consultants participate in
meetings and deliberations of the committee.
The attendance at meetings by the members of the
committee was as shown opposite.

Risk management
Responsibility
To assist the board of Truworths International
Limited with discharging its responsibilities in
relation to risk management, continuous monitoring
of risk management activities is undertaken by the
directors of Truworths Limited.
The board has adopted the King Code’s risk
management principles, and has prepared a policy
f r a m e w o r k , w h i c h g u i d e s t h e g r o u p ’s r i s k
management processes. Furthermore, the board
has broadly defined the group’s risk/reward appetite
and is satisfied that management decisions are
aligned with this determination.
The group risk manager facilitates a co-ordinated
risk management process across the group. He also
ensures that the recommendations of the risk
committee are conveyed to management and
implemented, and that a culture of risk awareness is
promoted throughout the group.
An enterprise-wide risk management approach has
been adopted in line with international best practice,
so that all areas of the group are subject to the risk
management strategy. The risk management
process focuses on key risk areas including credit
management, logistics, marketing, financial
controls, technology, human resource issues,
information
management
and
operational
performance.

RISK COMMITTEE MEETINGS
2004

AJ
WM
EF
JA
BD
C

Taylor (Chair)
van der Merwe
Cristaudo
Holtzhausen
Osborne
Durham

2005

26 Jul

18 Oct

29 Nov

24 Jan

14 Mar

16 May

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✕
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

At each board meeting, written reports compiled by
the chairman of the risk committee are presented to
and critically reviewed by the directors. In addition,
members of the executive management team are
directly responsible for risk management
interventions in their functional areas, and report on
these at meetings of the board. Key performance
indicators have been determined for each executive
whereby their actual performance levels are
regularly monitored against agreed targets.

Risk management process
The group regards risk management as a dynamic
process of continuing inter ventions aimed at
providing appropriate responses to businessspecific, industry-wide and general risks so that, as
far as is possible within resource limitations, the
group’s ongoing long-term economic sustainability
can be assured.
Group executives have a “hands-on” approach to
business operations and are able to identify, assess,
transfer, avoid and manage the risks facing the
group on a day-to-day basis. The group risk manager
facilitates the risk management process across the
group and acts as a source of expertise.
External risk management consultants have been
retained to assist with the further development and
implementation of an enterprise risk management
process. As a result of group-wide risk assessment

exercises, a formal risk register was created for the
group, which outlines risks on a prioritised basis.
A combined risk management assurance plan is in
place, and management is required to report on the
status of risks, controls and action plans on a
determined basis at various management forums.
The group’s risk assurance process is integrated
with the internal audit plan, and the assurance in
respect of risk controls has been determined
according to the best fit of expertise. Furthermore,
line management is responsible for reporting to the
board on risk management developments.
A comprehensive programme of health and safety
management is in place throughout the group and a
disaster recovery plan is in place that addresses the
group’s dependency upon information technology.

Business continuity
The group has further updated, expanded and
documented its business continuity plan aimed at
ensuring business continuity notwithstanding
adverse operating conditions, including natural or
man-made disasters.
The objective of the business continuity plan is to
ensure that key business systems can become
appropriately functional and populated with relevant
data within an acceptable period of time on hardware
accessible at a remote site. Management is
committed to the ongoing extension of the business
continuity plan, which is currently focused on
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GROUP RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Truworths
International
Limited

Responsible for group
risk management

(Holding
company
board)

Truworths
Limited

Assists the Truworths
International Limited board
to discharge its risk
management responsibilities

(Operational
company
board)

Quarterly reporting
Risk committee
Quarterly monitoring

Risk strategy and guidelines

Risk assessments

Risk register

High-level controls
Technical controls
Control gaps action plans
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Assurance plans

Internal audit

information technology, to include disaster recovery
and business continuity strategies for other
important business processes, as well as for the
group’s decentralised distribution centre and
divisional offices.

Internal control and internal audit
The group continuously maintains a high standard of
internal controls aimed at safeguarding assets and
ensuring that the systems of financial reporting
contain complete, accurate and reliable information.
These controls are subject to regular critical review
and involve established practices and procedures,
including regular reconciliations, dual signatories
and segregation of duties.
The effectiveness of the controls is monitored by the
internal audit department, which reports its findings
to the audit committee and has ready access to the
chairman of that committee and the chief executive
officer. The activities of the internal audit department
supplement those of the external auditors, and these
teams are committed to liaising closely together and
synchronising their responsibilities.
The principle of the independence of the internal
audit department remains sacrosanct, and the
internal audit managers report on operational
matters to the chief executive officer, and to the
finance director only in relation to administrative
matters.
During the year under review the mandate of the
internal audit team was elevated, and this function
was repositioned in order to enhance and strengthen
the internal audit role in the management of group
risks. The size of the internal audit team was
increased to allow for additional skills to meet the
requirements of this new mandate.

Reviews
The internal audit function periodically conducts
control environment reviews during which the
processes in each business unit are studied from a
risk and control efficacy perspective. The findings
are rated and prioritised action plans to deal with
areas of weakness are compiled for management’s

attention and implementation. Operational audits are
also carried out at stores, the distribution centre
and head office to review levels of adherence with
prescribed procedures. The focus of these audits
enjoys ongoing critical review to ensure a constant
emphasis on key performance indicators.
During the year under review the internal auditors
conducted a control environment review of the
information technology business unit, taking into
consideration areas of risk across all technical
layers, i.e. applications, operating systems,
databases and infrastructure. The review’s key focus
was on where the most sensitive information is
stored, with the aim of maintaining an IT environment
within which information is protected against
unlawful disclosure, systems are readily available and
the integrity of information is maintained.
To this end, audits were completed during the year
and are planned for the forthcoming year within
these areas of risk. Management responded
positively to the audit recommendations, and in many
instances
immediately
implemented
the
recommendations. Where this was not possible,
prioritised action plans were developed and are being
carried out.

External auditors
The board is of the view that the external auditors,
Ernst & Young, are able to express an independent
opinion on the group’s annual financial statements
and conduct an objective assessment of internal
controls. In forming this view, the board took into
consideration Ernst & Young’s strictly enforced
policies that preclude their personnel from having a
financial interest in the group, as well as the fact
t h a t E r n s t & Yo u n g d o n o t p a r t i c i p a t e i n
management and are limited through management’s
policy in their consulting engagements to the group.
The external auditors’ annual audit plan, which
incorporates the identification of significant risks and
how they are to be addressed during the audit, is
presented at a meeting of the audit committee
before the commencement of audit fieldwork.
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The external auditors have unrestricted access to
the group’s records and management. They furnish a
written report to the audit committee on significant
findings arising from the period-end audit and are
able to raise matters of concern directly with the
chairman of the audit committee.
The audit committee considers and approves the
external auditors’ fees and gives guidance to the
management team when deploying the external
auditors to render non-audit services.

short-term insurance products, it is bound by the
Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act
(FAIS), which came into effect on 30 September
2004. For purposes of FAIS, the company secretary
performs the duties of compliance officer.
Significant legislative issues affecting the group in
the year under review included:

•

Legislative compliance
The company secretary plays a key role in monitoring
new and pending legislation to identify legislation that
is relevant to the business. The internal audit
function, in conjunction with the company secretary,
follows a rigorous process to gauge legislative
compliance by the group.

The group has voluntarily implemented country of
origin labelling since 2000. Over the past three
years, the merchandise division has prepared
suppliers for the new labelling regulations, and
currently, most suppliers currently comply with
these requirements. The Truworths distribution
centre no longer accepts garments without the
requisite labelling for distribution to the stores.
Garments in store that have labels without the
requisite tax numbers were delivered before 23
May 2005.

The company secretary prepares a schedule of new
and relevant legislation for the board meetings of
Truworths International Limited and Truworths
Limited, which schedules give a synopsis of the
changes, where they can be found and what actions
are required or are taking place to ensure that the
group achieves compliance. The company secretary
takes the board members through the schedule of
new legislation at each meeting, and answers
questions or requests for more information.
The internal auditors conduct an annual review of the
group’s legislative compliance. This scoping exercise
is carried out with the assistance of the company
secretary and with reference to a compliance matrix
that lists all legislation and regulations that impact
on the group, not only in South Africa but in all
territories where the group operates. For each
legislative issue, the matrix allocates a person within
the group who is responsible for ensuring that the
group complies. The internal auditors conduct
interviews with the owner of the responsibility to
determine whether compliance is taking place in all
material respects.
From a legislative perspective, the group does not
have a compliance officer. However, as the group
acts as an intermediary in the sales of long and
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Merchandise Marks Amendment Act
The changes to the Merchandise Marks Act of
1941, which came into effect on 23 May 2005,
require textile, clothing and allied products to
bear correct countr y of origin marks at
importation and at the point of resale. Under the
new legislation garments’ labels must also carry
a tax number for imported goods and must
identify the source of the fabric and manufacture.

•

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
Act
During the period under review, the Department
of Trade and Industry published codes of good
practice to accompany the Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment Act No. 53 of 2003.
The group has delegated the responsibility of
recommending policies and strategies to meet
the targets set by the Act and the accompanying
codes to the transformation committee. The
transformation committee’s objectives are to
ensure that management embraces the
principles of transformation on an enterprisewide basis across all facets of the group’s
activities.

•

The National Credit Bill
The group respects the principles espoused by
the bill as it offers substantial protection to
consumers against reckless granting of credit,
over-indebtedness, exploitation and any form of
discrimination when granting credit. It also aims
to promote transparency and competition in the
credit market. It provides for the establishment
of a new body, the National Credit Regulator, to
regulate all providers of credit.
The bill in its current form has been extensively
reviewed and management has engaged with
government and participated in workshops to
identify concerns. The provisions of the bill will
require the group to change its process of
accepting new account holders, its systems of
granting and increasing credit, as well as the
manner in which it markets credit facilities.

Remuneration
Remuneration philosophy
In general terms, the group’s remuneration
philosophy seeks to ensure that:
•

all employees, par ticularly executives,
compensated for their contribution to
success of the group’s per formance
benchmarked against norms in the retail
related sectors;

are
the
and
and

•

performance-based elements of compensation
are based on preset and measurable business
and individual objectives; and

•

where appropriate, due regard is had for
comparative levels of compensation at an
international level.

The remuneration committee ensures that directors
and key executives receive remuneration that is
appropriate to the size and complexity of their
responsibilities, performance and contribution. Each
director and key executive is provided with a
remuneration package that comprises:
•

an annual base salary (including the provision of a
company car or car allowance);

•

an annual cash incentive plan;

•

long-term incentives through the granting of
options in respect of the company shares under
the share scheme;

•

retirement fund contributions; and

•

other security and health benefits.

The annual base salary, retirement fund and healthcare provisions are intended to establish a level of
guaranteed pay that is competitive and linked to the
recipient’s perceived market value.
The cash incentive plan and share option scheme are
variable components of remuneration, which are
intended to offer superior earnings opportunities in
line with the specific above-benchmark performance
of the group. The provision of these incentive plans is
intended to promote a close alignment with
shareholder expectations of group performance.
In the spirit of the group’s innovative approach, the
remuneration committee remains abreast with
changes in both local and overseas remuneration
trends, including incentive and share option plans,
and is accordingly well placed to proactively adjust its
remuneration philosophy and policies to best suit the
variable demands of the competitive business
environment in which the group operates.

Remuneration policy

Compensation

The remuneration committee assists the board in
ensuring that the group has suitable reward
strategies and policies in place to compensate
employees and directors for their contribution to the
success of the group, and to attract, motivate and
retain talented employees.

Executive
In establishing performance criteria, each executive
director agrees on predetermined strategic goals
and a combination of hard and soft targets. These
are also discussed with the remuneration committee
and compared to market norms.
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Remuneration of executives is directly linked to their
performance as a team, in that the overall
performance of the group is the natural override to
any decision on remuneration. However, the
emphasis is on individual contribution and
performance, so that even if the group has
performed well individual increases may vary.
Incentives are linked to the overall achievement of
the business strategy, and no incentive is paid unless
the group meets preset headline earnings per share
targets. In addition each director has a set of agreed
goals that are linked to objectives in the business
strategy that need to be achieved before payment is
made.
Likewise, the chief executive is challenged to achieve
ambitious performance goals impacting on wealth
creation and earnings and is also monitored on
approved strategic long-term goals such as
succession planning and general strategic direction.
The remuneration committee reviewed and revised
the salaries of the executive directors and senior
executives at its meeting in February 2005, with
input and detailed repor ts from independent
professional advisers to ascertain both local and
international benchmarks.
The cash incentive plan for the 2004/2005 financial
year was reviewed during the first quarter of the
year and approved at the August 2004 meeting of
the remuneration committee. The quantum of the
cash incentive awarded is based on:
•

•

the group’s performance as defined by the
achievement of the profit, wealth creation and
headline earnings targets for the year set by the
board (after the cost of paying the incentives has
been deducted); and
the achievement of individualised goals and
targets at a high standard.

Given the results achieved last year, where
predetermined targets and goals were for the most
part achieved, many of the executives received
incentives at the top end of the range.
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The granting of share options was approved by the
remuneration committee in November 2004 and
reviewed against predetermined targets based on
multiples of base pay influenced by individual
contribution and alignment to group and shareholder
values and expectations.
These review periods are intended to allow the
members of the remuneration committee sufficient
time to apply their minds to each element of
executive remuneration, i.e. annual base pay, cash
incentives and share options, while considering the
total remuneration package of the individual
executive on each occasion.

Non-executive
The remuneration committee reviewed and revised
the fees of the non-executive directors at its meeting
in February 2005. Non-executive directors receive a
fixed level of remuneration for their services based
on their participation in board meetings and on
board committees. Non-executive directors do not
participate in incentive bonus schemes, although
some hold share options under the group’s share
scheme.
The non-executive directors’ fee structure is
determined after obtaining recommendations from
external consultants regarding market trends and
current pay practices. The committee also gives
consideration to any changes in the levels of
responsibility and complexity of the roles when
reviewing the fee structure.
The details of individual directors’ emoluments and
share and option holdings are disclosed in note 25
and annexure two to the annual financial statements.

Employee participation and equity
The group seeks to provide a framework of
employment equity in which individuals of ability and
commitment are able to develop their careers
regardless of their background, race, religion or
gender. The group believes in open relationships with
its employees, in which they feel valued and
respected for their unique contributions.

The group provides an environment in which
employees are able to respond positively to
challenges, and to the dynamics of the business
environment and the society in which it operates.
The employment equity plan charts the process
for ward in terms of equitably representing
disadvantaged personnel in the group’s workforce
over a period of time. Skill enhancement through
structured programmes and on-the-job training and
mentoring is given a high priority.
All staff who have been employed by the group for at
least 12 months and who perform according to
required standards are rewarded by participation in
the group’s share option scheme.

Financial reporting
Responsibilities

of internal control or accounting have been reported
to them in respect of the period under review.

Going concern
The annual financial statements contained in this
annual report have been prepared on the going
concern basis. In concluding that this basis is
appropriate, the directors have had regard for the
group’s strong positive cash flows, the availability of
extensive unutilised borrowing facilities and the
revenue and cash budgets for the period to June
2006.
Based on this, and the group’s maintenance of
market share of the fashion retail sector, the
directors have every reason to believe that the
company and the group have adequate resources to
continue in operation for the year ahead.

Directors’ share dealings

The directors are responsible for preparing the
annual financial statements so that they fairly
present the financial position of the group and the
results of its operations and cash flows for the
period in accordance with South African Statements
of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice and the
South African Companies Act.

The group has a written policy in terms of which
dealing in the group’s shares by directors and
employees is prohibited during closed periods that
commence in mid-June and mid-December, and end
24 hours after the public announcement of the full
and half-year financial results.

The responsibility of the external auditors is to carry
out an independent audit of the annual financial
statements in accordance with South African
Auditing Standards, and to express an opinion as to
whether the financial statements do provide fair
representation.

At least twice annually the company secretary
informs directors and employees in writing about the
relevant provisions of the Securities Services Act and
the prohibitions it contains regarding dealing, or
encouraging dealing by others, whilst in possession
of non-public, price-sensitive information, or
disclosing such information to others.

The directors ensure that the annual financial
statements provide the disclosures required by the
JSE Limited and the King Code, and incorporate
appropriate accounting policies that, unless
otherwise stated, have been consistently applied and
are suppor ted by reasonable and prudent
judgements and estimates.

The company secretary is advised of any dealings by
directors of Truworths International Limited or its
material subsidiaries, or associates of such
directors, in the company’s shares, and notifies the
JSE Limited, and the investment community through
SENS, in accordance with the JSE Limited’s Listings
Requirements.

The directors are of the view that the accounting
records and systems of internal control have
achieved their intended purpose. They advise that no
material loss, exposure or misstatement arising
from a breakdown in the functioning of the systems

Values and ethics
The group’s value system is core to its business
philosophy and provides the foundation for ethical
business behaviour and integrity. The value system
guides the way the group conducts its business and
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its interactions with all stakeholders. The business
philosophy and value system have the unreserved
commitment of the directors and meaningfully
influence decision-making and business activities.
The value system supports all aspects of the group’s
codes of conduct and ethics. These codes, together
with the consistent application of policies, practices
and a disciplinary code, commit the group to the
highest standards of behaviour.
The business philosophy and value system were
developed over a number of years in consultation
with employees. The group strives to inculcate the
value system and code of ethics in the culture of the
group by ensuring the induction of new employees in
relation to the business philosophy, and by
conducting workshops to refine the values and ethics
of the group as circumstances change. The code of
ethics and the code of conduct in relation to conflicts
of interest are available to all employees on the
intranet as well as in the employee handbook.

Whistle-blowing
The fraud and ethics hotline is managed as an
independent mechanism in partnership with an
external service provider. Whistle-blowers may call in
with anonymous tip-offs, which are received by the
service provider and relayed to the internal audit
department for investigation.
The King Code requires companies to introduce
mechanisms to combat theft, fraud and other
unethical practices. The hotline acts as both a
passive and active tool in the combating of unethical
behaviour. It sends a clear message to all employees
and associates that there is a good probability that
they will be caught if they behave in a manner that is
detrimental to the business, and that if caught, they
will be prosecuted and/or dismissed. The hotline
enforces the group’s approach of zero tolerance to
crime and unethical behaviour.
On a quar terly basis, internal communication
campaigns are undertaken to stimulate awareness
of the hotline and to communicate the anonymity,
benefits and successes of the hotline, as well as
reported incidents and management action taken.
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Money laundering
With the assistance of attorneys, a manual aimed at
preventing and properly reporting money laundering
and unusual or suspicious transactions was compiled
in terms of the Financial Intelligence Centre Act
(FICA). This information is included with each store
manual and is available on the intranet. The manual
was also sent to the heads of those divisions within
the group that may be affected by FICA regulations.
To date there have been no reports of suspected
money laundering activities within any of the group’s
stores.

Political party donations
It is the group’s policy not to make donations to
political par ties or to politically-orientated
organisations, and to date no such donations have
been made.

Stakeholder communication
In its communications with stakeholders, particularly
the investment community, the group’s aim is to
present a balanced and understandable assessment
of its position, performance and prospects.
Management aims to communicate in a clear, open,
timely and realistic manner, and to communicate in
substance rather than in form in financial reporting,
formal announcements, media releases, annual
meetings, presentations and dialogue with analysts
and institutional shareholders.
It is the group’s policy to communicate periodic
financial information to employees through a more
understandable and shorter form of report. This is
distributed with the release of formal financial
announcements.
The group is inter alia a member of the following
industry associations and organisations:
•

The Retailers Association, a retailers' interest
and lobby group, which has corporate
membership of Business Unity South Africa
(BUSA) which inter alia acts as a spokesperson
for business in NEDLAC and Parliament.

•

The Retail Liaison Committee, which gathers
statistics on retailers' turnovers monthly and
determines their respective market shares.

website contains information pertinent to investors,
and was remodelled during the year to improve
navigation and content.

•

The Consumer Credit Association, which inter
alia seeks to promote responsible and fair credit
granting by retailers, and regulates member
businesses through a voluntary code of conduct.

•

The Cape Regional Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, which aims to act as a voice for and
support to business in the Western Cape.

•

The Free Market Foundation, which promotes the
concept of limited governmental regulation of
economic activity, and which promotes the notion
that economic activity should primarily be shaped
by the demands of the marketplace.

External investor relations consultants have been
retained to assist the group with investor relations
programmes that encourage ongoing dialogue
between senior management and the investment
community and media through regular meetings, site
visits, financial results presentations, trading
updates and one-on-one discussions. Senior
executives also par ticipate in investment
conferences in South Africa, the United Kingdom and
the United States of America.

•

The South African Fraud Prevention Service,
which seeks to detect and reduce fraud
committed by users of store and credit cards.

•

The Direct Marketing Association which inter alia
regulates member business engaged in direct
marketing through a voluntary code of conduct.

The group has defined its stakeholder base and
determined the most effective and strategic methods
of communicating key issues to them as set out on
page 86.

During the year under review, comprehensive
financial results were announced in August 2004
and February 2005, and trading updates were
issued in November 2004, and January and July
2005. In addition, members of the senior
management team travelled to the United Kingdom
and the United States of America to meet with
institutional investors.
Shareholder information can be found on pages 168
to 169 of this report.

Investor relations
The group is committed to communicating updated
financial information on a regular basis to
shareholders, investment communities and the
public.
Detailed interim and annual results are issued in the
form of written reports, profit announcements in
national newspapers and updates on the JSE Limited
news service (SENS). Investors also have access to
updated financial information on the investor
relations page on the Truwor ths website –
www.truworths.co.za.
In the past two years, the group has placed greater
emphasis on non-financial matters in its financial
repor ts, including employment equity, social
responsibility and environmental issues. The group’s
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STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATION
Stakeholder
Customers

Brochures, advertising, internet, letters, account statements, in-store communications
and advertising, promotions, sponsorships and associated competitions.

Employees

Newsletters, intranet, staff meetings, social gatherings, labour union meetings,
training, health and safety and merchandising updates, e-mail announcements and
financial results announcements.

Shareholders

Annual reports, profit announcements, SENS announcements, annual general
meetings, investor relations programmes, investor relations website, results
presentations, analyst visits, corporate advertising and internet.

Business
partners
and suppliers

Society

Government,
regulatory
bodies and
industry
associations

86

Form of Communication

Meetings, letters, e-mail, extranet, formal communiqués on policies, supplier forums
and industry body meetings.

Brochures, advertising, in-store communications, public relations, profit announcements,
media releases, internet, promotions, sponsorships and associated competitions,
meetings with community leaders and meetings with social investment beneficiaries.

In regulated formats and ad hoc as required, through memberships of industryrelated associations and organisations, and participation in industry workshops and
forums.
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Corporate citizens have an enormous role to play in contributing to South Africa’s prosperity
and development, and the group is committed to growing and investing in South Africa and its
people by implementing socially responsible business practices that help address the country’s
transformation challenges.
The group endorses the King Code’s recommendations for integrated sustainability reporting,
which require the group to evaluate and manage its impacts on the triple bottomline – the
economy, society and the environment. By voluntarily incorporating economic, social and
environmental concerns in its decision-making and the way it does business, the group ensures
that it behaves responsibly and respectfully towards its present and future stakeholders.
SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
COMMITTEE
The social accountability committee was established
in March 2005 as a committee of the Truworths
Limited board to ensure that the group adopts
sustainable development as an important philosophy
which underpins all the group’s activities. The
committee is in the process of engaging consultants
to develop an overarching strategy that will focus on
enhancing the group’s business processes that
impact on the communities it works with, its
employees, suppliers, society in general and the
environment.
The committee will monitor the group's compliance
with the King Code in relation to its integrated
sustainability repor ting obligations, and will
b e n c h m a r k t h e g r o u p ’s s u s t a i n a b i l i t y a n d
performance measures with accepted standards
such as the Global Reporting Index (GRI) and the
criteria for listing on the Socially Responsible
Investment (SRI) Index of the JSE Limited.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
The group recognises that corporate social
responsibility goes hand in hand with building a
sustainable business. The group’s ability to act as a
responsible corporate citizen is directly influenced by
its financial performance. At the same time
contributing positively to the development of society
and the economy lies at the core of building an
enduring business.

Wealth creation
Wealth creation is one of the key indicators used by
the board in assessing the group’s performance.

During the year under review, new wealth created for
the group’s stakeholders through value added
increased by 22% to R1,674 million compared to
R1,389 million achieved in 2004.
The group’s shareholders directly benefited in 16%
of this wealth, a similar percentage to last year.
Employees received 23% of the wealth created in the
form of remuneration and other employee benefits.
Rental paid to landlords constituted 14% of the total
and taxes paid to government equated to 20%. As
the group does not have any borrowings, there were
no payments to lenders of capital.
Earnings retained to fund the future growth of the
business amounted to R385 million, or 23% of the
wealth created.
The group benchmarks its performance against its
previous year’s results to improve its performance
year-on-year, thereby setting itself the challenging
task of not only achieving excellent growth for all
aspects of the business but also creating increased
wealth for its stakeholders and in so doing
contributing to the South African economy and the
communities in which it operates.

Job creation
During the year the number of permanent staff
employed by the group increased by 6.7%, with 696
new permanent engagements made. This brings the
number of people who benefited from employment
with the group during the year to 7 416, which
includes 2 806 permanent full-time employees,
4 473 flexi-time employees and 137 part-time and
temporary staff. At any given week between 3 000
and 3 200 flexi-time employees work at Truworths
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VALUE ADDED STATEMENTS
for the period ended 30 June
2004

2005
Rm
52 weeks

Value Added

Less

Cost of merchandise, services and
other costs

Wealth created

% of
wealth
distributed

%
increase

Rm
52 weeks

3 512

21

2 904

(1 838)

21

(1 515)

1 674

21

1 389

% of
wealth
distributed

Distribution of Wealth

Employees (salaries, wages and other benefits)

382

23

9

349

25

Government (income tax including deferred tax)

329

20

35

244

18

Shareholders

265

16

37

194

14

72

4

4

69

5

Lessors

241

14

15

210

15

Net earnings retained

385

23

19

323

23

1 674

100

21

1 389

100

Depreciation

Wealth distributed

2005

VALUE DISTRIBUTED
TO STAKEHOLDERS

2004

Employees
23%

23%

Government

23%

25%

Shareholders
4%
20%
14%

Lessors
Depreciation

16%

Net earnings retained
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5%
18%
15%
14%

Blind children from Athlone School for the Blind
attending an art workshop.

During the year, R382 million was paid to staff in the
form of salaries, wages, bonuses and other
employee benefits compared to R349 million in the
p r e v i o u s y e a r. F u r t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n o n t h e
remuneration of employees can be found in the
Social Impacts section of this report on page 93.
I n d i r e c t l y, t h e g r o u p c r e a t e s e m p l o y m e n t
opportunities within the businesses of its suppliers.
It creates employment for thousands of people
countrywide particularly in the Western Cape,
through its support of local suppliers and cut, make
and trim (CMT) factories.
With the ongoing expansion of its trading space, and
the continued year-on-year growth in sales, the
group expects to offer more jobs to more people in
the year ahead. As the consumer demand for the
group’s merchandise grows, the group will increase
its orders from its suppliers, who in turn often need
to staff up to meet these requirements.

Customers
The group seeks to constantly improve its
relationships with its customers by understanding
their needs, by providing them with credit in a
responsible manner, by ensuring outstanding
service, by providing reasonably priced and quality
merchandise and by complying with relevant
consumer protection and legislative measures.
In the year under review, 217 000 new customers
took advantage of credit offered by Truworths,
Identity and YDE combined, bringing the total number
of account holders to over one million. Sixty-two
percent of the group’s account holders benefit from
six-month interest-free credit facilities, and 74% of
all purchases by customers are on credit.
In addition, the group offers financial products to its
customers, including lost card protection, funeral
and life cover, cell phone insurance and account
balance protection against death, disability, disease
and retrenchment.

Suppliers
In the 2005 financial year, value added before the
cost of merchandise, services and other operating

Perspex painting produced at Winter School by a
learner from Oscar Mpetha School, Nyanga.

costs amounted to R3,512 million compared to
R2,904 million in 2004. Of this amount 52% or
R1,838 million was paid to suppliers of
merchandise, facilities and services. Over 500 trade
suppliers and 1 900 other suppliers benefited.
The group employs many external consultants,
particularly in the areas of store design, distribution
process reviews, head office process redesign,
credit service systems, auditing and IT systems and
support.
Indirectly, suppliers benefit from their involvement
with the group as it offers a good reference for other
potential customers.

Shareholders
The amount of dividends paid in this year was R265
million, being payment of the final dividend for the
2004 financial year and the interim dividend for
2005. Total dividends declared for the year
increased by 44% compared to last year. Over the
past years, dividends per share have shown a sevenyear compound growth rate of 36%.
Share repurchases are the group’s favoured method
of returning cash to shareholders. Since its inception
in the 2002 financial year, the group has purchased
40 million of its own shares at a total value of R329
million. In 2005 alone, almost R55 million of shares
were repurchased.

Public sector
Total taxes paid for the year amounted to
R527 million including:
•

R262 million in direct taxes;

•

R164 million in value added tax;

•

R63 million in employees’ taxes;

•

R7 million in regional services council levies; and

•

R31 million in municipal rates and services.

Fur thermore, the group contributes to the
community through its corporate social investment
activities. More information on the group’s corporate
social investment policies can be found on page 98.
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Economic transformation

•

Management views its responsibility to help bring
about the economic empowerment of historically
disadvantaged South Africans (HDSAs) as integral to
being a model corporate citizen and truly South
African group, as well as a sound business
imperative that will enable the group to maintain its
strong performance over the long term.

The group’s initial focus will be on skills transfer and
the upliftment of our own employees, to ensure that
it retains and grows existing talent within the
business and offer opportunities for advancement
internally.

make sure that HDSAs benefit materially from
the social investment or enterprise development
activities of the group.

For the purpose of this report HDSA refers to a
person, category of people or community previously
discriminated against in terms of race or gender by
South African’s previous political dispensation. As
defined in the Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment Act, 53 of 2003, the term “black
people” refers to Africans, Coloureds and Indians
who are also South African citizens.

Ownership

Strategy

Management control

In 2004 a transformation committee was
established to develop and recommend the
implementation of a transformation strategy to
ensure that the group embraces the principles of
transformation on an enterprise-wide basis.
Indicative of the importance placed on economic
empowerment and the transformation of South
African society is that the group’s deputy managing
director is tasked with responsibility for this
strategic imperative as the joint chairperson of the
transformation committee.

On the senior executive level, there is currently one
black female represented on the Truwor ths
International Limited board, and one female director
on the Truworths Limited board.

Another challenge for the group in common with all
other South African companies is to consider
empowerment at the share-ownership level. A
transaction of this nature will be based on
considerations of synergy with the group’s existing
business and will be required to offer long-term,
enduring benefits to the group and its stakeholders.

Currently 41% of all senior managers are HDSAs.
The transformation committee is working towards
recommending the establishment of a policy and
programme to increase the number of HDSAs and
black people in senior management positions
through skills development and employment equity
initiatives.

It is envisaged that this strategy will aim to:
•

increase the number of HDSAs who own
meaningful equity interests in the group;

•

materially increase the number of HDSAs who
are employed by the group, particularly in
managerial positions;

W OR K F OR C E E M P LOY M E NT
E QU IT Y P R OF ILE

•

•
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ensure that HDSA employees benefit materially
from skills and training programmes,
learnerships and bursaries;
increase the number of HDSAs who supply
meaningful amounts of goods and services to the
group in accordance with a formal procurement
policy;
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
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Winter School participants receiving their
lifeskills certificates.

Perspex painting produced at Winter School
by art facilitator.

PERMANENT BLACK AND FEMALE
EQUITY REPRESENTATION
BLACK

FEMALE

9%

33%

Specialists and middle management

30%

70%

Skilled technical and junior management

81%

78%

Unskilled employees

88%

88%

Total as a percentage of total employees

74%

76%

Senior management

Employment equity

Equal opportunities for women are also on the

The group is committed to employment equity and

transformation committee’s agenda. Although

offers equal opportunities to all employees. The
group seeks to provide a work environment in which
individuals of ability and commitment are able to
develop

their

careers

regardless

of

their

background, race, religion or gender. Although the
group does not specifically reserve jobs for HDSAs,

women are well represented within the group up to
senior management levels, goals to further increase
representivity of females at the senior management
and executive levels will be addressed in the next
employment

equity

plan.

In

addition,

equal

opportunities for the disabled will also be addressed.

preference is given to candidates from historically

The group complies with the Employment Equity Act

disadvantaged groups, bearing in mind that it is still

and has submitted its employment equity plans to the

the group’s policy to employ the best person available

Department of Labour as required by the Act for its

for the job.

operations in South Africa and Namibia. As the
group’s current five-year employment equity plan

The transformation committee will assist with the

comes to an end, planning for the next employment

development of an employment equity strategy and

plan is in progress, which presents an opportunity to

monitor the effectiveness and attainment of the

revisit the overall employment equity strategy.

group’s employment equity goals. The responsibility
to transform the employee profile at all levels,

Skills development and training

eliminate any forms of discrimination, accelerate the

The year under review has brought exciting and

training and promotion of HDSAs and create a

dynamic changes to the group’s human resource

culture that understands and promotes equal

development, including increasing the department’s

opportunities lies with line management.

capacity, so as to enhance the group’s ability to
deliver training programmes that effectively reach

Over the past five years, the group has implemented

store operations and head office. The focus is

a strategy to develop people in store and field

particularly on the development and improvements to

management for promotion to the next level. The

the management team and the upliftment of HDSAs

plan has been successful with targets for all levels up

by offering more than 250 learnerships to applicants

to store managers being met or exceeded.

in the unemployed category.
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An ambitious new human resources development
strategy was put in place, which is linked to the
business strategy and focuses on employee
empowerment and skills development in line with the
Government’s national skills development initiatives.
The benefits of this strategy are evident in the fact
that to date 141 sales and service desk consultants
from the unemployed sector have effectively
completed the Wholesale and Retail NQF Level 2
Learnership in Wholesale and Retail Practice. Of
these more than 70 have already been absorbed into
the group’s permanent employee pool. In line with
the group’s employment equity drive 90% of these
learners are from HDSA communities.

positions;
•

Improving and updating management skills
training;

•

Updated store operations and customer service
training;

•

Implementing specialist skills training linked to
the overall business strategy; and

•

Refocusing leadership skills training linked to
driving business performance.

Planned interventions for the coming financial year
will continue in line with this ambitious strategy, with

The group’s approach to the Skills Development Act
goes beyond compliance. In addition to ensuring the
company is fully compliant with all legislation, the
group is actively involved in national and regional
initiatives, such as participation on the Standards
Generating Body (SGB) of the Wholesale and Retail
Sector Education and Training Authority (W&RSETA)
and active ongoing participation on national task
teams.

strategies to extend the current learnership drive.

The group has adopted a proactive approach to
employee training based on the W&RSETA initiatives.
This approach resulted in the group being able to
recoup the maximum of 70% of the skills
development levy it paid during the year under
review, through the submission of various grant
applications, which reflects that 84% of the 15 670
training interventions within the group were aimed at
HDSAs.

Procurement
enterprises

In addition, the group focused on a number of key
improvement initiatives such as:

procurement policies. This procurement policy will

•

Improving coaching and mentoring programmes
aimed at management as well as future potential
leaders. These programmes are seen as a key
part of preparing high-potential staff for future
succession;

relating to environmental impacts, gender equality,

Upgrading the merchant trainee programme.
This graduate development programme, ensures

40 CMT factories, the majority of which are black-

•

92

a continuous succession of skilled staff for key
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As a result there will be extensive focus on assessor
and moderator training and capacity building to
ensure the group maintain its accreditation status
with the W&RSETA as training service provider. The
group will also continue to implement the new human
resource development strategy, which is aimed at
harnessing the full potential of our employees
through exciting new initiatives.

and

development

of

local

The transformation committee and management are
currently developing policies and processes for social
compliance and are in the process of establishing a
code of practice for the group’s procurement
partners. This code of practice will require that
suppliers to the group focus on their black economic
empowerment (BEE) status, including their BEE
also contain conditions for the group’s supply chain
human rights, child labour and the support of small
local business.
Currently, the group procures merchandise directly
from about 190 local suppliers, who in turn use over
owned.

Children from Music for Life African Children’s Choir
entertaining staff at an in-house event.

Perspex painting produced at Winter School by a
learner from Oscar Mpetha School, Nyanga.

YDE’s merchandising depends on the designers

endeavours to support the employee volunteering

under its umbrella. However, its merchandising

initiatives of its staff countrywide.

requires that almost all clothing be manufactured in

SOCIAL IMPACT

South Africa, although it does allow for some
accessories and shoes to be imported.

The group is committed to the upliftment of its
employees,

South

African

society

and

the

The group also uses its economic muscle to effect

communities in which it operates, and is aware of

transformation in South Africa by showing its

the needs and expectations of the wider community

commitment to support the local textile industry.

in terms of the way it conducts its operations,

Together with three of its major competitors, the

particularly its treatment of its employees.

group recently signed a statement reinforcing their
joint commitment to the local industry and providing
constructive actions to improve the sustainability and
competitiveness of the local industry. Management
has also indicated its willingness to meet in a forum
with labour, government and manufacturers to find
ways to improve the local industry.
The purchase of YDE has placed the group in a
position to grow and advance young emerging
designers through the transfer of knowledge,

The

skills

and

experience

of

its

staff

are

fundamentally important to the group’s enduring
performance. Management is aware of the strategic
importance for the sustainability of the group by
building the group’s reputation as an employer of
choice and as a highly desirable place to work for
talented individuals.

Responsibility to employees
Human rights

experience, skills and other resources. By nurturing

The group unequivocally subscribes to the human

and growing this talent base, the group hopes to

rights dictates of the South African Constitution and

achieve positive spin-offs for both businesses.

Bill of Rights. Recognition of human rights is
entrenched throughout the group in its policies

Corporate social investment

concerning employment and remuneration, training

The group contributes to economic empowerment

and development, freedom of association and

through its corporate social investment programme

collective bargaining, grievance and disciplinary

(CSI) that has partnering and enablement as its core

procedures, procurement and supplier dealings. In

philosophies. To maximise the impact of its

dealing with employees, the group also has regard to

charitable expenditure, the group identifies unique

relevant employment-related legislation such as the

areas of involvement where it can have a significant

Labour Relations Act and the Employment Equity Act.

presence. The focus areas for the group’s CSI

People sourcing and recruitment

strategy are education, health, social development,
arts and culture and sport. The group also seeks to
create sustainable opportunites for people to utilise
their skills, and to assist with capacity building and
empowerment through sensitive facilitation based on
trust and mutual respect.

The group has very strong brands and is regarded as
an extremely desirable employer. The group attracts
talented people by offering rewarding careers in a
youthful, dynamic organisation that thrives on
innovation and change. The group actively markets
itself as an employer of choice in order to entice top

Some of the group’s CSI initiatives are focused on

talent through graduate placement programmes at

and directly benefit its employees and their families,

major universities and graduate business schools, its

particularly staff from HDSA groups. The group also

website and strategic recruitment advertising.
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Internationally recognised recruitment agencies are

Retention of staff and career plans are an important

used when required.

strategic initiative for the group. Other than offering

The in-house trainee merchant programme attracts
a flood of applications every year, and grooms top
candidates for merchandising positions within the
group. Most of the group's current buyers and
planners are graduates of the trainee merchant
programme, which ensures an adequate succession

competitive remuneration packages and incentives,
the group has developed innovative executive
development programmes for senior and middle
management which include executive coaching,
leadership skills and regular 360-degree evaluations.
The group has a proud history of long-service
records within its executive and senior management.

strategy for these critical areas of the business.
Tailored career advancement plans are offered to
The group employs a competency-based process as

talented individuals in order to retain them and

the basis of its recruitment procedure, which makes

manage their careers and groom the next wave of

use of structured interviews and practical job-related

managers for the future. Employees are encouraged

assessments. As part of the group’s commitment to

to expand their opportunities within the group by

the upliftment of its own staff, preference is given to

taking on projects beyond their existing job

internal appointments. All vacancies are advertised

specifications to gain new work experiences.

internally and that employees are made aware of
opportunities that exist within the organisation. In
addition, the performance management system

The turnover of labour averages about 19% mostly
due to the non-permanent nature of a large section
of the workforce. During the year 519 permanent

helps management to identify talented individuals

employment contracts were terminated through

within the organisation, who can be developed into

retirement, resignation, retrenchment or death. The

more senior roles.

group makes use of labour turnover trends,

Retention of staff and succession planning

organisational climate surveys and exit interviews

The

group

offers

significant

employment

opportunities, providing employment to 7 416 people

with staff who are leaving the group to monitor and
react to any risks to its staff retention.

nationwide, including permanent, flexi-time and

Remuneration

temporary staff. During the year 696 permanent

The group’s remuneration strategy is designed to

new engagements were made, an increase of 6.7%

ensure that top performance is continuously

on last year’s total staff.

encouraged

and

rewarded.

Employees

are

remunerated for performance with a combination of
During the year, the board approved an amended
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salaries, shares and other incentives. Annual basic

management structure aimed at providing greater

salaries, retirement fund contributions and health-

focus and accountability in business units, and

care provisions are intended to establish a level of

enhanced career opportunities to top-performing

guaranteed pay that is competitive and linked to the

senior managers through the establishment of

recipient’s perceived market value. Incentive plans

divisional director and executive positions. The board

and share option schemes are variable components

is of the view that this structure will enhance

of remuneration, which are intended to offer

communication, reporting lines and motivation, and

superior earnings opportunities in line with the

lead to superior financial performance in key

specific above-benchmark performance of individuals

business units.

and the group.
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Learners being coached by Dance for All Volunteer
in Guguletu.

Perspex painting produced at Winter School by a
learner from Oscar Mpetha School, Nyanga.

All eligible employees, including about 250 key

strategies and policies in place to compensate

members of management team with at least one

employees and directors, and particularly ensures

year of ser vice and who meet the group’s

that

performance standards, participate in an ongoing

remuneration that is appropriate to the size and

cash incentive scheme that is structured against

complexity of their responsibilities, performance and

agreed targets approved by the remuneration

contribution.

committee. The scheme rewards employees based

remuneration committee and compensation of group

on agreed performance criteria and targets for both

executives can be found on page 71 and 82 of this

individual and group performance, and employees

report.

only qualify for remuneration if they meet their
individual performance targets.

directors

and

key

Fur ther

executives

information

receive

on

the

Employee benefits
•

All staff, excluding key employees who participate in

Retirement funding
South African employees may choose between

the incentive scheme, are eligible for discretionary

the Alexander Forbes Retirement Fund (AFRF) or

special bonuses under the bonus scheme. These

the South African Commercial, Catering and

discretionary bonuses are awarded at both half-year

Allied Workers Union (SACCAWU) Provident

and year-end based on group performance targets

Fund. Namibian staff are members of the

as well as individual performance criteria.

Namflex Pension Fund, a defined contribution

With the exception of employees who are members

umbrella fund administered by Alexander Forbes

of trade unions, all salaries are reviewed annually

Namibia. Membership of one of these funds is

based on strict pre-determined and measurable key

compulsory

performance indicators (KPIs). Individual KPIs are

permanent (excluding flexi-time) South African,

linked to business KPIs and are formally monitored

Namibian and Swazi employees.

and assessed on a regular basis at board level.

for

all

full-time

or

par t-time

All employees who belonged to the Wooltru Group

During the year under review a new performance

Retirement Fund were transferred to the AFRF

management tool was developed, which enables

on 1 March 2003. AFRF is a defined contribution

performance to be rated with higher validity and

scheme which offers its members various

accuracy based on new rating scales.

investment alternatives. Eligible employees
Furthermore, salaries are reviewed internally against

contribute 7.5% of their pensionable salaries

similar employment bands to ensure equitable

towards their retirement benefits. In addition, the

remuneration of staff and against external market

group contributes 10.5% of their pensionable

norms in the retail and related sectors. To assist in

salaries towards retirement benefits, life

establishing objective remuneration benchmarks, the

insurance, disability benefits and administration

HR department subscribes to various surveys that

costs.

provide information on salaries, benefits and current
remuneration practices for the retail and general

A contribution of R22 million was made towards

South African markets. Where appropriate, due

the retirement funds on behalf of employees

regard is had for comparative levels of compensation

during the year under review.

at an international level.

•

Medical aid

The remuneration committee assists the board in

South African employees may choose to join the

ensuring that the group has suitable reward

Wo o l t r u

Healthcare

Fund

or

the

Ingwe
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Healthcare Plan, while Namibian employees may

Employee recognition

opt to join the Namibia Medical Care Fund. The

Employee recognition programmes aim to motivate

above medical aid schemes offer a wide range of

employees

member options.

outstanding achievements.

and

reward

top

performers

for

Despite the unbundling of the Wooltru Limited group

Citations are also awarded by the chief executive

in 2002, the group remains a participating member

officer on an annual basis in appreciation of unique

of the Wooltru Healthcare Fund. This is a new-

contributions to the business from teams and

generation type fund that offers both insured and

individuals. These awards are highly regarded by the

savings components. The insured portion covers in-

group’s staff members.

hospitalisation

costs,

some

out-of-hospital

procedures, chronic benefits, HIV and AIDS benefits,

Labour relations

preventative testing and day-to-day medical costs

The group acknowledges the rights of its employees

such as visits to doctors and medication. Members

to join a trade union and to be represented by it, and

may contribute to an interest-bearing savings

has relationship agreements in place with SACCAWU

account to augment their insured benefits.

and the Namibian Wholesale, Retail and Allied
Workers’ Union (NWRAWU), which recognise these

The fund improved its solvency margin from 80% to

trade

82% during the year under review, which is well

representatives of their members, with the power to

above the industry average. The fund’s total reserves

negotiate or consult and endeavour to reach

are split between an HIV and AIDS reserve and a

agreement in good faith with management on their

general reserve. A firm of actuaries and consultants

members’ behalf. During the year under review, no

has been employed to determine the optimum levels

person-days were lost to strikes or other industrial

of these reserves. A 7% average contribution

action.

unions

as

the

collective

bargaining

increase for 2005 was in line with the trend of most
local medical aid schemes to implement increases of
less than 10%. Enhancements to the scheme during
the year include the increased cover through a
capitated

hospital

arrangement

and

the

implementation of the government’s list of 26
chronic diseases for which schemes must provide
unlimited treatment and care.

African employees are members of SACCAWU. The
group negotiates and consults with SACCAWU
mostly in respect of conditions of employment,
health and safety, changes in operations and dispute
resolutions concerning their members. Tough but
cordial wage negotiations were conducted with
S A C C AW U

for

the

2005/2006

y e a r.

The

Mediation

and

Although significant challenges face the health-care

Commission

industry in 2006, the group continues to manage the

Arbitration (CCMA) assisted with the dispute

risks associated with the health-care scheme by

resolution process and a wage agreement was

putting into place strategies to accommodate the

reached to the mutual satisfaction of both parties.

anticipated impact of potential new legislation.
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Approximately 23% of full-time permanent South

for

Conciliation,

In Namibia 66% of staff are union members. Positive

A contribution of R18 million was made towards

and

medical aid funding for employees during the year

2005/2006 year have been successfully concluded

under review.

for Namibian staff who are union members.
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productive

wage

negotiations

for

the

Lifeskills needlework module in progress at
Walter Teka School, Nyanga.

Perspex painting produced at Winter School by a
learner from Oscar Mpetha School, Nyanga.

A formal employee relations handbook containing

The health and safety policy is communicated to staff

basic conditions of employment, disciplinary codes

in-store and on the intranet and all managers are

and grievance procedures is made available on the

conversant with the policy. The policy is closely

intranet, which is accessible to all in-store staff and

monitored by the group risk manager and high

employees with desktop computers. Employees may

awareness resulted in no serious work-related

request hard copies of this document.

accidents or incidents during the reporting period.

The handbook details the disciplinary code and

HIV and AIDS

processes, and clearly indicates the various types of

In January 2003 and 2004 the services of an

disciplinary measures that may be applied. This is

independent consulting company were utilised to

suppor ted by a training programme for line

assess the detailed impact of HIV and AIDS on the

managers, as well as recognition agreements with

group. In June 2004 The Actuarial Society of South

S A C C AW U

employees,

Africa (ASSA) 2000 projection model was applied

regardless of whether they are full-time, flexi or

and the prevalence rate of HIV and AIDS was

temporary staff, are subject to the same disciplinary

assessed to be 4.9% in 2005 of permanent full-time

code, and disciplinary procedures are applied

staff.

and

N W R AW U .

All

consistently and fairly to all employees regardless of
their status.

Prevalence rate projections to 2009 and 2018 in
the 2004 assessment were 5.0% and 2.7%

Occupational health and safety

respectively, with prevalence rates expected to peak

The group complies with the Occupational Health and

in 2007. However, according to the assessment, the

Safety Act. The group’s health and safety policy aims

total impact of HIV and AIDS will be delayed, with HIV

to improve levels of awareness and adherence to

and AIDS mortality and incapacitation rates only

health and safety standards in the business, with the

peaking in 2013. This is attributable to the long

ultimate goal of prevention of incidents and accidents

delay between HIV infection and the onset of

to employees, customers and third parties.

sickness and death. Statistics are monitored
regularly by external consultants in terms of ASSA

The well-being of staff is central to the policy and the

2000 standards. Application of the ASSA 2000

top risks to employees have been pinpointed –

projection model also revealed prevalence rates

accidents in stores and other work areas, fire,

amongst customers that closely mirrored the

crime, glass breakage and falling objects. Measures

group’s employee profile.

and procedures are in place to protect employees
and avoid these risks including monthly store
manager inspection reports and quarterly audits on
every store by area managers. The internal audit
department also reports on the state of the health
and safety policy each time it audits a store, and
irregular items or issues of concern are reported to
regional or divisional management. In addition,
weekly sessions for small groups of people are held

An HIV and AIDS committee has recently been
established and will incorporate the results of the
study to develop and implement an HIV and AIDS
strategy for the business. The HIV and AIDS
committee is chaired by Mr WM van der Merwe and
suppor ted

in

his

role

by

Mr

AJ

Ta y l o r,

Mr EF Cristaudo, Dr JT Frederick, Mr JA Gillman,
Ms SL Malander and Ms HM Drabbe.

with the security manager to increase staff

The HIV and AIDS committee will assist the group in

awareness of their surroundings, and of the

deciding where it should focus its efforts in

protection of their own and the group’s property.

counteractig HIV and AIDS over the next three to five
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years. The committee is considering undertaking

•

Customer care line

further studies to provide the group with direction in

The group seeks to improve its relationships with

terms of all aspects of HIV and AIDS including

customers by understanding their needs. Market

amongst other things the development of a policy,

research systems track consumer perceptions

the logistics of a voluntary testing and counselling

on

(VTC) programme, education programmes, wellness

opportunities and problem areas with customers

programmes and corporate social investment

as they arise. The group also provides a

initiatives.

customer care line to assist clients with queries

Temporary and permanent disability benefits and

and problems.

anti-retroviral treatment is provided via the special

•

HIV and AIDS reserve created in the Wooltru
who

are

infected

with

daily

basis

to

highlight

potential

Product responsibility
The group ensures that merchandise meets the

Healthcare Fund to members of the Fund and their
dependents

a

highest fashion and quality standards. Every year

AIDS.

the merchandising division implements new

Management is confident that it will be able to carry

initiatives to improve quality standards. However,

the associated costs of HIV and AIDS, estimated at

if a product is not to a customer’s satisfaction,

between R2 million and R3 million a year in present

the group offers a 30-day return policy for

value terms between 2006 and 2018.

unworn items, and will offer a full refund on

At present the group’s primary focus is on prevention

defective merchandise. The group’s tireless

through education of its employees. In addition, line

efforts to ensure quality merchandise can be

managers are trained to deal compassionately and

seen in the year-on-year reductions in returns

professionally with AIDS in the workplace.

from customers.

Responsibility to customers

•

Responsible labelling

The group aims to behave in a responsible way

The group complies with the Merchandise Marks

towards its customers by taking responsibility for the

Act of 1941, which amongst other things

products and services it offers and by complying with

requires textiles, clothing and related products to

all relevant consumer protection and legislative

be labelled with their country of origin. Country of

measures.

origin labelling allows customers to make

The following measures are in place to protect

educated decisions on the products they

customers:

purchase. In addition, all garments in store are
labelled with washing and care instructions and

•

Responsible credit extension
The group undertakes to provide customers with
credit in a responsible manner. Strict criteria are
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also indicate the types of fabrics used.

Responsibility to society

in place for granting credit and the group accepts

Corporate Social Investment (CSI)

less than 50% of all new applications. The group

The group acknowledges that in order to sustain its

endorses the spirit of the National Credit Bill,

own success it needs to actively contribute to the

which will of fer substantial protection to

upliftment of all South Africans by taking an active

consumers against reckless granting of credit,

role in nurturing and transferring skills to the

over-indebtedness, exploitation and any form of

community from which its current and future clients,

discrimination when granting credit.

staff, suppliers and other stakeholders emerge.
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Employees children enjoying an outing as part
of the Truworths Trekkers Enviro Club.

Perspex painting produced at Winter School by a learner
from Oscar Mpetha School, Nyanga.

The group will strive to meet the expectations of the

For each project, clear structures, processes and

community through its CSI programmes. In

objectives are established with a view to evaluating

developing and funding various initiatives, the group

outcomes and determining accountability. The group

is committed to enhancing society, and creating a

measures the success of its CSI activities in terms of

business for future generations of South African

the direct benefit to the community.

stakeholders.

The annual corporate social investment budget is
funded via two trusts:

Policy
The group contributes to nation-building through a

•

The Truworths Social Involvement Trust, which
makes donations to institutions that do not qualify

social investment programme that has partnering

for tax-exempt status, including sports groups

and enablement as its core philosophies.

and life skills programmes.

To maximise the impact of its charitable expenditure,
the group identifies unique areas of involvement
where it can have a significant presence. The focus

•

The Truworths Community Foundation, which is
exempt from tax and makes donations to
registered public benefit organisations.

areas for the group’s CSI strategy are education,
health, social development, arts and culture and
sport. The group also seeks to create sustainable
opportunities for people to utilise their skills, and to
assist with capacity building and empowerment
through sensitive facilitation based on trust and
mutual respect.

The investments held by these trusts at the end of
the period amounted to R8 million (2004:
R4 million). Income on the investments held is
donated to qualifying institutions and organisations.
Donations to individual charities of up to R10 000
are jointly assessed by the social involvement
manager and the public affairs manager. The group

Some of the group’s CSI initiatives are focused on

finance director is involved in assessing projects

and directly benefit its employees and their families,

involving a higher financial contribution.

particularly staff from HDSA groups. The group also

A third charitable trust, the Truworths Chairman’s

endeavours to support the employee volunteering

Foundation, was established during the year under

initiatives of its staff countrywide.

review. The Foundation was initiated by the group’s

Corporate

social

investment

strategies

are

monitored and assessed by the boards of trustees of
the group’s charitable trusts in their meetings every
second month.

chairman and the chief executive officer, who will
both be closely involved in the selection of
appropriate causes and the management of the
Foundation, with the input of the social accountability
committee. The Foundation will work alongside the

At the start of any new initiative, community groups

two existing charitable trusts, and will complement

and representatives are consulted to establish needs

the group’s social upliftment initiatives. The

before providing support in the form of active

Foundation will focus on selected beneficiar y

participation, guidance and finance. Wherever

organisations

possible,

empowerment of HDSAs.

the

organisation

group
(PBO)

ensures
status

public

and

benefit

enters

with

an

emphasis

on

the

into

In addition to financial support, the group has a

partnerships with non-governmental organisations

dedicated CSI management team which provides

(NGOs), community groups and schools, while also

hands-on involvement, advice and support to the

encouraging the involvement of employees.

various group initiatives.
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Focus areas

additional life skills programmes, including

EDUCATION

leadership, entrepreneurship, teen parenting,

•

art, needlework, as well as music and dance

EQUIP

programmes. The enthusiastic acceptance of

The group has been associated with the

these programmes leaves no doubt that they will

Education Quality Improvement Partnerships

continue for years to come.

(EQUIP) programme for the past three years.
EQUIP is run by the National Business Initiative

•

Operation Education

(NBI) in partnership with provincial education

The group’s Operation Education project provides

departments, businesses and schools. The NBI

employees with grants for their children at pre-

focuses on contributions by businesses to skills

primary, primary and secondary schools. In the

and enterprise development, including basic

year under review the group assisted 500 of its

education, with the aim of improving the quality of

employees’ children with educational grants.

teaching in public schools. The group has been a

•

member of the NBI since 1997.
Last

year

the

group

suppor ted

Tr u - W i s h

the

assistance

to

disabled

This year 20 parents were granted a “Tru-Wish”

schools in Nyanga, Western Cape – Walter Teka

in the form of disability-related assistance for

Primary, Vukukhanye Primary and Oscar Mpetha
Secondary. This year the group is planning a

their children. One of these children, a ten-year-

major intervention at all three schools in terms of

old boy, was given the gift of sound for the first

training outputs for department heads. The

time after being fitted with a hearing aid.

group will evaluate opportunities to extend the
EQUIP programme further to schools.

•

Enviro Clubs
Enviro Clubs are an employee volunteering

Life skills project

initiative in the Gauteng region. The Enviro Clubs

Last year the group provided additional support

are run in conjunction with the Wildlife and

to its three EQUIP schools through a life skills

Environment

project facilitated by a non-governmental

employees’ children, youngsters from the

organisation, Ikamva Labantu. This project

community and sponsored children from the SOS

exposes learners to new life experiences and

Childrens’ Village in Ennerdale. Staff members

transfers useful skills. Last year through this

take these children on regular outings to foster

project, the group assisted with funding for a

an appreciation of the environment and an

computer centre along with Old Mutual who

understanding of the need for its protection.

donated computers. BEE credentials were taken

The group continues to support two Enviro Clubs

into consideration when appointing a service
provider to install the equipment.

100

offers

youngsters whose parents work for the group.

implementation of the EQUIP programme in three

•

Tru-Wish

Association

and

cater

for

in Gauteng involving 100 of its employees’
children. Handwritten journals received from

Over the years as the group’s partnerships with

children participating in the Clubs are indicative

these schools and communities strengthened, it

of the enthusiasm and enjoyment that this

has extended its programmes to include

programme has engendered.
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Lifeskills art module in progress at
Vukhukanye Primary School, Guguletu.

Perspex painting produced at Winter School by a
learner from Oscar Mpetha School, Nyanga.

HEALTH

review, the group assisted with the renovation and

•

Food Gardens

refurbishment of one of the society’s hostels.

In association with Ikamva Labantu, the group

SPORT, ART AND CULTURE

established food garden projects at Walter Teka

The group sponsors sport, art and culture as these

Primary School in Nyanga. During the year under

activities play a key role in building a national sense

review, a borehole was drilled and work began on

of heritage.

the site in partnership with Soil for Life. This
programme is being managed by school officials,
parents and community representatives.

•

In the year under review the group was involved in
the following activities:
•

Parent Centre

The group hosted and sponsored the 15th annual
Truworths Women’s Race, which starts from

The Parent Centre provides school-going

Green Point Stadium in Cape Town. Over 8 000

youngsters with counselling and life skills to

women participate every year in the 10 km or

assist them with managing their own and

5 km walk/run or the 3 km walk for mums and

extended families. As part of this project, a teen

tots. Every year, the Truworths Fashion Show

parenting programme was run for 20 young

follows this high-profile event to showcase the

teenage mothers at the Oscar Mpetha School in

latest summer trends. Participation by children

Nyanga. Plans are under way to run a similar

from the group’s various community projects,

programme for boys who are also parents.

particularly ballroom and traditional dancing, was

•

Etafeni Day Centre
The

Etafeni

Day

enthusiastically received. The race focuses on
Centre

in

Nyanga

was

raising funds for worthy causes and this year the

established primarily for children affected by

Starfish Great Hearts Foundation, the WHEAT

AIDS. Truworths supports a skills development

Trust and Ikamva Labantu each received

and job creation project which teaches beading

R34 000.

and smocking to women associated with the
centre.

•

The group continued to support the Future Stars,
seven basketball teams which are all participating

•

Nazareth House

in the Western Cape Basketball Association

The group provides ongoing suppor t and

provincial league. During the year, a few Future

monitors the progress of five orphaned children

Stars players were chosen for provincial teams,

at Nazareth House in Cape Town. During the year

one was selected for the South African basketball

a few of the children were introduced into

team and two referees attained provincial status.

community homes established by Nazareth
House.

•

•

The Glads Dancesport ballroom dancing initiative
has grown from strength to strength, and eight

KZN Society for the Blind

senior couples are now competing in local and

This is an initiative managed by divisional staff of

national championships, while 30 junior couples

the group that provides assistance with the life

are making good progress and are participating

skills programme at the KwaZulu-Natal Society

in competitions. The group also supports Glads

for the Blind and also offers other forms of

Dancesport wheelchair dancing. In April 2005,

assistance from time to time. In the year under

the group sponsored the travel costs for a couple
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•

who qualified for the World Championships at

In addition two staff members in Gauteng are

Boxmeer, Netherlands.

involved in running the Enviro Clubs, which are

The group sponsors a ballet programme, Dance

supported by the Social Involvement Trust.

for All, at the Walter Teka Primary School as part

Prospects

of the life skills project. The group introduced

•

Dance for All to the Oscar Mpetha Secondary

In 2006, the group with the assistance of the social

School during the year, where training is taking

accountability committee will evaluate further CSI

place in traditional dance.

projects, and is planning to introduce new HIV and

The group continued its par tnership with
Community Arts Workshop, and sponsored three
community art workshops at the Castle of Good
Hope this year. The first workshop involved the
collaboration of 24 artists and 40 technikon
students. The workshop was followed by an art

•

an effect on the environment and is in the process of
developing an environmental policy and procedures in

Desmond Tutu. Two further workshops involving

Although the group has always endeavoured to

printmaking and painting were held, with

operate in a manner that minimises its effects on the

subsequent exhibitions at an art gallery.

environment, the King Code recommendations on

As a reflection of its enthusiastic support of the

sustainability reporting have created a greater

communities in which it operates, the group was

awareness of the need to further explore the way the

nominated for a BASA (Business Arts South

group conducts itself in this area.

School.
The group supports a project for blind and deaf

Management
The group is aware that there are various measures
that it will need to be implemented to accurately

artists. This year the programme will incorporate

measure its ongoing impact on the environment. The

environment, art and music for the Dorothea

social accountability committee is in the process of

School, Pioneer Primary and Senior School for

engaging external consultants to evaluate the

the Blind, and Noluthando School for the Deaf.

group’s impacts and assist management in exploring

Truworths is a corporate member of the SA

ways to be more environmentally aware in the way it

National Gallery, which affords management and

conducts

employees entrance to various exhibitions.

manufactures merchandise.

Employee volunteering
The group sponsors two SOS Children’s Village
houses in Thornton, Cape Town and Ennerdale,

102

The group recognises that its operations may have

order to manage its impacts more effectively.

various programmes at the Frank Joubert Art

•

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

exhibition, which was opened by Archbishop

Africa) award in respect of its involvement in

•

AIDS initiatives.

its

operations,

and

procures

and

The social accountability and transformation
committees and members of the management team
are currently putting together a code of practice for

Gauteng, which have been adopted by staff members

the group’s suppliers. Although environmental

employed in the group’s divisions in those areas.

considerations are already taken into account,

These facilities support 17 abandoned children and

particularly when selecting suppliers for packaging

give them an opportunity to enjoy a family life.

materials, the procurement policy will formalise
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Attentive audience at the Winter School
closing ceremony – Oscar Mpetha School.

conditions

for

the

supply

chain

relating

Perspex painting produced at Winter School by a
learner from Oscar Mpetha School, Nyanga.

to

•

usage. This relatively new system complies with

Fashion retailers are generally regarded as having a

all health and safety requirements. An external

low impact on the environment. The group in

contractor regularly inspects and services the air

particular has a relatively low impact on the

conditioners at head office and TDC to ensure

environment, given that it is not involved in

they operate at optimal capacity with lower power

manufacturing and is a property lessee rather than a
property developer.

The activation of the air conditioning system at
head office is spaced to avoid peaks in energy

environmental impacts.

requirements to reduce electricity consumption.
•

At head office, electrical power usage is

However, the group has always been aware of its

monitored by controller devices on each floor to

impact on various environmental management

allow any excessive usage to be traced and

areas, such as the consumption of energy, water and

checked, while also ensuring that users are

paper, as well as recycling, waste management and

correctly billed according to their consumption.

compliance with relevant legislation, and undertakes

•

Electronic load control relays are installed in

various initiatives to control and monitor its impacts

major stores to prevent consumption reaching

in these areas.

peak demand tariffs and to manage the electrical

Energy

surge caused by overloading, resulting in

The group undertakes the following initiatives at its

electrical usage efficiencies.

head office, Truworths Distribution Centre (TDC) and

Water

stores to ensure efficient use of electricity:

Water usage at head office and TDC is monitored

•

Group policy dictates that as far as possible air

and reported on each quarter with a view to

conditioning and lighting must be switched off

minimising consumption.

outside of business hours, other than emergency

In January 2005, an external consultant identified an

lighting and select display lighting in stores. The

opportunity to save water by means of recycling

head office is fitted with power factor correctors

water at head office, which would add value from

and all lighting, other than emergency lighting, is

both an environmental and financial point of view.

on an automatic timer that is set to switch off all
lights at certain times.
•

The car wash bay, plant watering systems and the
toilets were identified as areas where recycled water

Over the past five years and in line with Eskom’s

could be used. However, the only permanent

guidelines, general light fittings in stores have

recyclable supply to service these areas was from

been equipped with electronic control gear that

the ground seepage water into the basement of the

extends lamp life from 10 000 hours to 18 000

building. This water runs into a sump in the

hours with an energy saving of between 25% and

basement and is eventually pumped out and

30%. Over time, all older fluorescent lights in

discharged

stores will be converted to electronic control

Measurements of the seepage water showed

gear. Fluorescent bulbs are removed by waste

1 000l/hour, the equivalent of 24 000l/day, and

removal companies who specialise in the disposal

perhaps more in the winter months. Tests on the

of fluorescent tubing. Accent lighting in stores is

pump water indicated that it was not fit for human

all low wattage with energy savings of between

consumption but could be treated to be used in

30% and 50% compared to normal lights.

toilets, the car wash and plant sprinkler systems.

into

the

storm-water

drain.
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The water treatment plant’s installation and chemical
fine-tuning was completed on 1 July 2005 and is
expected to result in significant water and cost
savings in the year ahead, thereby contributing
meaningfully to combating the acute water shortage
in the Western Cape.

Other wastes

Recycling and waste management

The group actively recycles most elements from

Paper and packaging

stores during its programmed refurbishments. Items

There is a drive throughout the group to recycle
paper and paper-based packaging materials and
initiatives are in place at head office, TDC and group
stores.

that cannot be reused by the business, but are still in

It is estimated that TDC uses over 480 000
cardboard cartons every year, many of which are
made from recycled paper, and many of which are
used more than once. In addition, 120 tons of plastic
shrink wrap is consumed every year.

reduce the volume of waste to be disposed of. At

Car tons received that are not reusable are
compacted and sold off as scrap to recycling
specialists who specialise in recycling corrugated
cardboard. Reusable cartons which are in good
condition are not compacted but rather sold for
recycling or alternatively used again by TDC for
dispatching goods. Cape Town-based stores send
cartons back to TDC to be reused.

waste removal company to a recognised dumpsite.

Paper wastes such as old store and head office
dockets are archived at TDC and collected from time
to time by packaging companies for recycling.
Similarly, at head office paper waste, including
marketing materials such as brochures, newsletters
and posters is recycled through professional
recycling companies. The proceeds of recycling
initiatives are allocated to the public affairs budget
for allocation to various community-related projects.

The group supports the work done by the Retailers’

Plastic

recycled and sold, and are incentivised to take part

At TDC the protective plastic wrapping used to
deliver merchandise is reused or recycled and plastic
waste is collected on a daily basis. Project managers
at TDC are continuously looking at ways to reduce

in these recycling initiatives as the proceeds go to
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the use of shrink wrap and packaging tape and
improve recycling activities.
To save costs, hangers at TDC are generally reused
rather than recycled.

good condition, are either sold or donated to charity.
In general, throughout the group’s operations, all
waste that cannot be recycled is compacted to
head office, heavy-duty plastic bags are purchased
for disposing wet waste, most of which originates
from the canteen and bathrooms. This waste is
compressed on site and removed by a contracted

All airconditioning equipment under the group’s
direct control complies with the conditions laid out in
The Montreal Protocol for acceptable refrigerants.
Refrigerants are recovered and recycled rather than
being discharged into the atmosphere.

Regulatory compliance
Plastic Bag Working Group in trying to minimise
plastic bag wastage. The group pays its bag
environmental levies and ensures that all of its
shopping bags comply with minimum legislated
requirements.

Employee awareness
Staff are aware that waste paper and board is

charity. Staff are also encouraged to save water,
particularly in Cape Town, and signage is placed at
water points to remind employees of this initiative.

Junior dancers from Glad's Dancesport competing
in SADTA Dance Competition W Cape.

Learners from Walter Teka Primary School, Nyanga,
participating in Lifeskills, Computer skills module.

Conclusion
The group realises that its capacity to act as a
responsible corporate citizen is directly influenced by
its financial performance, and is dedicated to
building and maintaining a robust, sustainable
business. The creation of wealth, facilitated by the
success of the group’s business, brings broader
responsibilities to the communities and environment
in which it operates. In turn, the group believes that
the adoption of responsible socially and
environmentally aware business practices will
positively influence its financial performance. The
long-term prosperity of the group relies on a climate
of economic and social prosperity, as well as the
integrity of the environment, which are ultimately
linked to the sustainable development of society.
While the group is committed to remaining a leader
in wealth creation, it is equally committed to
continuing and improving on its efforts to encourage
the social transformation of South African society
through its initiatives to uplift historically
disadvantaged
individuals
by
proactively
implementing its policies on Black Economic
Empowerment,
employment
e q u i t y,
social
investment, procurement, skills transfer, employee
upliftment, and the support of small and black-owned
local businesses. The group is similarly aware of the
role it must play in protecting the environment, and
will partner with expert consultants to implement
and stay abreast of ways in which it can combat its
environmental impacts.
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GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE CONTENT INDEX

In accordance with the reporting requirements of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), the index below contains the
core key economic, social and environmental performance indicators (per the 2002 GRI Guidelines) alongside a page
number and content descriptor to direct readers to the section within this annual report where the group has
discussed these indicators. Where a core indicator has not been assessed by the group or is not applicable to the
group, this is also stipulated below.

E CO NOM IC P E R F O R MAN C E I N D I C AT O R S
GRI
INDICATOR

CORE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

PAGE IN
THIS REPORT

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENT

CUSTOMERS

EC1

Net sales

EC2

Geographic breakdown of markets

2
117
57

Group financial highlights;
Income statements
Geographical distribution of stores

SUPPLIERS

EC3

Cost of all goods, materials
and services purchased

EC4

Percentage of contracts paid
in accordance with agreed terms

117
88
–

Income statements;
Value added statements
Not assessed

EMPLOYEES

EC5

Employment remuneration and benefits

117; 88
94–96

Income statements; Value added statements;
Corporate Social Responsibility Report

PROVIDERS OF CAPITAL

EC6

Distributions to providers of capital

EC7

Increase/decrease in retained earnings

87–89

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

88
118

Value added statements;
Statement of Changes in Total
Shareholders’ Equity

117
88
92
14;
98

Income statements;
Value added statements
Corporate Social Responsibility Report
Chairman’s statement
Corporate Social Responsibility Report

PUBLIC SECTOR

106

EC8

Taxes paid

EC9
EC10

Subsidies received
Donations to communities, civil societies
and other groups broken down in terms
of cash and in-kind donations
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E NVIR O M E NTA L P E R F O R MAN C E I N D I C AT O R S
GRI
INDICATOR

CORE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

PAGE IN
THIS REPORT

DESCRIPTION OF
CONTENT

MATERIALS

EN1
EN2

Total materials used other than water by type
Percentage of materials used that are waste from
sources external to reporting organisation

–
–

Not assessed
Not assessed

–
–
103

Not assessed
Not assessed
Energy

–
103

Not assessed
Water

–

Not assessed

–

Not assessed

–
–
–

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

ENERGY

EN3
EN4
EN17

Direct energy use
Indirect energy use
Initiatives to use renewable energy sources
and increase energy efficiency
WATER

EN5
EN22

Total water use
Recycling and use of water
BIODIVERSITY

EN6
EN7

Location and size of land owned, leased or managed in
biodiversity-rich habitats
Description of major effects on biodiversity
EMISSIONS, EFFLUENTS AND WASTES

EN8
EN9
EN10
EN11

Greenhouse gas emissions
Use and emissions of ozone-depleting substance
Nitrous oxide, sulphur dioxide and other
significant emissions by type
Total amounts of waste by type and destination

EN12
EN13
EN32

Significant discharges to water by type
Significant spills of chemicals, oils and fuels
Water systems and related ecosystems and habitats
significantly affected by discharges of water and run off

EN14

Significant environmental impacts of
principal products and services
Percentage of weight of products sold that is reclaimable
versus the percentage that is reclaimable at end of
products’ life and percentage actually reclaimed

104
–
–
–

Recycling and waste
management
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

–

Not assessed

–

Not assessed

None

Not applicable

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

EN15

COMPLIANCE

EN16

Incidents of and fines for non-compliance
associated with environmental issues
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S O CIA L P E RF O R MAN C E I N D I C AT O R S
GRI
INDICATOR

CORE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

PAGE IN
THIS REPORT

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENT

EMPLOYMENT

LA1

Breakdown of workforce

LA2

Net employment creation and average turnover

91

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

87;94

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

LABOUR/MANAGEMENT
RELATIONS

LA3

Trade Union representation

96

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

LA4

Policy and procedures involving information,
consultation and negotiation with employees
over changes in the operations of the
reporting organisation

96

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

97

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

97

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

HEALTH AND SAFETY

LA5
LA6

LA7
LA8

Practices on recording and notification of
occupational accidents and diseases
Formal joint health and safety committees
comprising worker and management
representatives
Standard injury, lost days and absentee rates
and number of work-related fatalities
Policy and programmes on HIV/Aids for
the workplace and beyond

–

Not assessed

97

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

91

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

LA9

Training per employee
DIVERSITY AND OPPORTUNITY

108

LA10

Equal opportunity policies or programmes
and the monitoring thereof

91–94

Corporate Social Responsibility Report

LA11

Composition of senior management and
corporate governance bodies

65–80
90

Corporate Governance Report
Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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GRI
INDICATOR

CORE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

PAGE
IN
THIS
REPORT

DESCRIPTION
OF CONTENT

HUMAN RIGHTS

HR5
HR6

Policies, guidelines, corporate structure and
procedures to deal with all aspects of human rights
Evidence of consideration of human rights impacts
as part of investment or procurement decisions
Policies and procedures to evaluate and address human
rights performance with supply chain and contractors
Global policy and procedures/programmes preventing
all forms of discrimination in operations
Freedom of association policy
Prevention of child labour policy

HR7

Prevention of forced and compulsory labour policy

HR1
HR2
HR3
HR4

93
90;92
90;92
91;93
–
92
90;92

Corporate Social
Report
Corporate Social
Report
Corporate Social
Report
Corporate Social
Report
Not assessed
Corporate Social
Report
Corporate Social
Report

Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility

Responsibility
Responsibility

COMMUNITY

SO1

Policies to manage impacts on communities

93

Corporate Governance Report

84

Corporate Governance Report

84

Corporate Governance
Report

98

Corporate Social Responsibility
Report

80

Corporate Governance Report

98

Corporate Social Responsibility
Report

BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION

SO2

Policy/procedure/management systems/compliance
mechanisms for addressing bribery and corruption
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

SO3

Policy/procedure/management systems/compliance
mechanisms for managing political lobbying and contributions
CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETY

PR1

Policy for preserving client health and safety during
use of products
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

PR2

Policy/procedures related to product information
and labelling

RESPECT FOR CONSUMER PRIVACY

PR3

Policy/procedures relating to client privacy

–

Not assessed
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DEFINITIONS

1.

Asset reinvestment rate
Represents capital expenditure divided by
depreciation.

2.

Associates
An associate is an entity which is not a
subsidiary and in which the group holds an
equity investment and exercises significant
influence over the financial and operating
policies.

3.

Basic earnings per full time equivalent
(“FTE”) employee
Net profit for the period, divided by the number
of full-time equivalent employees in service at
the end of the period.

4.

Cash ‘EBITDA’
Cash flow from trading plus dividends received.

5.

Cash flow from trading
Profit before finance costs, exceptional items
and tax, adjusted for dividends and interest
received and non-cash items.

6.

Cost of credit
Comprises interest received on customer
accounts and financial services income, less
net bad debt (which includes movement on bad
debt provision) and collection and other direct
costs incurred in providing credit.

7.

Cost of sales
Comprises the historical cost of inventory sold,
and includes adjustments for markdown and
shrinkage.

8.

Current ratio
Current assets divided by current liabilities.

9.

Dividend cover
Headline (previously basic) earnings per share
divided by dividends declared per share.

10. Dividend yield
Dividends declared per share divided by the
period-end share price on the JSE Limited
(“JSE”).

110
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11. Earnings yield
Basic earnings per share divided by the periodend share price on the JSE.

12. EBITDA margin
Profit before finance costs, exceptional items,
tax, depreciation and amortisation divided by
sale of merchandise.

13. Full-time equivalent employees
A calculated number determined by converting
the actual number of flexi-time employees into a
lesser number of full-time equivalent employees
(through dividing the aggregate working hours
of all flexi-time employees by standard working
hours), and adding this latter number to the
actual number of permanent employees.

14. Gross margin
Gross profit divided by sale of merchandise.

15. Market capitalisation
The period-end share price on the JSE
multiplied by the number of shares in issue at
the end of the period.

16. Period-end share price/net asset value per
share
The period-end share price on the JSE
expressed as a ratio of the net asset value per
share.

17. Net assets
The total of non-current assets and net current
assets, less non-current liabilities, at the end
of the period.

18. Net asset turn
Sale of merchandise divided by closing net
assets.

19. Net asset value per share
Shareholders’ equity before deducting goodwill
divided by the number of shares in issue
(adjusted for treasury shares held) at the end
of the period.

20. Net cash to total shareholders’ equity
Cash and cash equivalents, net of borrowings,
divided by total shareholders’ equity at the end
of the period.

DEFINITIONS
(continued)

21. Operating margin
Operating profit divided by sale of merchandise.

22. Operating profit
Operating profit is profit before finance costs,
exceptional items and tax.

23. Price earnings ratio
The period-end share price on the JSE divided
by headline earnings per share for the period.

24. Return on average shareholders’ equity
The current period’s net profit for the period
divided by the average of the current and prior
periods’ shareholders’ equity.

25. Return on invested capital
Profit before tax adjusted for operating leases,
less depreciation subsequently calculated on
the “capitalised” operating leases, less the
adjusted tax charge, divided by the sum of the
net assets and newly capitalised operating
leases at the end of the period.

26. Return on capital
The current period’s profit before finance
costs, exceptional items and tax divided by the
average of the current and prior periods’ total
net assets.

27. Sale of merchandise
Represents sale of merchandise through retail
outlets, together with sale of merchandise to
franchisees, but excludes value added and
general sales tax and sale of merchandise
made by YDE to customers as these are on
behalf of the designers.

28. Sale trading density
Represents sale of merchandise (excluding
sales to franchise stores divided by trading
square metre.

control so as to obtain benefits from their
activities.

31. Trade date
The trade date is the date that the group
commits to purchase or sell an asset. A
“regular way” contract is a contract for the
purchase or sale of financial assets that
requires delivery of the assets within the time
frame generally established by regulation or
convention in the marketplace concerned.

32. Trading margin
Trading profit divided by sale of merchandise.

33. Trading profit
Gross profit less operating expenses

34. Weighted average cost of capital
The risk-free rate at the end of the period as
defined by the RSA (R157) long-term bond yield
adjusted by a risk premium appropriate for the
group.

35. Weighted average number of shares in
issue
The number of shares in issue at the beginning
of the period, increased by shares issued
during the period, and decreased by share
repurchases, weighted on a time basis for the
period during which they were in issue. In the
case of shares issued pursuant to a share
capitalisation award in lieu of dividends, the
participation of such shares is deemed to be
from the date of issue.

36. Weighted average price per share traded
The total value of shares traded divided by the
total volume of shares traded for the period on
the JSE.

29. Stock turn
Cost of sales for the period divided by
inventories on hand at the end of the period.

30. Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are those entities in which the
group has an interest of more than one-half of
the voting rights or the power to exercise
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